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ASHBURTON 
PO Box 382, Ashburton 7740 
ashburton@vcc.org.nz
AUCKLAND 
PO Box 12-138, Penrose, 
Auckland 1642 
auckland@vcc.org.nz
BANKS PENINSULA  
PO Box 22-431, High Street, 
Christchurch 8142 
bankspeninsula@vcc.org.nz 
BAY OF PLENTY  
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PO Box 11-082, Sockburn 
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C/- 4B Roto Place, Wanaka 9305 
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northland@vcc.org.nz 
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northshore@vcc.org.nz 
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otago@vcc.org.nz 
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PO Box 2014, Rotorua 3040 
rotorua@vcc.org.nz 
SOUTH CANTERBURY  
PO Box 623, Timaru 7910 
southcanterbury@vcc.org.nz
SOUTHLAND  
PO Box 1240, Invercargill 9840 
southand@vcc.org.nz 
SOUTH OTAGO  
C/- M. Tapp, RD 3, Warepa, 
Balclutha 9273 
southotago@vcc.org.nz

SOUTH WAIKATO 
PO Box 403 Tokoroa 3420 
southwaikato@vcc.org.nz
TARANAKI  
C/- 86 Wilson St, Hawera 4610 
taranaki@vcc.org.nz
TAUPO 
PO Box 907, Taupo 3351 
taupo@vcc.org.nz 
WAIKATO  
PO Box 924, Hamilton 3240 
waikato@vcc.org.nz 
WAIMATE  
4 Harris St, Waimate 7924 
waimate@vcc.org.nz
WAIRARAPA 
PO Box 7, Masterton 5810 
wairarapa@vcc.org.nz 
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C/- 9 Marlborough Ave, Glenfield 
Auckland 0629 
waitemata@vcc.org.nz
WANGANUI  
PO Box 726, Wanganui 4540 
wanganui@vcc.org.nz
WELLINGTON 
PO Box 38-418, Petone, 
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wellington@vcc.org.nz 
WELLSFORD/WARKWORTH 
PO Box 547, Warkworth 0941  
wellsfordwarkworth@vcc.org.nz 
WEST COAST  
C/- 9 Stafford Rd, 
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westcoast@vcc.org.nz 

Please note this information changes annually - these details are valid 
until October 2010.

PHOTOGRAPHS REQUIRED

Submissions of suitable prints and information (where 
available) are always welcome.
Please send original photographs of historical interest with 
any available information to: 
Beaded Wheels,  
PO Box 13140, Christchurch 8141. 
Laserprints/photocopies are not suitable.  
Photos will be returned as soon as practicable.

Pictures supplied by Arthur Bennett, Dunedin

The late Harry Lemon of Westport with his ex 
Newman’s Cadillac taken at Franz Josef Glacier, 
December 1953. A group of Westport people formed a 
party and hired Harry to take them on the trip. 

While staying in the Glacier area they made the Okarito 
Forks Hotel, now demolished, their base. 

This Cadillac was used by Newmans on the Motueka 
run most of its life. Another Cadillac bus the same was 
owned by the Wesport building firm, Neilson Bros who 
used it to transport their staff down to Franz Josef, where 
a replacement hotel was under construction.

Harry Lemon later purchased several KB7 Internationals 
from Newmans as well as a swept up Aeroflite Type, 
which was formerly on the Wellington-Napier run.

Lower picture: Arthur Bennett fourth on right standing.
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This Austin is on the market and looking 
for a new home, page 37.

Morris Minor bonnets never looked so 
good as in the tail of this car, page 16.

George Mihaljevich’s 1911 Hudson 
Gentleman’s roadster features page 10.
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The efforts of our members continue fostering 
and ever widening the interest in this segment 
of our country’s history. It is to these people, who 
appreciate the fascination of age, the individuality 
and the functional elegance of vehicles from a 
bygone era, that this magazine is dedicated.
Beaded Wheels – A very apt and well-known title 
however readers may wonder at the origin of the 
name. By way of explanation beaded edge wheels 
use beaded edge tyres that are kept in place by 
reinforced rubber beads, which fit into the rolled 
edges of the wheel rim. This style of wheel was a 
distinctive feature of early motoring being used 
on early bicycles, many pre-1924 cars and most 
motorcycles until 1927. The VCCNZ adopted 
the title Beaded Wheels for their quarterly club 
magazine in March 1955 which was the successor 
to the monthly Guff Sheet.
Copyright Information 
The contents are copyright. Articles may be 
reproduced complete or in part provided that 
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material for archival purposes.
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president’s 
message

As we approach another festive season 
I look back over a very busy year, and 
certainly one we will not forget in a hurry. 
I want to thank all of you who have sent 
messages of support to all our members 
in Canterbury following the earthquakes 
experienced over the past three months. 
Your messages have been appreciated, 
and most people are now getting back 
to some form of normality and looking 
forward to next year’s motoring calendar. 
On a personal note, Christine and I wish 
to thank all the branches and individuals 
who have been so supportive with messages 
and flowers over the past four months of 
hospital visits and multiple surgeries. We 
would like you to know that your concerns 
and support have really contributed to her 
recovery. We thank you all for your patience 
during this difficult time.

To all the members who have contrib-
uted to this magazine over the past twelve 
months, we thank you for your contribution 
and commitment which has provided so 
much enjoyment to many people around 
the world, as well as our own members. It 
is always a pleasure to read the comments 
and information from our many readers 
from other countries. Hundreds of you have 
worked tirelessly over the past year serving 
on your branch committees, fundraising, 
organising local branch activities and 
ensuring there are a full range of activ-
ities both locally and nationally for our 
members. We are all grateful for the work 
you do to help promotion and enjoyment of 
our historic vehicles. Special thanks go to 
the branches who host the national events 
each year on behalf of the national body. I 
get to read the minutes of these committees, 
and have a fair idea of the commitment 
you make to these events over a consider-
able period of time. Looking through the 
VCC Events listed on page five, I counted 
105 local and national events to be held 
over the next three months and that repre-
sents a huge commitment by many of you 
organising these events, not to mention the 
thousands of enjoyable days of motoring 
experienced by our members. I don’t think 
there is any reason to complain that our 
diverse interests are not well catered for.

For those who enjoy life in the fast lane, 
I am very pleased to advise that the updated 
agreement with Motorsport New Zealand, 
which we have been negotiating over the 

as we see it

Here in Canterbury we are looking to a 
less shaky 2011. Because it’s the end of the 
year I want to take the opportunity to hand 
out some bouquets.

I’ve said it before but it bears repeating: 
clubs are generally bound together by the 
communications they can have between and 
with members. I have noticed over recent 
times that many branches have been working 
on improving the format, style and look of 
their monthly newsletter. This is to their 
credit and those responsible can take a bow!

Beaded Wheels, as our national magazine, 
adds to those branch newsletters by 
providing communication to members about 
the goings-on around the country. Both 
branch magazines and Beaded Wheels are 
very important to members and both do a 
great job of informing members.

In Beaded Wheels, though, we have the 
luxury of a committee to spread the load. 
We couldn’t do it without them and they 
all perform important functions in the 
production of the magazine. Rosalie Brown 
does a great deal of work behind the scenes 
including putting things together for us. 
She is also the link between us and the 
printer and makes sure things happen on 
time. Committee members, from Canterbury 
Branch, John Coomber (National President), 
Bill Cockram, Mark Dawber, Marilyn 
McKinlay (Canterbury Branch Chairman) 
and Judith Bain work away each month on 
their proofs and front up ready for action 
at each monthly meeting ready to defend 
their work or position on something or other 
that they feel strongly about. This can be an 
interesting, if time consuming, and sometime 
humourous section of the meeting! Judith 
keeps an eye on future events for us and 
Mark is continually looking for those Behind 
the Wheel vehicles to line up for future issues. 
John takes the minutes and prepares these 
for posting out prior to the next meeting. 
On your behalf I extend our thanks to these 
people for their tireless efforts. 

I would also like to thank our regular 
columnists. I know what it is like to have 
the commitment of meeting deadlines every 
issue and these people do it very well. Grant 
Hitchings for The Way We Were, Diane 
Ross for Brass Notes, Julie Cairns for her 
National Office News, Graeme Rice for his 
Timelines. Last but not least, those branch 
scribes who send in copy for Idle Torque each 
issue. Thanks to you all.

 Kevin Clarkson
 Chairman, Beaded Wheels

past twelve months has finally been signed 
by both parties and is now in force. You can 
read a transcript of the updated agreement 
under national office news on page 6. I 
would like to thank Frank Renwick, our 
Speed Steward, Raymond Bennett, Vice 
President and Brian Budd, General Manager 
of MotorSport NZ Inc for their assistance in 
achieving this outcome. On page 7 under 
Mailbag, the Waitemata Branch advise of 
the inaugural ‘Roycroft Trophy Meeting’ 
at Hampton Downs next Easter. While I 
appreciate that this will clash with the 
North Island Easter Rally, and the branch 
was concerned about that, the opportunity 
to host the event at this prestigious venue 
could not be passed up. The very different 
nature of this event should not deter those 
who already intended to participate in the 
Easter Rally of either Island.

Last weekend I had the privilege 
of attending the prizegiving for the 
Centennial Reliability Trial, which 
was a re-enactment of the Canterbury 
Automobile Association Reliability Trial 
held 100 years ago in December. Twelve 
cars competed in the original run from 
Christchurch to Dunedin and return over 
a two day period. Re-enactments of this 
event were held in 1970, 1980 and 1990. 
The original cup won by NC Gilchrist of 
Oamaru was on display to complement the 
new Centennial Cup which was donated by 
the North Otago branch of the Automobile 
Association. On researching the previous 
three re-enactments, I was surprised to find 
that J.A. McLachlan of Leeston had won 
the event each time in his 1912 Cadillac. 
This year fifteen Veteran cars partici-
pated, and guess what – JA McLachlan 
won the Centennial Trophy, again in 
his 1912 Cadillac. This is a remarkable 
performance by a man of 85 years and I 
suspect is unlikely to ever be equalled or 
bettered. Knowing JA as I do, I suspect 
that he is determined to have another go 
in ten years if the event is held again. Our 
best wishes to all of you for the festive 
season. I look forward to seeing many of 
you at the National Veteran Rally and the 
National Motorcycle Rally in February. In 
the meantime, have a very happy holiday 
season, enjoy your motoring and take care 
out there on our roads.

John Coomber
National President
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 december
 5 Auckland Gymnic 
 5 Canterbury Children’s Christmas Picnic
 5 Manawatu Parts Shed Open Branch Tea
 5 Marlborough Christmas Lunch
 5 Sth Cant Christmas Run &  

Childrens Party
 5 Southland Ladies Run
 5 Sth Otago Moped Rally
 5 Taupo Club Posh afternoon tea
 5 Waikato Club Run
 8 Taupo Christmas Dinner
 11 Far North Christmas Run
 11 Sth Cant Christmas Dinner & Party
 11 Waikato Christmas Social Event
 12 Bay of Plenty Christmas Party & Restoration 

Awards
 12 E Bay of Plenty Wild Goose Chase  

& Spit Roast
 12 Far North Gymnic and Christmas Cheer
 12 Gisborne Club Captain’s Wing Ding
 12 Horowhenua Christmas Dinner
 12 Nelson Christmas Picnic / BBQ
 12 Northland Gymnic and Christmas Cheer
 12 Otago Christmas BBQ
 12 Waikato Motorcycle Run
 12 Wairarapa Christmas Gymkhana & 

Dinner
 16-18 Ashburton David’s Tour
 26 Canterbury Boxing Day Run/Veteran 

Picnic Run
 31 Waitemata New Years Eve

 jAnuAry
 1 Waikato New Year’s Day Run
 1 Ashburton New Years Day Run & BBQ
 1 Banks Peninsula New Year’s Day Picnic, Little 

River Domain
 1 Sth Cant Fairlie Parade
 2 Canterbury Motorcycle New Year Run
 8 Canterbury Picnic Run
 8 Far North Autospectacular
 9 Waikato Blue Smoke and Pedals
 9 Wairarapa Coastal Run

 14-16 Southland V8 Teretonga
 15-16 Gisborne Tolaga Bay Campout
 22 Canterbury Moped Run
 22 Far North Summer Picnic
 22 Wanganui Burma Rally Weekend
 22-23 Gore Overnighter
 23  Marlb/Nelson  Picnic Pelorus Bridge
 23 Otago Jackson Rally
 23 South Cant Ladies & Chairmans Run
 29 Ashburton Annual Rally
 29-30 Bay of Plenty Annual Anniversary Weekend 

Rally
 29-30 Otago Dunedin Brighton Run

 februAry
 4-6 Wellsford/
  Warkworth Commercial Vehicle Rally and 

Campout
 4-6 Banks Peninsula Skope Race Meeting, Ruapuna
 5 Canterbury Boot Fair
 5 Far North Rademaker’s Runabout
 5 Eastern BOP Annual Rally
 5 Southland Southland Rally
 6 Wairarapa Remembrance Day Rally
 9 Taupo BBQ
 11-13 Banks Peninsula Enzed Race Meeting Levels
 12-13 Canterbury Annual Rally
 12 Auckland Annual Veteran Rally
 12 Gisborne Three River Rally
 12 Waimate 30th Anniversary Wallaby Rally
 13 Waikato Motorcycle Run
 14-17 Ashburton 4th Prince Henry Founders 

Tour for Veterans
 18-20 Hawke’s Bay Art Deco Rally
 18-20 Ashburton National Veteran Rally
 19 Gore Festival Rally
 20 Waikato Club Event
 25-27 Nth Otago National Motorcycle Rally
 26 Wellsford/
  Warkworth Swap Meet and Inaugural 

Veteran Car Rally
 26-6  Canterbury Open Vintage Rally
 27 Bay of Plenty Beach Picnic Run
 27 Otago Lady Drivers Run
 27 Taupo Picnic Run

 28-4 Nth Otago National Motorcycle Rally –
After Rally Tour

 mArch
 5 Manawatu Ruahine Ramble
 5 Waikato Vintage Venture
 5 Southland Veteran Rally
 5 Wellington Triangular Veteran Rally
 5 Nth Otago Gerald Lynch-Blosse Memorial 

Motorcycle Rally
 6 Bay of Plenty “London to Brighton” Veteran 

Run
 6 Gore Frank Robson & Clearwater 

Capers Runs
 11-13 Far North Dargaville Campout
 11-13 Taupo Taupo Rally
 12-13 Bay of Plenty Last of Summer Days Run
 12 Canterbury Annual Motorcycle Rally
 12 Sth Otago Clutha Motorcycle Rally
 12 Wairarapa Rex Porter Memorial Rally
 13 Canterbury Rear Wheel Brake Rally
 13 Horowhenua Ted Green M/C Rally
 13 Sth Cant Mystery Run
 16 Manawatu Branch AGM
 19 Banks Peninsula The Pomeroy Trophy
 19 Banks Peninsula Club Day Ruapuna
 19 Canterbury Commercial Rally
 20 Auckland Annual Vintage Muster
 20 Hawke’s Bay Vintage Only Rally
 23 Central Otago Moped Rally
 23 Otago Vintage Venture
 27 Bay of Plenty Waihi Hill Climb
 27 Waikato Club Event
 27 Nth Otago Ngapara- Coal-Pit Hillclimb
 25-27 Sth Otago Weekender - Alexandra based
 26-27 Canterbury Vintage Country Fair
 

VCC Events This list of events is compiled from the VCCNZ National Calendar of Events, and branch events  
as listed in each branch newsletter. Any deletions, additions, alterations need to be notified to 
Beaded Wheels by the Branch Secretary before 10th of the month prior to magazine publication

VCC National Events
2011
National Veteran Rally Ashburton 18 - 20 Feb
National Motorcycle Rally  North Otago 25 - 27 Feb
North Island Club Captain’s Tour  7 - 20 April
National Easter Rally SI  Gore   22 - 25 April
National Easter Rally NI Taranaki 22 - 25 April
2012
International Rally Vero Rally 2012  
   Wanganui 16 - 27 Jan

While Beaded Wheels makes every attempt to check the accuracy of the dates published in this column we advise 
readers to confirm all dates with the individual branch concerned.

Total     engine overhauls
MOTOR RECONDITONERS 2002 Ltd

• Bearing Remetaling Specialists 
• All Workmanship Fully Guaranteed

Full Mechanical Servicing

Contact Jared Hanson
8 Hills Road, Christchurch 8148

PO Box 26 033

Phone (03) 366-0914
Fax (03) 366-0912

Mobile 027 3081 292

Email motorrecon@paradise.net.nz

www.motorreconditioners.co.nz
Shirley
MOTORS
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Alta Overhead Valve Conversions
I have just found myself an Alta OHV 

head for my 1952 sidevalve Morris Minor. 
It is on a 1949 lowlight with rego on hold, 
that I have just purchased in Taumaranui.

The vendor thought this Alta head 
was the only one in New Zealand. A few 
years ago I placed an ad in Beaded Wheels 
“wanted to buy”, and had a phone call 
from a chap who I think had worked for 
Dominion Motors in Auckland, and he 
told me there were six imported into NZ 
in the early 1950s.

I am keen to communicate with this 
gentleman and anyone else who has any 
knowledge of these Alta after market 
additions for the rather slow 8hp sv Morrie 
Minor. I am keen to learn about their 
history in NZ, and maybe also locate any 
other cars with them added.

They are still keenly sought after by 
MM enthusiasts around the world and 
the MMOC in UK is keen to record the 
whereabouts of all known MMs with Alta 
heads.

Sheila Masters
Phone: 06 765 7544;
Email: rmmasters@xtra.co.nz

Car Values
I was sorry to read the article in this 

beaut magazine from Ken Braddon about 
car values in New Zealand. I lived in 
Auckland for 49 years and have been in 
the old car / Vintage movement since 1972. 
I have restored and put back on the road 
ten different English cars that required 
major work or total restoration. When I 
sold them on it was always a pleasure to 
see them being used out and about by 
ordinary New Zealanders, not just wealthy 
people, but the ordinary guy with a family 
who didn’t have to mortgage themselves 
to the hilt for a day out with the VCC 
on a rally or club run. I hate to say this 
Ken, but don’t try and force up car prices 
so only the rich can afford them. The 
Vintage movement in New Zealand needs 
young people to be able to afford the 
cars, so that when us oldies fall off the 
perch they can continue to enhance the 
New Zealand lifestyle by showing off the 
Vintage movement. This is not Britain 
and we do not need our vehicles priced 
out of reach of the ordinary person.

mailbag 
The editorial committee reserve the right to  publish, edit or 
refuse publication of any item  submitted as comment. The 
views expressed herein are those of the authors and do not 
necessarily express the policy or views of the Vintage Car 
Club of New Zealand (Inc.) or the publishers. Letters may 
be edited for length and clarity.

VCCNZ Inc 
National Office, 

PO Box 2546, Christchurch 8140 
ph 03 366 4461 fax 03 366 0273  

email admin@vcc.org.nz  
www.vcc.org.nznational office news

Interested in joining the Vintage Car Club? Our website www.vcc.org.nz has membership application forms and your local 
branch contact details. You may also contact your local branch directly for application forms and details. See page 2.

Annual Subscriptions
In late January, early February, you will 

receive your annual subscription for VCC 
membership. To receive the discount of 
$11.25, payment must be received by the 
National Office no later than 20 March 
2011.

Motorsport Agreement
As the result of a series of meetings 

held between the Vintage Car Club of 
NZ (Inc) and MotorSport NZ, the 2002 
Agreement is reconfirmed with the 
addition of Appendix One. The Appendix 

covers the agreed rules for Historic compe-
tition. It allows for recognition of both 
organisations documentation at any speed 
event.

In ALL circuit racing events, vehicles 
will be restricted to a 31 December 1960 
cutoff date.

All stewards, event organisers, scruti-
neers and competitors must familiarise 
themselves with the new agreement which 
came into effect on 1 November 2010. 

Appendix One will now become part of 
regulation 23 in the VCC Branch Manual.
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It was agreed at a meeting held between 
MotorSport New Zealand and The Vintage 
Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) repre-
sentatives in Christchurch on Saturday 28 
November 2009 and Monday 12 July 2010 
that:

COD/VIC
Both parties recognise each others 

documentation. 

Logbooks
Both parties recognise each others 

logbooks. Vehicles will be required to have 
one logbook only. That logbook will be 
that of the organisation from which the 
competitor holds a competition licence.

Licences
Where a race is VCC organised a VCC 

or MSNZ licence will be recognised. 
When a race is MSNZ organised and a 
VCC competitor wishes to compete, that 
competitor will have access to a MSNZ day 
licence at the appropriate fee.

At all times a VCC licence must 
be accompanied by a VIC and a VCC 
membership card, while a MSNZ licence 

must be accompanied by a MSNZ COD 
and MSNZ affiliated club membership.

Permit
To allow members from Vintage Car 

Club and MotorSport New Zealand to 
compete in each other’s events it was 
agreed that when permits for events are 
issued the respective offices will be advised.

Officials
VCC organised races or events within 

MSNZ permitted meetings will be run by 
VCC Officials. MSNZ Officials will be 
responsible for the running of MSNZ races.

Vintage Racing Vehicles
Vintage Racing Vehicles are those 

constructed prior to 31 December 1960. 
Recognition to be given to production 
overruns.

Review Meetings
The agreement between MSNZ and 

VCC will be reviewed at a meeting of the 
two organisations annually in April.
Signed on 15 October 2010

Agreement Between  
Motorsport New Zealand Incorporated and  

The Vintage Car Club Of New Zealand Incorporated 
Appendix One

Brian Budd,  
General Manager 
MotorSport NZ Inc

John Coomber, 
President, Vintage Car 
Club of NZ (Inc.)

Those members who compete in circuit 
events will note in the new agreement that 31 
December 1960 is the cut off date for historic 
competition. This means that your car and 
engine must be dated pre 31 December 1960. 
I am aware of instances of post 1960 engines 
that have been competing in events and this 
will no longer be acceptable. The intention is 
to ensure a level playing field for all. Although 

we would have wished for a later cut off date 
we, through our affiliation with Motorsport 
NZ, must recognise the FIA rules for historic 
competition which cut off at 31 December 
1960. Where any member has questions then 
I can be contacted in writing through the 
National Office.

Frank Renwick
Speed Steward

Note from the National Speed Steward

Julie Cairns 
National Office Manager



The VCC and one-make clubs work 
very hard to promote this movement. 
Long may it continue.

Good to see the magazine going from 
strength to strength.

Derek Dixon
Queensland.

Cars at Wigram
I refer to your correspondent, Ross 

Stewart, in issue number 306 – History 
Please. The vehicles in the photograph 
in question are, from left to right; Alan 
Bramwell’s Rolls-Royce Silver Cloud 1, 
Hurring’s Datsun 1600 SSS, my Alfa GT 
1300 Junior, Eion McKellar’s Rolls-Royce 
Silver Cloud 1. At the time, McKellar 
also owned the 4CLT Maserati on display 
at the Queenstown Motor Museum. The 
museum curator, Brian Middlemass is 
standing back to camera in the photo-
graph.

Alan Kerr.

Inaugural Roycroft Trophy Meeting
The Waitemata Branch of the VCCNZ 

is proud to announce a confirmed date for 
the inaugural ‘Roycroft Trophy Meeting’ 
at Hampton Downs in the north Waikato. 
The event is in honour of Ron Roycroft, 
and will hopefully capture the spirit of the 
golden days of racing in New Zealand

The inaugural running of this meeting 
will be a two day event held at Easter 
2011, so make a big note in your diary as 
it is one not to be missed. The meeting 
is intended to be fun, rather than out 
and out competitive. The intention is 
to get as many eligible sporting cars as 
possible out on the track, where they can 
be seen by the general public and enjoyed 
as they should be. Hopefully this will instil 
an interest in Vintage cars and Vintage 
racing that may lead to new members, and 
encourage existing members to dust off 
their vehicles and get them out. 

This is a major coup for us on a prime 
date at this prestigious facility, which as 
anyone who has driven round this circuit 
can tell you, is right up there in terms of 
driver enjoyment.

The VCC grids will be open to eligible 
pre-‘60 cars with current VIC and log 
book, with the emphasis being towards 
pre-war and ‘50s specials. We will also 
be inviting grids from partner clubs; the 
Historic Sports and Racing Car Club and 
the Classic Motorcycle Register. This 
will provide additional grids for Formula 
Juniors, historic sports racing cars, and 
classic motorcycles. We expect truly 

historic and entertaining racing for all 
concerned, and it is planned that this will 
become an annual fixture in our calendar. 
Club members not racing are encouraged 
to arrive in a Vintage car, and will get 
exclusive parking. The intention is to give 
the event a period atmosphere.

In addition to the racing, Hampton 
Downs management will be organising a 
food and wine festival that will take place 
in the infield with plenty of period music, 
trade stands and stall holders offering 
samples of their wares. This event will be 
open to the general public with a nominal 
entry fee. 

Please contact by email or phone; Ian 
Williams: 09 442 1261, Ian.williams@
electrix.co.nz, or Brendan Lamain 09 473 
6750 (AH), brendan325@paradise.net.nz .

Bring the whole family along for a 
historical and gastronomic festival.

Brendan Lamain,
Club Captain, Waitemata Branch.

booK priZe Winner

Nash Metropolitan – a story for 
Beaded Wheels

I too was fascinated to see the Nash 
Metropolitan in your magazine. This car 
was based on the tiny NX1 experimental 
car of 1950 and built in England. It was 
marketed in the USA and Canada by 
Nash and in England by BMC. My first 
introduction to the Metropolitan was 
about 1957 as a very new and very young 
policeman on the beat in Palmerston 
North. I recollect that before going on 
duty one afternoon, we were told that a 
Nash Metropolitan had been stolen from 
Wanganui and was believed to be heading 
south and would we please keep our eyes 
peeled for it. The Metro must have been 
scarce in those days as I had not seen one 
before, but presumed that it was a big yank 
tank and would be hard to miss.

Later on that afternoon, while on the 
beat in The Square near the intersection 
of Rangitikei St. I saw a flashy little car 
stopped at the intersection and indicating 
a left turn. I didn’t know what it was, I had 
not seen one before and it intrigued me. 
By now it was moving away and I thought 
that if I see it again that day I would stop 
it and check it out and at least find out 
what it was.

I had a couple of incidents to attend 
to that afternoon and when I returned 
to the Station I had forgotten about the 
flashy little car that I had seen earlier. 
Imagine my surprise when walking into 
the yard at the rear of the station I found 
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mailbag

Put pen to paper 
and you might just 
win this excellent 
addition to your 
library. From the 
October 2010 until 
September 2011 we 
are awarding a book 
prize to the best 
Mailbag offering. 
For the February 
issue the book is  
It Still Beats Working – My Forty Years of Motor 
Racing Fun 

Our appreciation goes to Fazazz, The 
Motorists Shop in Lichfield Street, 
Christchurch for their generous donation of 
books.

Congratulations to Barry Kennedy, winner of 
a copy of Scott Dixon.

the self same car parked there. It was then 
that the realisation hit me that it was the 
car stolen from Wanganui and the one 
that I had seen in Rangitikei St. Judicious 
inquiries revealed that the two offenders 
were in the cells after the car had been 
located in Fitzherbert Avenue about an 
hour earlier by a mobile patrol. 

Apart from kicking myself around the 
block twice for failing to be observant 
and making the arrest of the day, I never 
mentioned this incident to anyone and I 
believe that this is the first time the story 
has seen the light of day. I figure that 
sufficient time has elapsed for me not to be 
embarrassed about it and funnily enough 
I find that I have little love for that flashy 
little Metroplitan that should have been a 
big yank tank.

Barry Kennedy
Brisbane Vintage Car Club.

Petrol Properties
I am writing to warn fellow car enthu-

siasts that the petrol we are being supplied 
with these days has paint stripping proper-
ties to it! I filled my 1957 Hudson Hornet 
up ready for the Naseby Show a couple of 
weeks later and put it away in my garage. 

Win with

THE MOTORIST’S SHOP

Beaded Wheels
and
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The next two days were very hot which 
resulted in the fuel expanding and coming 
up against the filler cap and weeping past 
the cap to dribble down the mudguard. 
I didn’t discover until the Sunday what 
had happened and to my horror found it 
had starting stripping the paint damaging 
a large area. The picture does not show 
really how bad the damage was. The panel 
shop has had to strip it back to bare metal 
and repaint the whole mudguard.

The car had had a bare metal repaint 
just over twenty years ago and been in 
storage most of that time. It was painted 
in the older type of paint (DULON). 
Apparently the new type of two pack 
paints are more resistant to the modern 
petrol. 

I strongly suggest anyone with a classic 
car which does not already have an 
internal overflow on the filler pipe do the 
same modification as I have done to my 
Hudson. I took the filler pipe off, drilled 
a hole in it just a bit below the filler cap, 
then welded a shallow nut to take a 3⁄8 
hose fitting. The hose should be situated 
so that any fuel which dribbles out will not 
do any harm.

mailbag

Some people have said just do not fill 
the car right up, but even with ½ to ¾ of a 
tank under the right conditions it can still 
happen. My sister had a 1952 Plymouth 
that when parked on a steeply cambered 
street on a very hot day, would weep petrol 
when only half full. So play it safe and fit 
an internal overflow. I would hate to see it 
happen to anyone else.

Lindsay Mckenzie, Oamaru.

Looking for Morris
I have just been on a Vintage rally 

for the weekend and met up with an 
elderly gentleman who has spent many 
years trying to locate the old Morris 
Commercial truck which his father had 
bought new. He has been to New Zealand 
a number of times trying to find it but no 
luck. I told him I would try to get his plea 
into Beaded Wheels as the magazine went 
far and wide.

His note accompanied by these photos 
reads; “the last piece of information I 
found out about this vehicle was that it 
was traded in Toowoomba in 1956. I am 
led to believe it was purchased at auction 
by a museum in New Zealand.” I hope that 
you can find some space in the Mailbag 
section or somewhere appropriate in the 
magazine that just may help him.

Derek Dixon

Hispanos
Barry Roberts’ interesting article on 

Auckland’s Four Hispanos did not cover 
the final disposition of the Hemus/
Fairburn/Lake Hispano with Franay body. 
I enclose a recent photo of the car as 
it is now in the Blackhawk Collection 
in California. It has been modified to 
have the sidemount spare placed at the 
rear, plus some other changes. Alan Lake 
had remounted the headlights to a high 
(correct) position, but they seem to be 
back down again where they were when 
Ken Hemus and Ted Fairburn owned it.

Alan Lake and Ted Fairburn were both 
good friends of mine and I drove the 
car when both owned it. I recall driving 
Ted’s car up the hills at Titirangi and 
wondering about all the other cars’ noisy 
downshifting to lower gears while the 
Hisso just effortlessly rode up the grade 
in high gear. We also attracted a lot of 
admiring attention then, and later on the 
motorway.

When Alan had it, we actually 
stopwatch timed it against my Pierce-
Arrow V-12 on the level with interesting 
results. The Hisso had better low speed 
acceleration but above 60mph the Pierce 
began to pull away, much to Alan’s 
surprise. His car originally had a 3.64 axle 
ratio, but he managed to import a 3.1875 
ratio from the factory. He agreed with 

Lock ring Heavy
and light.
Now available

Beaded edge
Wide range
30x3 to 895x135
Split Rims
Motor cycle rims

Well base Rolled edge.
All sizes

101 Harman St
PO Box 9164
Christchurch 8149
New Zealand
Phone 03 338 4307
email office@veterancarrims.co.nz



100 YEARS AGO 

1910 – Selwyn Francis Edge, eager to 
prove the superiority of the poppet valve 
motor over Charles Knight’s “patent 
valveless engine” put up £250 through 
the RAC for the winner of the sleeve 
valve vs poppet valve challenge. Just so 
Knight knew what he was up against, 
Edge lodged Napier’s certificates for the 
top gear drive from London to Edinburgh, 
the 76mph lap of Brooklands and the 
1907 24 hour run by three Napiers.

75 YEARS AGO

1935 – Christchurch car buyers had some 
interesting choices for the Christmas 
Hols. A Falcon-Knight with a “silky 
engine” for £160. A green Haynes Tourer 
for £25. Or a very rare Piedmont (USA) 
tourer, an Oldsmobile 6, a Maxwell or a 
Hupmobile - all £10 each. Purists might 
opt for a Sunbeam 5-passenger touring 
sports which cost £1000 new – yours for 
£200. Or how about a Talbot sedan with 
a Weymann body for £200? An Itala 
tourer originally costing £900 was yours 
for £70.

50 YEARS AGO

1960 – Overseas mags were excited about 
the entries for the 1961 NZGP, mainly 
due to the “Formula Libre” rules which 
allowed current Coopers and Lotuses 
and Johnny Mansell’s Tec-Mec to run. 
But an “antipodean spy” had spilt the 
beans on the Lycoming Special. “It has 
a 5299cc flat four Lycoming engine, 
enormous acceleration, disc brakes and 
handles very well. It won’t be far behind 
the F1 cars!” 

30 YEARS AGO

1980 – Chrysler, in trouble with its costly 
foray into Europe, was now pinning its 
future on the Chrysler K cars – the 
Plymouth Reliant and the Dodge Aries. 
Funds for advertising were a bit short, 
but who came along offering to do their 
commercials for nothing? Why, old Blue 
Eyes of course — Frank Albert Sinatra. 
His preference was for the big trad V8s 
though, and after the musicians’ union 
interfered he had to charge $640 a 
session anyway.

me that the power and speed claims in 
the Beaded Wheels “road test” by Norm 
Adams were complete nonsense. Adams 
had the bhp as “rather more than 200” 
(I like that “rather more” bit) and top 
speed as 100mph. These were the speeds 
and power of the racing Boulognes as 
modified by the factory. Alan’s car had 
only 145 bhp and would have been happy 
to top out at 90mph no more. The original 
production H6C 8l cars had 160bhp, but 
“le clientele” as Hispano called their 
customers, complained about the noisy 
camshaft and a new type 122bis camshaft 
was adopted which reduced power by 10%.

It is also true that the original H6 
6.6l cars had only 118bhp, not the adver-
tised 135bhp. (I have the factory charts 
showing this). Alan also had trouble with 
a cracked head (between inlet and exhaust 
valve seats), and as head and block were 
integral (like Bentleys) he had to import 
a replacement block from the factory 
which still had them in stock for French 
railcar engines (similar to Bugatti Royale 
engines).

Nevertheless I remain as always a great 
admirer of the marque and could easily 
write a full-length article on my own Hisso 
experiences with cars and owners.

Alan was also a great admirer of my 
Pierce Twelve, and along with my good 
friend Barrie Grant of Cadillac V-16 fame, 
gave me both moral and practical support 
in fully restoring the Pierce to the road 
after a disastrous and heartbreaking fire. 
The Pierce is now in the Southward Trust 
Museum at Paraparaumu with two Hissos 
for company! Hispano-Suiza abandoned 
car production in 1938 at request of the 
French Government to concentrate on 

aircraft engines, and their excellent 
Hispano cannon, another product of the 
great engineer Marc Birkigt. As I point 
out in my forthcoming Rolls-Royce book, 
Hispano did have a very advanced front-
wheel drive V8 for postwar production, but 
the social, political and economic state of 
France after WWII militated against its 
revival.

The Hispano-Suiza Company still 
continues today, however, as a very 
important unit of the SNECMA Group 
(see above advertisement) and still features 
the famous “Cygogne Volant”, the Flying 
Stork, as their logo. Incidentally Hispano 
is masculine and Suiza feminine, so they 
are still playing it both ways.

Maurice Hendry

Current Hispano Suiza advertisement from Flight 
magazine, England

historical snippets 
of motoring interest 
from years gone by 
Graeme Rice

timelines
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Actually I spent most of one 
afternoon with him and was sorry 
I had not more time as he was 

certainly an interesting person to be with.
George is of full Dalmatian descent. 

For the benefit of those readers like 
myself who are geographically challenged, 
Dalmatia is the Adriatic coastal area of 
Yugoslavia with the country inland being 
home to the Serbs and Croats. Although 
his mother was born in New Zealand her 
parents had emigrated from Yugoslavia a 
short time before her birth.

George was born in Northland on 7 
October 1930 and was raised along with 
his four siblings near Awanui. He started 
school at age eight; the family at this 
time being looked after by a grandmother 
while the parents worked recovering gum. 
This gum is exuded from the native New 
Zealand kauri tree, and was in demand for 
making varnish, linoleum and dentures. 
When the trees were blown over or died, 
the gum was deposited in the soil although 
sometimes it could be bled from the living 
tree. Recovering it provided an income for 
the early settlers in New Zealand. 

After a three month stint at high 
school George left and in 1946 started 
work in a garage in Awanui when it was 
realised that he had a natural flair for 
things mechanical. 

In 1951 George moved to Auckland 
and married Joyce four years later. They 
have three children all living in Australia. 
After a short time working with a firm 
mending radiators he began his own 
radiator repair business in 1956 working 
from the basement of his Ponsonby home. 
It appears this venture was very successful, 
George becoming one of the city’s experts 
in this field, especially when repairing or 
remaking radiators for historic vehicles. 
He closed the business last Christmas 
although he still does the odd radiator 
fix or re-build but only as a special favour. 
When I visited he was rebuilding a Rolls-
Royce radiator for a friend.

George is a true car enthusiast and 
his back yard and sheds are filled with 
remnants – bits of radiators and car 
parts lying everywhere. A collection 
of 30 stationary engines, the biggest a 
Ruston, all scattered throughout his work 
area illustrates his fascination with these.  
Noting his extensive range of machines 
for vehicle restoration, and after admiring 
the high quality of his work, he surprised 
me when proudly admitting that he was a 
self taught do-it-yourselfer. 

I asked him what had generated his 
interest in old cars and the answer of 
course was “They were the only ones I 
could afford.” 

He has a number of interesting vehicles. 
The largest is a 1925 Renault which has 
a massive six cylinder 9.125 litre engine 
which is thought to be the largest-engined 
production car in the Vintage Car Club. 
George discovered it in a very dilapidated 
condition in an Auckland caravan dealer’s 
yard where it was the yard tractor, and 
subsequently rebuilt it. The giant car 
is in magnificent condition now and it 
seems ironic that it is only a roadster but 
I suppose the dickey seat at its rear is 
intended for frequent use. George says he 
has rallied the big vehicle all around New 
Zealand and in Australia.

I gained the impression though that his 
favourite vehicle is his 1913 English-built 
25hp Clement Talbot. He bought it in 
1961 then on-sold it and bought it back 
in 1977 when he used it to do the Haast 
rally. Like his Renault, it too is a boat-tail 
roadster and, with parts of its bodywork of 
stained and polished timber, is definitely 
the scene stealer of his collection. He still 
uses it frequently.

George is keen on the American 
made Hudson vehicles because of their 
strong build and reliability. He has three; 
a 1919 Tourer which he restored and a 
1938 Straight Eight. His third is a 1912 
4 cylinder Gentlemans Roadster, an 
up-market variant of the Hudson Mile 
a Minute sports car. Its remains were 
uncovered in Napier complete with a tree 
growing through the engine block. He is 
at present restoring the car and reckons 
it is about 90% complete. This was in 

July of this year. Once again I marvelled 
at his workmanship and am sure it will 
be stunning when finished and on the 
road. His ambition is to celebrate his 80th 
birthday with a drive of the completed 
vehicle. 

I managed to extract some historic 
information from an article which stated 
“After a relatively strong start to its vehicle 
production Hudson expanded its line of 
automobiles in 1912, introducing a Mile a 
Minute sports roadster, equipping the car 
with twin bucket seats, a 4 cyl. cast-iron 
motor displacing 280ci (4.26 litres) and 
featuring a huge divided tank on the rear 
holding 30 gallons of fuel and 10 gallons of 
oil.” It added “If this seems a lot of oil bear 
in mind that in 1912 automobile engines 
were expected to burn oil – and assuredly 
they did”. The article went on to say that 
the fenders and running boards were easily 
removed for racing purposes and that two 
of the Hudson traditions - the engine’s 
splash lubrication system and the wet 
cork-faced multi-plate clutch would remain 
for generations. Unfortunately the cars 
were expensive and most sports enthusi-
asts could not afford them. It is said that 
the Mile a Minute cars won their share 
of racing honours but then were quickly 
overtaken by rapidly improving models. It 
is thought that no more than five or six 
of these remarkable cars survive, three of 
which are the classy Gentlemans Roadster. 

George loves talking about all aspects 
of the old car scene and I had a wonderful 
time in conversation with him. I got the 
feeling his determination to carry on his 
engineering activities will keep him going 
for quite some time. He joined the Club 
in 1960 and is still very active in Branch 
activities. I look forward to meeting up 
with him again for another chat and also 
getting news of the first running of the 
Veteran Hudson.

He is indeed one of the Auckland 
Branch personalities. 

Footnote: I checked with George 
recently. He actually started his restored 
Veteran Hudson on his 80th birthday but 
for various reasons he did not take it on 
the road. bw

George Mihaljevich and Bob Ballantyne in earnest conversation. Pictured right is George’s 1912 Hudson 
Gentleman’s roadster.

Words Grant Hitchings 
Photos Jack Nazer

the way we were

I was in Auckland recently and used 
the opportunity to visit George 
Mihaljevich, a member of the 

Auckland Branch of the VCC. I had 
been told he was one of the longest 
serving members of the branch and 

one of its more colourful personalities. 
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METAL RECLAIMING 
SPECIALISTS

One Stop Vintage Repair Shop

LATEST TECHNOLOGY NO HEAT DIST0RTION

GUARANTEED

129 Manukau Rd Pukekohe Ph 09 238 4079 
Fax 09 238 4437 email kelven@fesltd.co.nz

• Worn axleshafts

• Crankshafts back to standard

• Main tunnels in blocks

• Top of cylinder block

The list is endless ...

We are the most complete machine 
shop in new zealand

White Metalling  
of engine bearings

www.franklinengineering.co.nz

Some AJS and Matchless 

motorcycles of the 1950s used 

two hairpin valve springs per valve 

which are not able to be fitted in 

the same way as normal springs.

They can easily be removed using 
forefingers and thumbs but cannot be 
replaced in the same way. Handbooks 
showed a choice of special tools and one 
of these is available today in the UK from 
the owners’ club website. However, they 
can be easily fitted by hand and I am 
indebted to Brian Carkeek of Auckland 
who told me the method (and is probably 
too modest to promote the idea himself).

1  Put the valve into the cylinder head 
and place the head on a piece of rag so 
that the valve is fully on its seat.

2 Fit the collets and the rectangular 
plate that holds them and hold them 
all in place with a small cable tie.

3 Place one spring in a vice and 
carefully close it up. Before it goes 
into the vice the legs of the spring are 
at an angle of some forty-five degrees 
and afterwards they should be parallel. 
Now put a cable tie on each leg with 
the tail and lock of the tie coming out 
each side. I found it necessary to use 
two ties as a single one going round 
all four elements of the spring was not 
strong enough and it broke as the vice 
was released.

4  Slowly release the vice but first cover 
and hold the spring with a large rag 
in case it twangs skywards without 
warning.

5  You can now drop the springs into 
their rightful spots and then snip and 
remove the cable ties. Job done in five 
minutes.

Fastener threads
Eight millimetre metric bolts and nuts 

from your local hardware store can be 
“persuaded” to become 5⁄16" B.S.F. with 
taps and dies. 5⁄16" B.S.F. is 22 tpi and 8mm 
equates to about 22.6 tpi.

Whitworth bolts and nuts are readily 
available at boat chandlers but have A/F 
dimensions the same as unified fasteners. 

Spring Time by Paul Whitehead

helpful hints
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FX (1948-1953)
In 1850 a Mr James Alexander Holden departed from England 

for South Australia via America. He arrived in Adelaide in 1852.
The first horse drawn trams were introduced into Adelaide in 

1855. The following year JA Holden set up a saddlery business. 
History has recorded that this business flourished, growing in size 
and incorporating new partnerships during the ensuing 40 years. 
In 1896, the company then known as Holden and Frost became a 
major supplier of harness and saddlery under government wartime 
contracts to the Boer War.

It was in 1908 that Holden and Frost engaged in minor repairs 
to car upholstery and the manufacture of hoods and side curtains.

In 1913, Holden and Frost commenced the production of 
complete motorcycle sidecar bodies. In 1917 wartime trade restric-
tions led to Holden and Frost commencing large scale manufacture 
of car bodies. The first two bodies were of open tourer design.

1919 saw the formation of a new company, Holden’s Motor 
Body Builders. In 1923, this company arranged to supply new 
bodies to General Motors vehicles. This arrangement led to 
the establishing of a new plant in Woodville, South Australia, 
opening in November of that year. In 1924 HMBB were the sole 
body suppliers for GM vehicles while continuing production for 
other car manufacturers at the original plant. The combined 
production of 65 body styles totalling 22,150 units per year, was 
more than half of all the Australian production. In 1925, the 
original business of Holden and Frost was sold.

During 1926 General Motors established assembly plants in 
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide and Perth. 1928 saw the 
introduction of the first “Lion and Stone” symbol, representing 
man’s invention of the wheel.

The 1930 world wide depression hit Australia and forced the 
closure of HMBB for most of 1931. Despite the economic down 
turn 1931 saw the merger of GM and HMBB to form a new 
company, General Motors Holden’s Ltd, with Sir Edward Holden 
installed as the first chairman.

The depression year of 1932 saw Australian car sales drop from 
a 1928 peak of 88,815 vehicles to 14,000 vehicles. Holden sales 
dropped 90%.

With improving economic times in 1935, GM-H produced its 
All Enclosed Coupe body for Oldsmobile, Pontiac, and Chevrolet 
chassis. Dubbed Sloper, this uniquely Australian design was the 
forerunner of the hatchback.

Also during 1935, GM-H built the first all steel car bodies for 
the Plymouth chassis and that same year GM-H set up a new head 
office and assembly plant at Fisherman’s Bend, Melbourne. Here 
they installed a 1000 ton press for the all-steel body era.

During the war time years of 1940-1943, all of the Holden 
factories were changed to wartime production of aircraft frames, 
bomb cases, machine guns, troop carriers, and boats. In 1942, 
the company mass produced Gipsy Major aircraft engines, Gray 
Marine naval engines, and four cylinder radial torpedo engines. 
Following 1943, the military contracts started winding down and 
this revived GM-H plans to build an Australian car commencing 
with the first protoype “Project 2000”.

1945-46 saw a joint design team effort in Detroit between 
GM-H and GM engineers produce the first American prototype. 
The project transferred back to Fisherman’s Bend late in 1946. 
This coincided with the preparations to expand the existing 
facilities to manufacture engines, transmissions, axles, sheet metal 
stampings and chassis components. 

The Birth of Holden
Australia’s Own Car.

Words Graeme Moore 
Photos Rosalie Brown
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OVERHEATING ENGINE
Introducing a new generation coolant

ANY CAR THAT STRUGGLES TO KEEP COOL OR  BLOWS WATER OUT AFTER
RUNS  NEEDS THIS COOLANT.

ffti; liquid Intelligences

Boils at 190 deg c  - Water based coolants with no pressure — boil at 100 to 105 deg c 
and stop transferring heat from the engine to the radiator — our new liquid 
intelligence 115 coolant keeps transferring heat right up to 190 deg c . This coolant 
stays in contact with the hot metals (water doesn’t therefore  no more hot spots and 
no more cracks — Let  the engine go above 100 deg c — it can take it — some air 
cooled engines run up to 250 deg c.

Total Fill - Use instead of water — no water in system to eat away your alloy heads or 
rust your cylinder block. Get rid of as much water as possible, any water that is left will 
mix in but will reduce the 190 deg boiling point.

High thermal efficiency  - 30% above water based coolants (contact between coolant 
and engine ) as good as any water wetter.

Long Life  - 7 years or 500,000 kms.

Harmless  - Harmless to all alloys — hoses — plastics — radiators — solders — gaskets 
— etc. independantly tested, OEM and Australian standards. Nitrate, Borate, 
phosphate, silicate free to meet European, Japanese and USA coolant standards.

Inhibitors  - Contains long life hybrid organic inhibitors (for extra protection).

Pressure  - No pressure needed to achieve the 190 deg c boiling point, so reduced 
stress on radiator, frost plugs, tanks, hoses etc. Viscosity - No viscosity problems 
— just tip it in — freezes at -56 deg c.

DON’T RISK COOKING YOUR ENGINE!

For further info or technical data etc, 
call Roy King toll free 

0800 46 33 46 ANYTIME
1L, 5L or 10L containers $31.50 incl GST per litre, plus freight.
email roylking@xtra.co.nz   www.liquidintelligence115.com.au

Remember, one good overheat and your valuable engine is stuffed

1947 was the start of the testing programme for the three hand- 
built US and two Australian prototypes on rough local roads in 
Australia. From this testing, some components were extensively 
modified. (Even in these early years, most US highways would 
have been sealed compared with the Australian roads, most of 
which would have been metal and dust).

On 5 April 1948 the first production schedule of the new 
car took place and a secret 10 car final test run was conducted 
towards the end of the month.

On 29 November 1948 1200 guests including the Prime 
Minister gathered at Fisherman’s Bend, Melbourne, to see the 
launch of the all new Holden 48-215. Initial production capacity 
averaged 10 vehicles per day. Very quickly, the unexpected high 
demand for Australia’s Own Car far exceeded supply and efforts 
were made to achieve an annual production of 20,000 units by 
the end of 1949. Production rates reached 100 units per day in 
1951, and during the year, the first milestone in Holden history of 
50,000 units of the 48-215 sedan was achieved.

The Holden was a vivid manifestation of Australian dreams 
of prosperity, made more intense by years of wartime austerity. 
More than just a car, the early Holden was a complex symbol 
of freedom and independence, as well as suburban conformity. 
It is amongst the most recognisable cultural artefacts of 1950s 
Australia.

Today, prototype No 1, the very first hand-built Holden is part 
of the National Museum of Australia.

 To be continued

www.waitomocaveshotel.co.nz

Waitomo Caves Hotel is a classic country lodge style hotel 
set amidst peaceful farmland and overlooking the entrance to 
the world famous Waitomo Caves. Situated between Te Kuiti and 
Otorohanga, and just 75km from Hamilton. With varied routes to 
the hotel from most central North Island towns and cities we are 
the ideal destination for an organised outing or simply a nice drive 
through the King Country.

Our historic hotel is the ideal setting for a weekend away or just 
a night en route. Open for Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner. Enjoy the 
summer with a drink on the patio looking over the rose gardens, or 
in the winter, sitting in front of our open fire.

For more information visit our website or phone us on 07 878 8204 

WAITOMO CAVES 
HOTEL





We know the story. On 14 April 
1912 a great ship hit an iceberg 
on its maiden voyage across the 

Atlantic and sank taking around 1200 
souls into a watery grave where it rests to 
this day.

One of the dead was 31 year old 
Washington Augustus Roebling II, a 
bright young engineer, racing driver and 
car designer from New Jersey. Born on 25 
March 1881, Washington was descended 
from a family of wealthy bridge builders. 
On completing his engineering degree he 
went to work at the Walter car company 
where he teamed up with Etienne Planche, 
an ex-Peugeot designer. Between them 
they designed and built the Roebling-
Planche which became the Mercer’s 
ancestor, but at $5000 it wasn’t a sales 
success, even though it was second in the 
1910 Vanderbilt Cup.

With backing from friend John L Kuser, 
who had made money from brewing and 

banking, the ailing Walter Automobile 
Co was acquired and the Mercer, named 
after its home county in Trenton, New 
Jersey, was launched. Roebling could now 
set about building the sort of car that 
appealed to him. 

Mercers were to represent a new genera-
tion of sporting cars that proved there was 
a substitute for cubic inches. It was called 
a good power to weight ratio, aided and 
abetted by balance, control, road holding 
and handling. 

By 1910 the Mercer Type 35 Raceabout 
was in production. Offered in three colour 
schemes – blue with white stripe and black 
upholstery, battleship grey with lighter grey 
stripe and black upholstery or Mercer red 
with English vermillion striping and black 
upholstery. The classic colour scheme for 
many Mercer admirers is canary yellow, 
with a black stripe and black upholstery.

Finley Robertson Porter designed the 
Mercer. Settling for a 4926cc four cylinder 

MERCER
The car whose future went down with the Titanic 
Words Graeme Rice

MERCER TIMELINE 1881 to 1930

1881 25 March Washington Augustus Roebling 
II born. 

1906 Roebling goes to work at the Walter 
Automobile plant.

1909 Walter in receivership, Mercer Company 
formed

1910 Roebling Planche entered in Vanderbilt 
Cup placed second.

1910 Type 35 offered for $1950

1912 April 14th W A Roebling II drowns when 
the Titanic sinks

1914 Finley R Porter leaves Mercer

1915  EH Delling designs Series 22 Mercers

1918 Last of the founding Roeblings dies.

1918 Mercer sold to the Hare group with Crane 
Simplex & Locomobile

1919 Raceabouts get windscreens. Mercer made 
857 cars.

1919 AC Schulz Series 4 and 5 cars complete 
with self starters

1919 Mercer bought out a Rochester six

1922 Raceabout got a bench front seat

1922 Sports roadster – last series 4 cylinder cars

1923 4 passenger touring 132” wheelbase

1923 Series 6 – six cylinder 331.3 ci – 5430cc 
ohv Rochester engine

1924 September front brakes fitted - no cars 
produced except for a few 4 cylinder 
models made up from parts

1928 Harry M Wahl bought the Mercer name

1929 New car with straight 8 140bhp 
Continental engine announced

1930 New models for New York Motor Show 
didn’t appear
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MERCER
The car whose future went down with the Titanic 
Words Graeme Rice

engine featuring a fixed head and opting 
for a T-head side valve layout with the 
cylinders cast in pairs, Robertson gave it 
a very high 7.1:1 compression ratio. Built 
by Continental, 58bhp was on tap at a 
gentlemanly 1700rpm which meant lots 
of urge in the mid range, given the weight 
wasn’t much over a ton. Pared back to 
its essential mechanicals, with two seats, 
four wheels and a monocle windscreen, 
80mph was achievable with a high axle 
ratio (2.5:1 with the 1912 4-speed ‘box). 

Here’s the interesting thing – the 
Mercer Raceabout built a lasting reputa-
tion in just four short years – 1910 to 1914. 
In the short time the Raceabout was in 
production just 1,700 cars were built, with 
just one third of them Raceabouts. So, 
when a lot of other makes bit the dust and 
were never heard of again why is the name 
Mercer such an evocative one amongst 
those in the know?

Quality was its strong point. David 
Scott-Moncrieff’s book Veteran and 
Edwardian Motor Cars describes the 
Edwardian Mercer’s engineering as “always 
a first class job.” With dual ignition, 
engine mounted in sub-frames, 44 steel 
to steel clutch plates running in oil, shaft 
drive and road springs made of the best 
chrome vanadium, they were never cheap. 
Prices started at $1,950 for the Raceabout 
$2,500 for the Runabout and went to 
around $4,000 for the limousine. 

But its remarkable performance and 
racing record was the Mercer’s strongest 
point. Each Type 35 was sold only when 
it put out 60bhp @ 1900rpm on the bench 
and with the guarantee it would cover 
a mile in just 51 seconds. The company 
claimed no buyer ever returned dissatis-
fied. 

In 1912 Mercer adopted quite a 
European look – using Rudge knock off 
wire wheels, an advantage in racing as 

Mercer’s major competition successes 
1911 - 1915 (Those marked* were 1st in Class.).

1911
Feb Oakland Road Races 1st
Aug  Second Elgin Races 1st
Oct 4th Founders Day Races 1st*
Nov  Vanderbilt Cup Race 1st

1912
May  Santa Monica 1st*
May  Indianapolis 500 3rd
July  Montarama 1st
July  Columbus 1st
Aug 3rd Elgin Race 1st
Oct  Vanderbilt Cup race 2nd

1913
May  Indianapolis 500  2nd
Aug  Montarama 1st
Aug 4th Elgin Race 1st
Sept  Corona Road 1st

1914
Feb  AGP Santa Monica 1st
Nov 2nd Corona Road races 1st
Nov  Vanderbilt Cup race 2nd

1915
Jan  Point Loma 1st
May Transcontinental 1st
July  Montarama 1st

they were attached with just a single 
centre-locking nut.

In 1915 E H Delling designed a more 
efficient L-head engine giving 89bhp @ 
3000rpm and driving through a 4 speed 
gearbox. However some claimed this car 
had lost the Type 35’s character. With 
heavier high sided bodywork, a full bench 
seat and even a hood– the stark uncom-
promising Raceabout had gone.

Yet another designer, AC Schulz, had 
a crack at the 1919 Series 4 and 5. While 
the multi-plate clutch and fixed head was 
still there, an electric starter was fitted. 
In spite of all this the top speed was still a 
rather disappointing 75mph. Finally a six 
cylinder ohv made by Rochester was intro-
duced in late 1919 and took over when the 
fours faded out in 1924. In spite of a new 
owner no more cars were made and the 
Mercer story was over.

What killed the Mercer? Was it the 
premature death of its driving force, young 
Washington Roebling? Would he have 
found the inspirational successor to the 
thundering Raceabout? While successive 
Mercers were very good cars, they were 
still a bit spartan, and possibly hard to 
maintain with their fixed heads, no 
electric starters and magneto ignition, and 
maybe just too expensive. Production 
rarely exceeded 500 cars a year, hardly 
enough to remain competitive with the big 
corporations where niche markets for cars 
like the Mercer were rapidly disappearing. 
 bw
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His racing career deserves an article of its own but briefly, 
it started with beach racing in a Ford 10 special, included 
sports car racing in a self-built U2 and driving BMWs 

in the Wellington Street Races of 1986-88. He’s won national 
championships in such diverse disciplines as 250cc gearbox karts 
and three times in trucks. Throw in a South Island Mini 7 
championship, a couple more in OSCA cars and a runner-up in 
a 250cc motocross championship and you know this is a man 
who can get the best out of any machine. Even so, the little black 

Avon Hyde’s
Austin special
The Vintage Car Club of New Zealand describes a Period 

Special, in part, as 

“… a vehicle which has been built up utilising period 

production components…” 

Avon Hyde’s Austin Special fits that description although 

its giant-killing performance is quite atypical of the genre. 

Some of that performance is down to Avon’s exceptional 

driving ability. 

Words by Allan Wylie 
Photographs by John McDonald

Austin Special must be a pretty good car to go as fast as it does, 
so when Avon agreed to my driving it with a view to doing a 
Behind the Wheel, I was delighted. It took us a year to finally get it 
together but when we met at Ruapuna on a fine, bright February 
morning the experience turned out to be worth the wait.

I admire people who can do a lot with a little and the concept 
and construction of this car are good examples of that practice. 
Most of the parts came from the Canterbury Branch of the VCC’s 
spare parts compound and, in some cases, Avon isn’t too sure of 
the make of the donor car. They are mostly from Austins and all 
have been carefully chosen for their suitability. The chassis rails 
are thought to be Austin 10, reversed so the arches that once 
gave clearance for the back axle are now over the front one. The 
chassis ends just in front of the rear axle a-la C-type Jaguar and 
one quarter-elliptic leaf spring per side extends back and connects 
to a pivot on the underside of the axle housing. A third link, ball 
jointed at both ends, runs forward from the top of the diff housing 
to a bracket on the chassis just behind the gearbox. The rear axle 
itself is from a Morris 1000, shortened 250mm on the left side 
so the engine and driveline are offset to the left, making room 
for the driver’s seat between the driveshaft and the RH chassis 
rail and allowing the driver to sit much lower than if he had to 

BEHIND THE WHEEL
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Words by Allan Wylie 
Photographs by John McDonald

straddle the driveshaft. This low driving position means the whole 
body profile can be lower so the car has an exceptionally sleek and 
attractive look, as well as a low frontal area, and the top of the roll 
hoop is a mere 960mm from the ground.

The front axle is Austin Big 7 with Morris 1000 brakes grafted 
on, whose backing plates are liberally drilled and have aluminium 
air scoops to aid heat dissipation. A pair of semi-elliptic leaf 
springs joins the axle to the rails, and two radius rods run diago-
nally back from the tops of the king pins to clevises at the chassis 
to stop the front axle rotating forward under braking torque, 
probably helping to locate it laterally as well. The suspension 
is completed by telescopic shocks from a Mini on the front and 
Armstrong lever units from an unknown donor on the rear.

The power unit had its beginnings as an Austin A35 engine 
that Avon found in the parts compound and bought for $15. It 
had been out in the weather without a cylinder head so the bores 
were rusty, but that was fixed by boring them out to take some 
used Mini 1000 pistons and race-prepared con-rods donated by 
Larry Mulholland of Swift Automotive, raising the capacity to 
998cc. You don’t become a Mini 7 champion without learning 
a thing or two about BMC A-series engines so Avon brought 
considerable expertise, not to mention a few leftover parts, to bear 

on this engine. A 648 cam was installed and an old 850 Mini 7 
head was recycled. Avon bought a suitable pair of CV carbs from 
a motorcycle wrecker. He doesn’t know what make they are or 
what motorcycle they’re from but says they’re “about a millimeter 
under an inch and a half” in bore diameter. When it came time 
to test the car the engine was found to be running too lean in the 
mid range. “I’m no good at tuning things” Avon says “but I took 
the needles out and filed a flat on each one in what I thought was 
the right place. When I tried them again they were spot on and I 
haven’t touched them since”

The exhaust manifold has a longish centre branch with 
unequal length outer branches and culminates in a single high-
level tailpipe with a “sausage” muffler near the end. 

The estimated 80bhp is transmitted by a Hillman Imp 
diaphragm clutch to a Morris 1000 gearbox with an A30 rear 
housing, which places the gear lever in just the right position. 
Given Avon’s Mini 7 background, I wouldn’t have been surprised 
to hear there was a close-ratio, straight-cut gearset in the box 
but no, it’s standard Morry Thou. “Close-ratio gears cost over a 
grand,” said Avon “and the whole idea of building this thing was 
to do it on a budget”. 

Engine is offset to left, driver’s feet go alongside.Only essential gauges are present.

Shapely front axle is from an Austin Big Seven.Ulster TT badge was a gift from a friend.

Morris Minor bonnets  
never looked so good as in the tail of this car.

Careful suspension tuning makes for good balance.
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Avon built the 
car for Vintage 
racing on circuits 

and hillclimbs. So far he’s raced it in half a dozen meetings at 
Ruapuna and Levels, and run the hills at Oamaru, Little River 
and Hawkswood. He wanted the car to have a proper Vintage look 
with a radiator shell mounted between dumb irons, and a search 
of the parts compound at McLeans Island turned up a shell from 
a late ‘twenties Chrysler. It was badly rusted but had enough raw 
material for Avon’s needs so it was sectioned in both height and 
width. The result is reminiscent of an Alfa Romeo P3 so the car 
has become known locally as “the P1½”. The Ulster TT badge on 
the radiator shell was a gift from Avon’s Irish friend Basil McCoy 
and the filler cap is from a Lesco 2-gallon petrol can. The radiator 
itself is “something modern” from a mate at a wrecking yard.

Avon fashioned the shapely, pointed tail from two Morris 
Minor bonnets. This is cantilevered off the back of the chassis 
and all the other panels are formed from aluminium sheet. A full 
undertray is riveted to the bottom of the chassis rails. Sixteen-
inch Austin Seven Ruby wheels have been adapted to the Minor 
hubs and are shod with 4.60 x 16 Cheng Shin motorcycle tyres. 
The rounded profile of these didn’t put enough rubber on the road 
for Avon’s liking so he flattened their tread by jacking up the rear 
of the car, then running the engine in gear and holding a piece of 
coarse sandpaper tacked to a piece of wood against the spinning 
tread to abrade rubber from the centre. Once the rears were 
done they were swapped for the fronts and the process repeated. 
After experimenting with tyre pressures Avon has settled on 18 
psi as the optimum. It allows considerable tyre distortion when 
cornering but as it produces the fastest lap times, it must be right. 
That lap time by the way, 1:46 for Ruapuna, is very respectable.

It’s time for me to go for a skid and Avon has been warming 
the engine while I’ve been getting into my driving gear. The car’s 
so docile he drives it off the trailer and it sits there idling like 
a stocker. Who says racing engines have to be temperamental?  

The first thing I notice on climbing in is how spacious the cockpit 
is, and in such a tiny car too. I’ve driven factory-built sports cars 
made for 24-hour races whose cockpits were less accommodating 
than this. The brake and throttle pedals are ideally positioned for 
heel-and-toeing and the clutch, a bit closer to the driver, is easy 
to manage too. The steering wheel, also from an Austin Ruby, is 
easily reached with slightly bent elbows and the gear lever is just 
where you’d want it. It’s clear this car has been built for driving. 
An aluminium tunnel by the driver’s left hip covers the driveshaft 
and a small fuel tank sits under a cover of the same material where 
a passenger might otherwise be.

Avon sets the rev counter red line to 7000 rpm for my test and 
warns me that the brake linings need to be up to temperature 
before they reach peak efficiency, but I don’t really notice any 
change as I’m taking it easy at first, braking early and changing up 
at 6000-6500 rpm. As I pass the pits I see Avon making winding 
gestures and I guess he wants me to use more revs. I soon realise 
you do have to wind the engine out in the gears to bridge the 
gaps between the wide ratios without the engine falling out of 
the power band. There’s no torque at all under 4000 rpm and not 
much under 5000 so you really need to use all the revs available 
at every change. The car feels very controllable and easy to place 
on the desired line. Avon had mentioned that, as a rule, if you’re 
driving round a corner with understeer lock on, you’re doing it 
incorrectly and you should lift off and get the car properly set 
before throttling on again. I heed this advice when I find myself 
understeering through a couple of corners in the Austin and soon 
work out how to avoid it. In fact the car is very well balanced 
and Avon had told me that when he first got it going he deleted 
some leaves from the front springs and added more to the rears to 
achieve this balance. The brakes feel quite powerful enough and 
pull up nice and straight and I make a mental note to ask how 
much the car weighs. Surely one reason the tiny brakes work so 
well must be that they don’t have much weight to stop. There’s 
a bit of wheelspin out of the slower corners but hardly enough 

SPECIFICATIONS
Engine: 4 cylinder overhead valve
Bore: 64.58mm
Stroke: 76.2mm
Capacity: 998cc
Compression ratio: 9.4:1
Gearbox: 4 speed, synchromesh on top three gears
Axle ratio: 4.5:1
Wheelbase: 2140mm
Front track: 1100mm
Rear track: 1125mm
Weight: 395kg
Power-to-weight ratio: 202 bhp/tonne 

Few specials are as well-proportioned as this one.



to slow progress so the car makes good use of its modest power 
output. I find out later the car weighs a mere 395 kg ready to race 
which gives a power-to-weight ratio of just over 200 bhp/tonne. 

After a few laps I pull in to have a chat with the constructor 
and to allow photographer John time to move to a new vantage 
point. We talk about using all available revs and I say I’m having 
trouble going through Pothole bend fast enough to keep the 
engine “on the cam” in top gear. Avon says he changes down to 
third there and that makes me feel better so I set off again to try 
it. On my “out” lap I forget the brakes have cooled during my stop 
so don’t get the response I’m expecting when I jump on them for 
the hairpin. Luckily, it’s not a race so there’s no competitor on my 
tail to shoot up the inside as I’m forced to take a much wider line 
than usual. Normal service soon resumes and by now I’m really 
enjoying the drive, using third for Pothole bend and generally 
getting a feel for the car and learning how to make the most of it. 
All too soon it’s time to pack it in. Avon had told me he’d “rattled 
the bearings” when racing at Levels two days earlier and thought 
he might have done some damage, hence the lower than usual rev 
limit for my test. The engine showed no ill effects but I thought it 
prudent not to push my luck. 

This Austin Special is an example to us all of how a car can be 
built from common parts readily available at low cost, although 
the crafty, skilful way the parts have been put together is probably 
beyond the reach of many. If I owned it, I reckon I’d be tempted to 
smash the piggy bank and spring for a set of close ratio gears. On 
the other hand, Avon says that since many people assume by the 
way it goes that the car has a 1300 cc engine, maybe he should 
build one for it. Then he wouldn’t need close ratios, but alas, it 
won’t come to pass. The PWV class the car is built for stops at 
1960 and larger versions of the A-series engines didn’t appear until 
later, something Avon’s Vintage racing competitors may have 
reason to be thankful for. Still, this little black projectile with 
30% more power would really be something to see. bw

The car can lap Ruapuna in 1m 46secs in Avon’s hands.

Avon, the author and the Austin Special.
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When Wairarapa Vintage Car 
Club branch stalwart Peter 
Groves was a boy of 13 and 

needed to learn to drive, he did so in his 
Dad’s 1924 Austin 20 tourer. When he 
needed to learn mechanical things it was 
the big Austin, “Mother Austin”, he turned 
to. (The name came about when a Baby 
Austin joined the family).

When Peter, now 78, and his wife Nola 
head out on a sunny Sunday, it is often 
at the wheel of that very same car, which 
must be one of the very few to stay in the 
same family, on the same property, for all 
its 86 years.

“My father, Norman, bought it new 
for £525 in 1924,” says the retired Tinui 
farmer. “It was a toss-up between that and 
a Buick, and the Austin won.” 

Mother Austin was a handsome beast, 
and a ride in it was no doubt a treat for 

young Peter. His mother, Constance, drove 
it regularly and reckoned it had so much 
torque “you could drive it up the side of a 
house,” Peter recalls.

The car came from Little’s Garage in 
Masterton, a site now occupied by Subway 
and previously the business premises of 
Citroen dealer and Vintage car enthusiast 
Terry Falkner.

Peter’s father used the Austin 20 for 13 
years, before cutting it down to be used as 
a truck in 1938. 

Peter has happy memories of those days. 
Of he and the other neighbourhood kids 
travelling to the Mangapakeha School in 
it, or on the farm, of sitting wedged in 
between bonnet and mudguard, making 
car noises and pretending he was driving 
it.

Later, after the Austin 20 was trucked, 
there were trips to Castlepoint beach in 

a sheep crate on the back. On one 
occasion one of the beaded tyres 
deflated on a gravel road, came off 
the wheel and overtook the truck. 
Fortunately the Austin stayed on the 
road. 

As a truck the Austin 20 became 
a useful farm vehicle, carting loads of 
firewood and pulling willows from the 
river.

The firewood runs were a highlight 
for Peter. “At the end of the day we’d 

have a huge bonfire. It was on one of those 
nights I saw my first shooting star.”

When the Austin was trucked, the 
cutaway parts were tossed in a shed, and 
relegated to under a shelter belt some years 
later. It was pensioned off for a couple 
of years when a 3-ton Austin truck was 
purchased for the farm. Peter learned to 
drive in the Austin 20 at age 13, so he’s 
been at the wheel of that car for 65 years.

He left college in 1949 and got the old 
car going again, using it as a landrover out 
the back of the farm.

“I kept her going till 1965, when I 
thought I’d better not wear her out any 
more,” he said.

He was encouraged by Austin enthu-
siasts Peter and Mary Smith and Vintage 
Austin Register president Peter Fry to 
have Mother Austin restored. In 1977 
with a bit of prodding from VCC clubmate 
Neville Warren, Peter took the car to Auto 
Restorations in Christchurch, along with 
the parts from under the pine trees. These 
were too far gone to be used in the restora-
tion, but they served as a pattern

Also, there was an unrestored Austin 
20 in Christchurch which was used as 
a model by the restorers. That car even 
had brackets for the rear windscreen, from 
which new castings were made for Peter’s 
car. The original rear screen was still in a 
box on the Groves’ property.

A Good Keen Man
Words Kevin Ball

Peter Groves down on the farm, with the Austin in the background.

The Austin 20 in truck mode, carting firewood.
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Mother Austin returned to Wairarapa 
in 1979, restored to its original condition, 
resplendent in Kingfisher Blue paint with 
black guards, new rear body, hood frame 
and upholstery.

“I purchased another Austin 20, a 
saloon, from Silverstream for $10 for parts,” 
says Peter. “It had four good ordinary 
Sankey 10-spoke wheels, which went onto 
Mother Austin. The “new” car also yielded 
a replacement front axle and engine block 
for the tourer. The crankshaft has never 
been out of that block, although the top 
end has been reconditioned.

“We had to reline the cylinders and 
used the original cast iron pistons and 
some new valves. We replaced the radiator 
about 12 years ago with one put together 
by Terry Beresford.”

Mother Austin has proved very 
driveable.

“We’ve driven it from here (Tinui, near 
Masterton) to Hamilton in one day,” says 
Peter, adding, that the day lasted 10 hours.

“It starts and runs well and chugs and 
rattles along, although at 40mph it starts 
to vibrate,” he said.

The engine is a big straight four of 
3610cc, producing, of course, 20hp.

Peter remembers his Dad taking the car 
up to 60mph ocasionally, and recalls that 
there were people who raced the big cars, 
one of them reportedly reaching 84mph.

These days, there are probably only 
nine or 10 of the model still around. Some 
have been sold overseas, where there is a 
ready market.

That’s why it was remarkable that 
when the Vintage Austin Register held 
a national annual meeting in Masterton 
some years ago, there were four Austin 20 
tourers present. One of them is still owned 
by Wairarapa club members Will and Ruby 
Holmes. The others were from Te Puke 
and Dunedin.

The Austin 20 is just one of Peter’s 
treasures. Apart from the Austin 20 sedan, 
which is restorable but probably won’t 
be, he’s restored a truck, a 1959 Austin 
Cambridge 1500, a 50-year-old bulldozer 
and Nola’s car, a 1954 Morris Minor. 
A 1954 Austin A30 is currently under 
restoration. The couple have other club 
vehicles, includuing a Mini and an HQ 
Holden, and sufficient other projects to 
keep Peter going, Nola reckons, until he’s 
120 years old. 

They rarely miss a VCC event, even 
though they live half an hour out of 
Masterton. Peter has won a trophy for most 
regular member for four years in a row.

Peter’s first wife, the late Janice, was 
also a great enthusiast and is commemo-
rated by an annual club run.

 bw
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The interior echoes the Kingfisher Blue paint job. The power plant. “It starts and runs well and 
chugs and rattles along.

As Mother Austin appears today.
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Lake Heron was an area I was 
attracted to as it is well off the 
beaten track and away from the 

usual tourists, but no cell phones, no cafes, 
nothing but tussocky farms and valleys. 
Lake Heron Station is on the west side of 
the lake and my real aim for this trip was 
to attempt to cross Glenfalloch Station 
which is located on the west side of Heron 
Station. My maps showed both stations 
as “… not recommended for vehicular 
traffic”. With this in mind I packed my 
Special with food, water, tenting gear, lots 
of ropes, a couple of two metre planks 
to put under the wheels in the sand and 
gravel (little did I know it would be rocks 
and boulders), a small trolley jack and 
naturally my fishing rods and set off for 
four weeks. First night Taihape, second 
night Blenheim, third night Methven (not 
knowing Mt Hutt Motel was to become 
home for 10 days) then on via Mt Somers, 
Hakatere to Arrowsmith Station and Lake 
Heron - which was as I had hoped, in the 
middle of tussock country and surrounded 
by mountains and not a soul to be seen. 

This was my dream come true, so, up 
with the tent, get the gas stove lit up and 

have a good cuppa. It was the perfect place 
until about 1.30 pm when it seemed that 
out of nowhere, the winds started to blow. 
And how they blew, so I put the Special 
on the windward side and tied the tent to 
it and the farmer’s fence. The tent shook 
until 2am and the same thing the next 
day and night. This, coupled with getting 
too old for camping, made me decide to 
go back to Mt Hutt Motel and make day 
trips. This decision turned out to be far 
better than I ever imagined as Methven is 
really a winter resort location and in the 
summer motel rates are cheap and cafes 
are looking for business. 

The first day was via Mt Somers, 
Hakatere (visiting the historical old stone 
houses along the way), Lake Clearwater 
and on to Erewhon Station. This place 
is well worth a visit as the scenery is 
just beyond belief. I crossed Caroline Ford 
when I met the farmer on his way out. 
He stopped to talk to me about old cars 
while I talked about his wonderful station 
and the hard life they lead. The next day 
out was via Rakaia Gorge to visit several 
small lakes (no fish), then Lake Coleridge, 
Ryton Valley, Harper Valley, the canals at 

Into the  
South Island High Country 

Text and photos James Welch

I have owned my 1952 2½ litre Riley 

Special for 10 years and as it’s a tough 

old girl I use it to enjoy motoring 

on back country roads especially the 

South Island cattle stations. I have 

all the topographical maps and use 

them to plot my tours. I am also a 

fisherman, so before this trip I called 

Fish & Game and told them of my 

plans to go camping, fishing and 

touring. Their advice was; “…lots of 

fish but beware of the high winds in 

the valleys and make sure you have a 

good tent”. 

View of Glenfalloch Station at the top of a very steep clay track, but here on mountain gravel again. 
500m below is Lake Stream River.
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the top of Coleridge that feed into the lake 
from the Wilberforce and Harper Rivers, 
and on up to Glenthorne Station. Again 
I say, if you think you have seen beautiful 
country, you ‘ain’t seen nothin’ until you 
see this. The roads are all well kept metal. 

The next day was partly the same route 
but for a fishing day in Lake Lyndon (no 
fish) before returning through Porters Pass 
and Springfield to Methven. 

Now to Glenfalloch. At Heron Station 
to obtain permission to cross and pay the 
$40 fee, they took one look at the Special 
and said: “Sorry this is only a 4x4 farm 
track and you will never get through in 
this vehicle as in places you will not be 
able to turn nor get traction where you 
need it, nor get traction to back up.” I 
thanked them and said ‘upon my head be 
it’, but please advise Glenfalloch I’m on my 
way and am well stocked with food, water, 
tent, and if I have to camp out. 

Being bloody minded, this is the sort 
of challenge I thrive on. At first it was 
rough gravel for half a kilometre which 
was no problem and I thought that this 
will be a breeze. Then came the first of 
many water crossings. Most were maybe 1-2 

metres wide, and only ankle-deep water, 
but the 4x4s had ground out great tyre 
tracks climbing their way out. I had to 
stop at each one to plan my crossings 
so as to avoid these ruts as my Special 
would bottom out on them and add more 
troubles. My Special would rub its nose on 
the bottom going down, then as I ploughed 
my way out the tow bar would drag its 
way through and the belly would get a 
good scratching. Frequent damage inspec-
tions were necessary. I slowly picked my 
way, moving rocks and boulders from the 
track while doing my best not to cut tyre 
sidewalls on the sharp edges of rocks. I had 
to ride the clutch most of the way as idle 
speed was too fast, thankfully it held out 
without any problems. 

Now the big one! With the Station 
exit just ahead, I had now reached the 
upper Rakaia River. There was first a 
blind full lock left turn down a very steep 
drop. Unable to see clearly over the long 
bonnet, I just slowly proceeded to find I 
had entered the start of one kilometer of 
rocks and boulders that had come down 
in the big flash flood two weeks before. 
Yes, the advice was correct. No way could 

I turn, back up, or get traction if I stopped, 
so, it was one eye on the rocks, the other 
on the oil pressure gauge in case I damaged 
the alloy sump. I simply blocked my ears 
to the crashing, banging and grinding and 
drove on until I was clear. An inspection 
showed no damage, which was a wonderful 
surprise, but a further inspection showed 
no whisky to settle my nerves. 

I then met the Glenfalloch owners for a 
chat, before heading off to Methven via 
Double Hill Road, knowing I still had 
eight fords to cross. bw

Half a kilometre of rough gravel on Heron Station. Glenfalloch Station in far distant valley, in the clouds 
beyond Shaggy Hill.

Harper Valley and river and part of Glenthorne Station.

A sorry sight ready for some keen restorer to 
retrieve it.

Ryton River Valley taken from Lake Coleridge.
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I bought a motorcycle, a 1927 Model L, 
without any inspection or even advice, 
on a TradeMe auction in April 2005. 

The advertisement read: “Great Vintage 
BSA 350cc motorbike for restoration. 
Includes neat old carbide light assembly 
and original leather tool bag/box. Engine 
runs. Magneto works fine. Needs work on 
front and rear brakes. Requires decom-
pression cable and other small parts. 
Some spare parts included. Seat has been 
recovered at some time. This is a great 
looking machine and a great project for 
someone.” I vividly remember the looks of 
wry amusement from the circle of people 
looking at one very rough BSA when I 
collected it from the carrier.

The restoration began by my taking 
photos of all of the parts of the motor-
cycle and writing a plan of what needed 
to be replaced as well as a list of possible 
suppliers of both parts and advice. The 
general plan was to collect or make the 
missing bits, finish the cycle parts and 
leave the engine and gearbox till last. I 
bought the 1914-1930 BSA Replacement 
Parts Catalogue from David Brailey in 
Australia and referred to this constantly, 
especially as it enabled me to recognise 
parts that I did not have originals for. 
I also got hold of Radco’s The Vintage 
Motorcyclists’ Workshop, which is the 
bible for motorcycle restorers, especially 
beginners. 

I joined both the Vintage Car Club 
and the BSA Motorcycle Owners Club. In 

May 2005 I discovered that Dave Griffiths 
in Palmerston North owns a 1927 Model 
L that is completely original. The first 
owner of this BSA had left it in a farm 
shed when he went off to the Spanish 
Civil War. He never returned and Dave 
acquired the motorcycle in 1988. This was 
really lucky for me as I was able to photo-
graph and measure the parts that I needed 
to make. In addition, Dave is a skilled 
engineer who was able to give me good 
advice. I also met Basil Gowenlock of the 
Wellington BSA Owners Club who has 
a Model L that he is restoring. Basil is a 
very experienced professional classic and 
Vintage restorer. He has been incredibly 

helpful and encouraging with his advice 
and information during all stages of the 
restoration. His paintwork, especially the 
tank, has been much admired. 

The internet played a big part in the 
restoration, not only for buying parts on 
eBay and TradeMe but also for the email 
contacts that I was able to make. Jules 
Dassen in Holland has copies of all the 
early BSA factory dispatch books. I sent 

him the engine and frame numbers and 
he was able to tell me that this particular 
machine left the BSA factory on 24 June 
1927 and was sent to TKM (Tozer, Kemsley, 
Millbourn) in London who were the BSA 
shipping agents for New Zealand. This was 
crucial evidence when I went through the 
registration process. Jules supplied me with 
conical valve springs as well as a kick start 
spring. Even more importantly, he put me 
on the trail of a scarce front mudguard 
when he suggested that I contact Jon-Paul 
Bingham. Dr. Jon-Paul Bingham, an 
Australian then living in New York, is 
one of the foremost experts in extracting 
venom from live sea snails for medical use. 
At the time he was a research professor at 
Clarkson University but in his spare time 
he is a BSA enthusiast. He had a Model 
L mudguard for sale and after negotiating 
a price and sending the money I waited 
impatiently for it to arrive. After three 
months I sent him an email asking when 
he thought it would arrive. The email that 
came back was headed: up “the mudguard 
from hell…”, and my first thought was, 
“oh no, I’ve lost the mudguard and my 
money,” and Model L mudguards are not 
at all easy to come by. A United States 
Postal Services truck had driven over the 
package, long ways, and the mudguard 
was so cracked and twisted that it was 
completely un-repairable. Luckily Jon Paul 
had insured it for $US500 and when the 
cheque arrived from the US Postal Service 
he had another one made. In fact he had 

Little EII
The Story of a  
1927 BSA restoration. 
Words and Photos Ashley Blair

I vividly remember the looks of wry 

amusement from the circle of people 

looking at one very rough BSA when I 

collected it from the carrier.
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another four made as “everyone still bugs 
me for them.” The remade one was much 
better than the flattened one (even before 
it had been run over) and it eventually 
arrived safely. As Jon Paul said, “you can 
thank the US Postal Service for this – so 
much for “the mail must get through” – 
they forgot to mention the condition!” 

The motorcycles of this era were 
moving into automatic oiling systems but 
many conservative motorcyclists were used 
to hand pumps and watching oil dripping 
thought sight glasses. The Model L has 
both a worm drive oiler and a hand pump. 
The sight glass body which was made out 
of Mazak had broken and been roughly 
repaired. Other sight glass bodies that I 
have seen were all broken in the same 
place but I was lucky enough to find out 
about Andrew Barber in Coventry who 
had made a batch in bronze. I was able to 
get his last one and painted in grey primer 
it looks just like Mazak. 

BSA always went to great lengths 
to promote their motorcycles and the 
mid 1920s was no exception. In 1925 
the company put on a demonstration, 
overseen by the Auto Cycle Union, of the 
efficiency of their dealer network and the 
interchangability of their spares. Arthur 
Bourne, BSA’s newly appointed engineer 
and later the editor of The Motor Cycle 
for 25 years, was in charge. Without any 
prior warning all the parts for a complete 
Model L were ordered from 14 different 
dealers all over England and Wales and 
were sent to the ACU headquarters in 
London. Fifty percent of the parts arrived 
within 48 hours. When all the parts had 
been received three men went to work and 
assembled the machine in four hours and 
44 minutes. Arthur Bourne then set out 
on a 104 mile ride that included climbs of 
some well known hills. Only one stop was 
needed on the trip and that was to adjust 
the clutch and this took just 50 seconds. 

Model Ls were strongly promoted in 
New Zealand. The NZ Truth carried 
many advertisements for motorcycles in 
the 1920s. Indian, Harley-Davidson, AJS, 
Dunelt, Douglas, New Hudson, Rudge 
Whitworth, Brough Superior, as well as 
BSA. On Thursday 17 February the first 
advertisement by the New Zealand agents 
for BSA motorcycles, Messrs Adams Ltd 
of Christchurch, for the 1927 Model L 
appeared under the heading “See the New 
Improved 1927 BSA today.” The full price 
was £69/10/- or you could have immediate 
delivery with only £23 deposit and easy 
terms. Over 80 BSA dealers were listed 
throughout the country and every small 
town seemed to have its agent, a legacy 
of the BSA cycle dealers’ network. The 

advertising was very successful as by 
October 1929 Adams Ltd were able to 
say that from 1 January 1927 to 31 July 
1929 a total of 1,729 BSA motorcycles 
had been registered in New Zealand. This 
was 310 more than the next most popular 
marque. The standard BSA slogan of 
the 1920s, “Lead the way on a BSA” was 
subtly altered to “BSA Leads the Way! 
and keeps ‘em busy at the Post Office.” 
Every BSA motorcycle sold at this time 
came with a postcard in the tool box. 
When posted to the factory representative 
in Wellington, the new owner received 
a copy of the BSA Motor Cyclists’ Pocket 
Book. This contained a diary, instructions 
for BSA machines, general information 
about motorcycling, charts for recording 
weekly mileages and pages for recording 
running costs. 

BSA dealers are long gone but British 
Spares in Lower Hutt did have rear axle 
nuts for M20 BSAs that, by careful study 
of part numbers, I found were almost 
identical to those used on the Model L. 
Basil told me that British Spares had some 
1920s BSA valves “out the back.” I was 
shown three large boxes of assorted valves 
and told to go to it. About 20 minutes 
later I had found two exhaust valves, 
complete with slits in the stems and still 
covered in the original grease. They cost 
me $10 each, not bad when the 1927 
catalogue price of an exhaust valve was 
seven shillings and six pence. They only 
needed a small amount of machining to 
fit perfectly. 

Sourcing parts for this Model L took 
years rather then the days of the BSA 
publicity stunt, and the sources were 
world-wide rather than just England 
and Wales. The carrier, piston assembly, 
inverted levers, and rear stand all came 
from Australia. From the United Kingdom 
I acquired the oil pump body, correct 
magneto, compression tap, oil and petrol 
caps, Lucas bulb horn, transfers and, from 
four different sources, the parts to make a 
complete AMAC carburettor. The muffler 
and chain guard came from Germany and 
the kick-start spring and valve springs 
from Holland. All the other parts came 
from around New Zealand except, of 
course, the New York mudguard. 

Many parts could not be found or were 
just too expensive and I had to make 
them. Parts that I made from scratch 
included the front brake operating lever 
and rod, front number plate and fixings, 
front mudguard stand, front mudguard 
stays, foot rests, rear brake operating lever 
and rod, grease nipples, tool box and 
brackets, rear number plate bracket, seat 
pivots, engine bolt heads, various spacers 
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and all of the cables. I visited several 
engineering works and was able to get 
plate and rod from their scrap bins. The 
toolbox took the longest to fabricate as I 
had to make seventeen separate dollies, 
jigs and formers to bend the tin correctly. 

The first small batch of nickel plating 
was carried out commercially but came 
back from the platers with a part missing 
so I took Radco’s advice and bought a 
nickel plating kit from Caswell in 
Australia. Except for the exhaust pipe and 
the handlebars I did all of the nickel 
plating at home using two plastic buckets 
as tanks. The parts that I plated included 
the acetylene light, the carburettor, the 
levers, all nuts and bolts, the oil and petrol 
pipes plus the nuts and fittings, the petrol 
and oil caps, the petrol tap, the oil pump 
fittings and the compression tap. 

The engine was first started on 17 
November 2009, the day of the motor-
cyclists’ ACC protest ride to Parliament, 
and testing and adjustments went on all 
through December and January. If I go 
through the starting sequence correctly 
she always starts first kick. On 6 February 
I set out riding Little Ell with loaded 
panniers for Christchurch and the 4th 
International BSA Rally. The only 
incident on the way down was running out 
of petrol south of Kaikoura. My conces-
sion to modern technology, a handlebar 
mounted GPS, didn’t seem to like the 
vibration and stopped at about 45kph. 
We went on all of the rally runs. On the 
Monday we went out to Cust, on Tuesday 
along the Summit Road and down Gebbies 
Pass, on the Thursday out to Akaroa and 
to Diamond Harbour on the Friday. Little 
Ell never missed a beat the whole time. 
Riding around Christchurch in rush hour 
really sharpened up my lever throttle and 
hand gear change skills. 

I learned two important lessons while 
restoring Little Ell. Firstly, restorations like 
this are a continuous series of problem 
solving exercises. What can seem an 
insurmountable problem one day will 
be quite manageable after some serious 
thinking, some research and discussion. 
Secondly, there are a large number of 
knowledgeable experts all over the world 
who are very willing to help with advice 
and information. In this account I have 
only mentioned a few but there were many 
others who contributed. And yes, I’m 
already planning my next restoration. 

 bw

This year 2010 marks the 100th Anniversary of 
the first motorcycle wholly manufactured by BSA 
(the Birmingham Small Arms company)
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Angus and Lorna Ireland bought their 1936 Austin 10 Clifton 
open road car in 1985 off Bernie Horn. It was in semi-dismantled 
condition and stored in a dark corner of his restoration shed while 
he got on with other projects. In 2006 he knew it was time to start 
stepping up his interest in the Clifton so it was off with the junk 
that had accumulated on top of the car over the last 20 years. 
Angus restored most of the car himself with Lorna doing the 
leather upholstery including the dickey seats and door panels. The 
hood was done by Eddie Stammers, a professional upholsterer, and 
a friendly neighbour who is a retired car painter did the finishing 
coats. Angus says that pre-WW II, the cars had the nickname of 
the Swinging Cliftonians.

Dave Collett in his 1947 Standard Flying 8 tourer. Dave is also 
the owner of a 1948 Standard Flying 8 sports convertible. Both 
are very rare cars. One of the differences between the two is the 
convertible has wind-up side windows whereas the tourer has side 
curtains. The only history he has is that they both came origi-
nally from the Leeston district of Canterbury and he bought them 
from Twizel.

Brendan Ashworth, a new and young member, got the tip-off 
from an older member to an interesting light commercial which 
had been shed-stored for 27 years. He was taken down to Port 
Chalmers to meet up with a 1938 12hp LCBX Bedford colonial 
bodied truck, which was owned by Tom Stephenson who was 
selling the property where the truck was in storage. The truck 
was previously owned by Tom’s father who had bought it off a 
well known transport firm owner, Arthur Henry, based at a small 
holiday hide-away called Purakanui over the back from Port 
Chalmers. Arthur was quite a character, owning various types 
of vehicles from solid rubber tyred delivery trucks to a 1949 Ford 
bus of the flat fronted type made by NZ Motor Bodies Ltd. A 
friend told me he used this for charter and school bus work. But 
he is best remembered for the green Bedford in which he went to 
various dances around the district with the rest of the personal-
transport-less young bucks. Trish Fowler wife of Kevin Fowler said 
as a girl she remembers going to school sitting in the back with the 
other kids. So Brendan has purchased a vehicle with a lot of local 
history. There is no intention of a full restoration, just a tidy up of 
this typical back-country piece of pre-WW II transport. 

Arthur Bennet has compilled these brief profiles of four 

vehicles restored and semi-restored in Otago Branch. He 

comments that it seems unusual to have two colonial-

bodied light trucks taking to the road in a semi-restored 

state to “retain their interest”. 

Bernie and Elaine Horn’s 1928 Austin 12/4 light truck is 
not getting a full restoration. Bernie who seems to have owned 
everybody else’s car before they did, purchased this home-built 
body truck a number of years ago. It came installed with a 
Vanguard engine and the story goes that the previous owner took 
it for a warrant of fitness. On lifting the bonnet the examiner said 
he hadn’t known that Austin had made overhead valve engines 
so early without apparently realising it was a transplant. Bernie 
managed to eventually find a 12/4 engine, then the search was 
on for a gearbox. To date the truck runs like a charm and has a 
fair turn of speed. The reason he is going for a tidy up only is the 
vehicle is more interesting as it is.

Restoration 
Bug…
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PRIDE AND THE 
PASSION MOTOR SHOW
Horowhenua Branch 

Words and photos Steve Green,  
www.sportsimages.co.nz 

Over the weekend of 25-26 September 
2010, the Horowhenua Branch of the 
Vintage Car Club of New Zealand hosted 
the Pride and the Passion Motor Show in 
the Horowhenua Events Centre in Levin. 
The show was a celebration of the pride 
and the passion that local enthusiasts have 
in their vehicles, be they a 1916 Maxwell 
roadster, a 1964 Studebaker Avanti, a 1934 
Morgan three wheeler, a 1972 McLaren 
M22 Formula 5000 race car or a 1925 
Chevrolet Series M truck.

One hall was filled with the Vintage 
vehicles and motorcycles while in the 
other there were the more modern cars 

and a triple row of big American cars 
at the drive-in; many with passengers, 
including a trio of realistic Mexicans in a 
Buick Electra. On the screen in front of 
them suitable classic footage was showing 
all weekend, along with some classic Rock 
‘n’ Roll music videos.

Among the constant stream of 
visitors over the two days was special 
Hostess, Priyani Puketapu who was Miss 
Horowhenua for 2008-2009. As well as 
acting as judge for a special trophy, she was 
invited to take a close look at the inside of 
a number of cars including the low slung 
McLaren M22 Formula 5000 race car and 
the Ford Model T she had picked as her 
show favourite.

Outside the show there was a collection 
of spectators’ cars that was a veritable show 
in itself as well as an impressive display by 
the Levin 4x4 Club with their vehicles 

set up on a number of huge logs they had 
brought in especially for the show.

A portion of the proceeds from the 
raffle and the show will go to the Arohanui 
Hospice and the local Horowhenua Health 
Shuttle.

Horowhenua: 1972 McLaren M22 Formula 5000.

1962 Morris Traveller owned by Bryan Dring.

Stan Corlett’s 1909 friction drive Metz Runabout.

A modified 1947 Chevrolet Fleetline.

rally snippets
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rallysnippets

TOPLESS TOUR AND 
PRE-39 RUN
North Otago Branch 

Saturday 13-15 October 2010 

Words Ramon Farmer 
Photos Brenda George

Based in Oamaru, this year the Tour 
featured the adjacent region, extending 
some 25 miles west and covering the usual 
goodly array of shingle roads, though 
again the weather did not encourage 
all open cars to completely expose 
themselves. Friday, travelling to Oamaru 
via an inland route, had been discour-
agingly wet. Saturday improved with an 
occasional vista and glimpses of snowy 
ridges, however fog and low cloud took 
over at midday. Sunday put on a brave 
face but went down hill after lunch in the 
clubrooms, making for a damp return to 
Christchurch.

Ernest George from the North Otago 
Branch, turned on an excellent weekend.

Saturday we departed the Clubrooms 
instructions in hand, heading first north 
then west to pass through Weston, home 
of the main quarry producing the famed 
Oamaru stone. At Kia Ora we turned 
nor’west for Five Forks and Kakanui Valley 
Road, leading to Crown Hill Road where 
use of the gearbox became more common 
for those with smaller engines. Some of 
the larger engined vehicles came into their 
own at this stage. Through Tapui and 
Tokarahi we sighted sections of disused 
railway embankment, soon to become part 
of the Mount Cook-Oamaru cycle trail. 
The Tokarahi Hall should be a heritage 
building (if it is not already); moved from 

an earlier gold-mining site, its limestone 
blocks are now painted.

Turning south west we climbed and 
began some lovely ridge driving leading 
us into the old gold mining settlement of 
Livingstone. The mining town was named 
in 1879 after the Scottish-born missionary 
and explorer Dr David Livingstone 
who died in Africa in 1873. From 
Livingstone, we dropped north towards 
the Maerewhenua River and Duntroon 
and climbed in to the Ben Ledi Station, 
our destination. 

We drove in past the homestead of Ian 
and Tracy Anderson, and parked near the 
shearing shed where everything was in full 
swing. And all this without a sound; they 
were all blade shearing, in near silence. 

Before departing, Tracy Anderson 
came and related the history of this family 
station. A recent loss of land to DOC has 
led to reassessment of how best to farm 
the remaining acreage. Part of this was 
to reduce sheep to one type only – the 
merino romney cross.

From Ben Ledi we continued on the 
Pass road for a short distance to visit a 
developing lavender farm. Here the ladies 
crowded into a small shed to examine 
several lavender products. The men, 
forewarned by Tracy back at Ben Ledi, 
made a beeline for the belt of old pines 
overlooking a steep bluff to search for 
the reported remains of an old car and 
a motorbike. Danseys Pass Lavender did 
quite well out of sales to the keenest of 
buyers but the men failed to locate any 
rusty treasures. 

From Barry and Jo Todd’s lavender 
farm, we retraced our Danseys Pass route 

to Tokarahi and on to Ngapara. The 
afternoon ended with a gentle run back 
into Oamaru via Weston with time for a 
tidy-up before gathering again for a fine 
evening dinner at the Star and Garter 
in the heart of Victorian Oamaru. Most 
of the cars looked fairly clean as road 
surfaces had been reasonably good, and 
though a fair amount of limey mud had 
been thrown about, the yellowish colour 
blended well with many colour schemes. 
Only one starter had trouble during the 
day; Don McClelland’s reliable Essex 
played up with fuel problems.

On Sunday morning Ernest welcomed 
us back to the clubrooms and we set off 
with a new set of instructions for a scenic 
tour around Oamaru. South of the town, 
heavy rains which had plagued much of 
the country, yielded two sections where 
fords were a little wet but no one had 
serious trouble. The first stop was outside 
Teschemakers College and Chapel, now 
empty and awaiting a new owner and 
redevelopment. Continuing to the main 
highway we turned south and passed 
historic Clark’s Mill, a short distance 
north of Maheno. Erected in 1866 and 
water-powered, the plant can still be run 
for demonstration purposes on electricity, 
making for a fascinating visit as every-
thing is operational.

At Maheno we turned inland to 
Kuriheka Station. A Tasmanian, Colonel 
Joseph Cowie Nichols, purchased this 
9,000 hectare estate from the Fenwick 
brothers in 1865. Nichols collected surplus 
artillery, including large cannon and 
field guns, setting them up on the estate. 
The homestead contains a great deal of 



militaria and open barns hold Vintage 
tractors, trucks and other interesting 
equipment. Unfortunately our visit was 
restricted to passing through, rather than 
examining in detail.

From Kuriheka, another superb 
unsealed ridge road took us higher to 
the south then out to Herbert. Named 
after the Right Honourable Sir Sydney 
Herbert, later Lord Herbert of Lea, at 
one time British Secretary of War and 
the man responsible for sending Florence 
Nightingale to the Crimea during the 
1854-55 war. The townsite was being 
surveyed in 1861 at the time news of his 
death reached New Zealand. Naturally 
enough, the new townsite became Herbert. 

Ernest George presented the two 
trophies related to this event. Russell 
Dale, from Temuka, received the attrac-
tive mounted Thermette Trophy, symbol 
of the Topless Tour, primarily for being so 
helpful during the run. John Chynoweth 
who has figured in Beaded Wheels a 
number of times during the last year, was 
awarded the huge Pothunter’s Mug for 
being present on all three days using three 
different club-eligible vehicles (two Buicks 
and a Harley-Davison combination). 
Ernest George has reinforced his reputa-
tion in predicting when fog will descend 
on the region around Oamaru (and timing 
the Topless Tour for this period) and 
we all look forward to doing the inland, 
northward trip next August, come fog or 
not. Thanks to the North Otago Branch 
for another enjoyable weekend of old-time 
motoring.

2010 AUCKLAND 
HUNUA 100
Auckland Branch 

Labour Weekend 23-25 October 2010 

Words Tracey Winterbottom 
Photos by Stephen Winterbottom

Hal and Ann O’Rourke travelled from 
Wellington in their 1958 Austin A95, 
Graeme and Raewyn Fenn from Bay of 
Plenty in their ‘37 Graham Crusader, Paul 
and Kathy Collins and Bob and Debbie 
Ballantyne from North Shore and eight 
Waikato cars rounded off the out-of-
towners.

It was great to see Terry Roycroft in 
the 1925 Type A Bugatti which drew a lot 
of attention. Barry and Nicola Birchall 
flew the flag for Veterans bringing out the 
1912 Cadillac. Two motorcycles, 18 PV, 10 
PWV, 16 P60Vs and 27 Vintage vehicles 
completed the field of 74 entries.

Starting in Papakura, you needed your 
wits about you from the very start, using 
an overriding silent check before even 
leaving the netball complex. Missing it 
though would not cause any stress, as 
good plotting just meant a different route 
out of the carpark. Straight into country 
roads – Ardmore, Hunua, Mangatawhiri, 
and onto a private road through the 
Hunua Regional Park. Morning tea was 
at Mangatangi then over to Pokeno via 
Kellyville and a scenic route to Bombay. 
The afternoon section saw us travelling 
from Bombay to Paerata, Helvetia and 
across to Papakura to finish where we 
started.

The rally was plotted to perfection 
by Colin and Pam Bell. Competitive 

with plenty of technical tricks to test 
navigational skill. The beauty being 
that those who “fell in” still got round 
the course none the wiser (until stories 
were compared over a cuppa!) The route 
travelled over great rural roads avoiding 
the traffic and everyone finished with 
smiles on their faces. The well supported 
prizegiving dinner was held in Auckland’s 
clubrooms. A huge thank you to Colin 
and Pam, Megan and Morgan, Cameron 
and Shirley Bovis. The time and effort 
spent to get a rally so well organised, 
correct, and run smoothly is enormous.
Results
Age Distance
Hal & Ann O’Rourke, Wgtn 1958 Austin A95
Ladies 
Ellie Pye, Akld 1970 Jaguar E Type
Commercial
Gary Bax, Akld 1946 Ford V8 Pickup
Motorcycle
Leo Fowler, Akld 1942 Indian 741B
Veteran
Barry & Nicola Birchall, Akld 1912 Cadillac
Slow Vintage 
Wayne & Carrie Roberts, Akld 1924 Velie
Fast Vintage 
Rodger & Val Ball, Akld 1930 Model A tourer
PV 
John & Shirley Foot, Waik 1937 Buick special
PWV 
Paul & Carol Fussey, Waik 1957 MGA
P60 
Alan & Sharan Price, Akld 1967 Vauxhall Victor 
Overall Winner
Wayne and Carrie Roberts

 bw

rallysnippets

Auckland: Terry Roycroft’s 1925 Bugatti at the start Auckland Top: Barry and Nicola Birchall setting 
off for the afternoon section in their 1912 Cadillac

Bottom: Ron Jacob’s 1928 Lancia, a long time 
Hunua entrant.
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We specialise in all areas of 
upholstery and trimming on 

Vintage and cars, boats, vans, 
caravans, motorbikes and trucks 

and much more.

With over 50 years experience
come and see us  

or phone for a quote.

Just off Ferry Road (by CPIT-Polytech) 

8-12 William Street, Christchurch

Phone 03 663 921

We’ve got it covered

D.A. & D.D. Goslin ltD

The Upholstery Specialists

COOLING SYSTEM
CLEANER

Now Available in New Zealand
A cooling system Cleaner that actually works

Harmful Mineral Scale and Oxide Deposits

After Cleaning with Liquid Intelligence 239
Cleans your Cooling System back to new

Did you know?
Scale Deposits:  Restrict a cooling systems ability to transfer heat from the metals to the coolant. Scale
2mm thick insulates and reduces cooling system heat transfer up to 40%

Blocked Radiator: Loose scales and calcium deposits settle in the top of the radiator blocking the core
causing further overheating.

Liquid Intelligence 239 dissolves all ferrous and mineral scale from the entire cooling system, will not
damage any metals-plastic or rubber components, passivates cooling system metal surfaces to inhibit
further corrosion.

This cleaner works in all engine cooling system applications, including Vintage and Classic cars, trucks,
earthmoving, mining, farm vehicles and equipment.

Comes as a 2.2kg Kit - enough to do 30 litres (3 cars) $123.50
 Including GST and freight anywhere in NZ

$100.00 If bought with 5 litres of our liquid Intelligence 115 coolant
Refill your Cooling system with our Liquid Intelligence 115 coolant
Boils at 190 deg                      High Thermal efficienc                          No Pressure needed

For further info or technical data etc, call Roy King toll free 
0800 46 33 46 ANYTIME

email roylking@xtra.co.nz   www.liquidintelligence115.com.au

Otaihanga Road (off State Highway 1)

Paraparaumu, New Zealand
Phone 04 297 1221 • Fax 04 297 0503

email: southward@kapiti.co.nz
www.thecarmuseum.co.nz

OPEN 9am - 4.30pm

CLOSED only on Christmas 

Day, Good Friday and 

Anzac morning

SOUTHWARD
CAR MUSEUM

INCORPORATED

Car Museum

Conference Centre

Restaurant

Theatre
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I’ve just returned from eight weeks 
Vintage car touring in Australia. 
While there we visited a car museum 

in Forbes NSW, where on display was a 
1916 Buick last registered in 2000 in New 
Zealand. The only history the owner has 
on this car is that the previous owner had 
lost interest in it. Can anyone fill in some 
gaps? 

Other Veteran cars on display were 
a 1909 Clement Talbot, a 1916 Mitchell 
racing car, a 1905 Minerva and the family 
favourite, an original 1910 Swift. The 
present owner is only the second and has 
a copy of the letter of purchase from the 
UK as well as a photo of it taking part in 
a kangaroo shoot alongside three other 
Veteran cars of the same era. 

It’s a case of Maxwells on the move at 
the moment. North Shore’s Paul Collins 
has a new project in the wings to start 
when the 1912 Overland he’s working on 
at present is finished. Peter Nightingale 
has sold him the bones of a Maxwell that 
includes a chassis, engine and a couple of 
pallet lots of bits that came along with the 
original papers and history of the vehicle. 

My intrigue at the Canterbury Swap 
Meet on glimpsing a young lady with a 
sizeable sign pinned to her back led me to 
Roger Paterson and another Maxwell yarn. 
For 30 years Roger has squirreled away in a 
special drawer, the headlights and speedo 
for a 1915 Maxwell. As time progressed 
he decided he really should find a car to 
match. He located a chassis coincidently 
in the hands of the widow of a man to 
who he’d sold a Model T many years previ-
ously. With such an auspicious start the 
restoration began. Onto the scene came 
Peter Nightingale, a master of the Maxwell 
marque. Two truckloads of parts crossed 
Cook Strait and Ses England chimed in 
with some more goodies. A good steering 
box was still sought but one turned up in 
Gore courtesy of the back sign at the Swap 
Meet. Now only good wheels, preferrably 
wire, are the only snag but wooden ones 
can be made if necessary. It’s intended to 
build a raceabout body as the body parts 
available are rough.

North Otago’s Neil Rooney has been 
out in his 1918 Buick HX 45 Model that 

he purchased from Jack Hoven in 2003. 
A little used motor car that has a speedo 
reading of 14,700 miles that can be verified 
as genuine. It was shipped to New Zealand 
in its youth for Buick agent Gillett Motors, 
Auckland, and purchased by Walter 
McClure, a farmer in the Kaipara region. 
Coincidently another of the same model 
came in the same shipment and ended 
up just a few miles down the road with a 
Philip Finlayson. Neil’s car is number 139 
on the export list for that model. After 
doing very little work it was passed on 
to Jim Francis of Auckland, then to Don 
Osborne who carried out the restoration 
in time for the Nelson International Rally 
in 1972. In 1999 Jack Hoven purchased it 
via Warwick Orr from the Te Puke Auto 
Barn and the rest has been documented. 
Neil wasn’t happy with the acceleration 
so with the help of Andrew Wilkie the 
motor, clutch, gearbox and universal were 
removed and overhauled where needed by 
Ray McCulloch. Apart from that, with 
leather restored and a general clean and 
maybe a future bonnet repaint, Neil has 
decided to use it in its 1970 state. The 
WOF and licensing were completed to 
coincide almost exactly with Neil’s 40th 
Anniversary of joining the Otago Branch 
of the Vintage Car Club. Before finding 
this car Neil intended rebuilding the 
remains of a 1917-18 Model EX 45 Buick 
that would have provided him with a real 
challenge. He has since disposed of it and 
it’s come to rest in John Chynoweth’s shed.

The remains of a 1906 Cadillac from 
Auckland has moved to Christchurch en 
route to a new owner in Australia.

Not only did the 1918 Packard owned 
by the Duncans of Wanaka win the 
best Veteran class at the Otago Auto 
Spectacular but it scooped the pool of 
prizes at the Canterbury Intermarque 
Concours d’Elegance and Autovia Classic 
Car Show taking first place in Class A (up 
to 1931) Best Bodywork; Best Interior; Best 
Engine Bay; and both the Peoples’ Choice 
and Committee’s Choice Trophies.

Apologies to the reader who emailed 
me re Calthorpe information. I was in 
Australia at the time and your address 
popped off into cyberspace. Would you 
please contact me again?

My thanks to Sue Singleton for allowing 
me to use the following story.

I met Ray in the summer of 2007. He 
was a man besotted. Not with me, and 
yes definitely with old cars but one very 
much in particular. I was introduced to 
this vehicle which lay in a dismal mess 
on a shed floor. All in pieces, it looked as 
though some dreadful catastrophic disaster 
had befallen it. To my mind it looked 
utterly irreparable. However, I enthused 
with as much energy as possible, tripped 
over a few pieces of car, dusted myself 
down and exited the shed trying not to 
display my haste.

Over the first of many discussions 
I was told that the Maxwell had been 
purchased from the late Mr Ron Twidle 
of Te Awamutu who owned at the time 
two Maxwells, an H and an L model. In 
2006 Mark Cook, also from Te Awamutu, 
had invited Ray to have a look at the car 
as a possible restoration. Mark and Ray 
decided on the H model, and entered into 
an agreement for purchase and restoration.

Little did I know that when Ray and I 
married in January 2009 our breakfasts and 
lunches (too tired at dinner) would involve 
lengthy monologues of complex informa-
tion pertaining to Maxwell engines. Days, 
weeks and months of obsessive dedica-
tion saw Ray disappearing soon after and 
sometimes even before breakfast, his whole 
being quite preoccupied, muttering car 
language which was often a result of an 
inspirational brainwave in the shower or 
some deep thought on an early morning 
waking. Assisting this process were long 
evening telephone conversations with 
men of a similar ilk and well versed in 
engine language and skills way beyond 
my monosyllabic responses and nods of 
enthusiasm.

Our first year of marriage was like a 
pregnancy really and the long-awaited 
event was not without its difficulties. My 
husband arrived home on more than one 
occasion with most of the skin missing 
off one arm. He fell carrying pieces of car 
in and out of the shed for painting and 
sustained injuries to a knee and back. Not 

FORMER 
GLORY 
Words and photos by Sue Singleton BOP

Diane Ross 
38 Keenans Road 
RD 2, Ashburton 
randross@kinect.co.nz

brass notes



Here at Beaded Wheels we are always on the lookout for a good 
article for a future issue and we are now actively seeking more 
contributions. 
To encourage you to put pen to paper two lucky authors per issue will 
win a coveted limited edition Beaded Wheels cap. 
We can accept articles in handwriting, typed or completed on a 
computer (any common word-processing programme is okay) and 
they can be posted to: Beaded Wheels, P O Box 13140, Christchurch  
or email beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz 
High resolution digital photos are acceptable if taken using a 
minimum four mega pixel digital camera set at a high resolution. 
Please contact me if you wish to discuss an idea for an article. 
Kevin Clarkson, Chairman Beaded Wheels Editorial Committee
Phone home 03 385 9821 (leave your name/number if engaged)  
email kevin@vcc.org.nz

The lucky winners of the Beaded Wheels caps for this issue are 
Sue Singleton and Ashley Blair. Congratulations and thanks for your 
contribution. Don't forget we are always looking for good articles.

Win
a limited edition  

beaded Wheels 
cap!
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a problem I was told and so I learned not 
to fuss.

The first time the engine turned over 
was like the first kick in the womb. Still 
in the shed she was and Ray incredibly 
excited on the end of the phone. As I 
listened to the thrum of the motor I must 
confess to a stirring of excitement myself.

But there was a lot more angst to 
come. She was driveable down the road 
at Christmas and even made it back up 
the road to the shed but I have to say the 
Maxwell sales pitch of Perfectly Simple – 
Simply Perfect flew out the window for me. 
Nothing seemed more complicated than 
the gear changes and at that stage we 
had the floor board out to try and assist 
progress. I stared at the notches under-
neath attempting to guide things while 
Ray tussled with brakes and side levers at 
the same time! 

Now that Lady Maxwell has been 
reborn, Ray’s baby is a tad crotchety. She 
suffers a lot from wind, a violent blue 
colour out of her rear end. She seems to 
need a lot of feeding and attention. But 
seriously, as she is probably only one of two 
in the world of that model and from that 
year, it is to be expected. Rarity breeds a 
nervousness of nature. Certainly, she has 
marked wind problems and reflux, with 
fluids regurgitated at an alarming rate. 
My husband’s obsessiveness has now an 
element of paternal concern. I too share 

some of this pride and admiration. After 
all there were a few times I clambered 
underneath on my back and stomach 
searching for numbers and various other 
things. Many a morning I woke rushing 
simultaneously to the computer for the 
replies and wonderful information flowing 
out of the States from the Yahoo Maxwell-
Briscoe interest group.

More teething problems saw her play 
up at the Hawke’s Bay Veteran Rally. On 
the strength of a recent trial run on No 1 
Road we were all ready for our first public 
outing but Lady Maxwell simply refused to 
venture out the gate. She was banished to 
the trailer for time out!

Her rebirth may have been slow and 
fraught with difficulty but to us she is 
a magnificent sight to behold. One is 
immediately transported into that bygone 
era she so well defines. A horseless carriage 
indeed and one marvels at the tenacity 
of the men of that period with their 
vision and creativeness. In this case it was 
November 1904 when the partnership of 
Jonathon Maxwell and Benjamin Briscoe 
began production of the H Model five 
seater Tourer. Thanks to the meticulous 
bookkeeping of car production and sales, 
the recent collation of this material has 
been of immense value. Ray knows that 
his car was the 57th H to come off the 
production line in April 1905. Being a 
right hand drive it probably started its life 

in Canada. One can only speculate on all 
other history until it was rediscovered in a 
Te Awamutu shed.

This has been my first experience of 
observing the restoration of a Veteran 
vehicle. Ray has my admiration and respect 
for his dedication and skills. I know that 
he sincerely thanks the many people who 
have advised and assisted throughout the 
project and wishes to convey his gratitude 
to Bill and Terri Janes, Allen and Marion 
Manaton, Keith Merritt, Denis Proctor, 
Noel Coombes, Steve Smyth and Tom 
Wood.

For my part, a bit of a dreamer about life 
in general, I wonder did Jonathon Maxwell 
or Benjamin Briscoe ever envisage a time, 
105 years into the future; a time when 
men would go to great lengths to recapture 
the former glory of the Maxwell-Briscoe 
pioneering accomplishment?

The 1905 Maxwell H Five Passenger 
Tourer has a two-cylinder, horizontally–
opposed motor with a 5" stroke and 5" 
bore. Rated at 20 hp, it has three forward 
and one reverse straight cut gears and is 
probably capable of a speed of 38 mph. bw
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RALLY UPDATEVCC Rally 2012 
Proudly Sponsored by Vero Consumer Insurance Specialists
PO Box 2012, Wanganui 4540 info@rally2012.co.nz

Standard
̋NŌ MurI PūkeNga kŌ Mua PūaWaI˝
(From yesterday's resources burgeon tomorrow's future)

No Free Lunches
I wonder where the gossip comes from. 

To clear up any misunderstandings, the 
Management Committee members as well 
as all the VCC Rally 2012 committee 
members, will all be registering and paying 
to enter or be at the Rally in 2012. All 
volunteers will also need to register and 
pay their entry to gain entry to the Rally 
Village over the course of the Rally. This 
was decided as all these people as well all 
the other paying entrants will all receive 
the same benefits from the Rally Village 
and what it has to offer during the course 
of the rally.

Wobbly Wheel
The second edition 

of this has been 
prepared by Ruth Finlay 
and Winton Cleal and is 
now on the VCC Rally 
2012 Website. A copy 
of this will be sent to 
all Branches with the 
other Club magazines 
and I believe that you 

will find it interesting to read, even if 
you do not come to the rally. If you have 
information about a vehicle coming to the 
Rally, or under restoration and coming to 
the Rally, or any information in general, 
contact Wobbly Wheel via the website 
where a story could emerge.

Accommodation
As at 30 October 2010 a total of 320 

rooms have been reserved in Wanganui 
during the Rally. This leaves over 309 
rooms available to rent and does not 
include Bed and Breakfast and hostel 
accommodation. Wanganui iSite is helping 
with sorting through issues of accommo-
dation. A full list of Motel and Hostel 

RALLY DATES 

Monday 16 January -  
Friday 27 January 2012

accommodation that has not been booked 
will be printed in the next edition of 
Wobbly Wheel which can be found on the 
VCC Rally 2012 Website. If you believe 
you are having accommodation problems 
please contact the Wanganui iSite office 
or ring 0800 822 7255 so that we can help 
sort these issues for you.

Veterans
There are various hub route options 

for Veterans. The larger Veterans can 
choose to enter the Long Route (which 
will range from 80-180 miles per day 
return), the Medium Route (which will 
range from 50-150 miles per day return) 
or the alternative Veteran Short Route 
– which will range from 30-80 miles per 
day return. This is restricted to Veteran 
and two wheel brake Vintage Vehicles 
not capable of averaging over 25 mph and 
is non-competitive (touring) only. The 
Veteran Short Route will mainly have 
alternative destinations but will partici-
pate in the hub rally routes for Jerusalem 
and Ratana.

Camping Ground
This is under way and we have applied 

for resource consent and are hoping to 
have all this in place by 1 January 2011. 
The camping ground preparation is well 
under way and will be a great location 
being right over the road from Rally 
Village and the swimming complex for 
those that wish to exercise in the pool.

The 0800 822 7255
There is a great deal of rumour and 

misinformation being generated out there. 
If you want to clarify things ring us on 
this number with your concerns. Just 
remember if you wish to have a member 
of the committee come and talk to your 
branch please contact me on 027 2484 665 
and we will sort it for you.

 Bruce Hutton qsm

 Rally Director

Overseas Interest In Borrowing Cars 
In New Zealand
VCCNZ members who are in a position 
to assist these overseas visitors should 
contact them directly via email.

Stephen Bertalan, Canada 
bertalan@telus.net
Vehicles Owned: 1970 Oldsmobile 422
Member of: VCC of Okanpgan Canada
If a car is unavailable we are happy to be 
passengers

Roger Horsfield, United Kingdom 
rogerorjane@btinternet.com
Vehicles Owned: 1926 Singer 10/26 tourer, 
1929 Austin 7 Chummy, 1947 MG TC 
Member of: 750 Club for Austin Sevens, 
Singer Owners Club, Veteran Car Club
Ideal car would be Vintage but any car that is 
VCC eligible. Would be happy to only have 
loan for part of rally. Would like to recipro-
cate in UK to whoever lends a car.

John & Ruth Knight, Australia
Knight37@bigpond.net.au
Vehicles Owned: 2x1930 Chryslers, 1937 
Buick Woody, 1948 Sunbeam Talbot, 1962 
Dodge Lancer Coupe
Member of: Queensland VVC, Vehicle 
Restorers Club, Buick Car Club, VV 
Touring Club (All in Queensland), 
Restorers Club of Australia in Sydney.
Appreciates offer of loan, but also more than 
happy to accept rides in various cars over 
rally duration if this option is possible. 

Iain McClymont, Canada 
iainmcclymont@shaw.ca
Vehicles Owned: 1940 Packard 120 Touring 
Sedan, 1955 Nash Metropolitan
Member of: Member and Secretary of VCC 
of Canada, North Island Chapter.

Rodger Martin, Canada 
Rodger.Martin@viha.ca
Vehicles Owned: 1941 Chev Special Deluxe 
Member of: Vintage Car Club of Canada 

David Willoughby, USA 
Dave1jenna@comcast.net
Vehicles Owned: 1929 Franklin, 1930 
International Six Speed Special, 1967 
Triumph TR4A, 1953 MGTD, 1968 Lotus 
23B
President of: Cabrillo region of the 
Antique Automobile Club of America in 
California, USA
Will need to be large enough to carry my 
wife’s folding wheelchair.

Jan & Jake Surline, Canada 
jsurline@shaw.ca
Vehicles Owned: 1940 Chev, Corvairs, 
Volkswagens, dune buggy, SHO
Member of: Kamloops Chapter of VCC of 
Canada

Trevor & Nola Hooper, Canada
Hooper.tn@hotmail.com 
Vehicles Owned: 1936 Chevrolet Master 
Sedan, 1967 Mini panel van
Member of: VCC of Western Australia



The address bar of your internet browser is at 
the top of the screen and if you use Internet 
Explorer the page will look similar to this.

To find the VCC Rally 2012 website 
type the website address into the address 
bar of the internet browser on your 
computer. www.vccrally2012.co.nz

Croz: Larrikin Biker
By Graeme Crosby
RRP: $44.99 
432 pages, Soft cover 
HarperCollinsPublishers

Reviewed by Kevin Clarkson

book review

Kingpin sets Engine gaskets Gearbox gears
Suspension parts Steering joints Crownwheel & pinions
Spark plugs Electrical fittings Wiper motors (vac)
Engine bearings Shock absorbers Wheel cylinders & kits
Master cylinders & kits Shackles (pins & bushes) Ring gears & pinions
Rear axles Water pumps & kits Clutch plates
Clutch covers Carburettors Fuel pumps & kits
Brake & clutch cables Pistons Steering box parts
Valves, springs, guides Speedo cables Ignition parts
Timing gears & chains Lenses Engine mounts

MECHANICAL RESTORATIONS & VINTAGE SPARES (1980)
RD 7 • Fordell • Wanganui • Phone/Fax 06 342 7713

1912-92
ENGLISH

AMERICAN
CONTINENTAL

Stockists of
REPLACEMENT
AUTOMOTIVE

PARTS

Andrew & Mary Ann Cooper, USA
amshoppe@verizon.net
Vehicles Owned: 1930 REO Flying Cloud, 
1930 Model A, 1939 De Soto, 1956 De 
Soto, 1947 Hudson Super 6, 1951 Hudson 
Hornet, 1952 R51/3 BMW, 1957 R69 BMW
Member of: GEM State Hudson Club in 
Spokane, WA.

John Saddington, Australia
nswoffice@alpha.org.au
Vehicles Owned: 1966 Buick Skylark 
Member of: Buick Club of Australia (NSW)
Interested to find out more about a loan 
vehicle and what options there might be.

Jim Sweet, Canada
jojisweet@shaw.ca
Vehicles Owned: 1957 Ford Retractable
Member of: North Island Chapter, Vintage 
Car Club of Canada

Graeme Crosby, or Croz as he is known, 
is the last of a certain breed of motorcy-
clists; he could, and did, ride just about 
anything.

Croz’s war cry seemed to be “Which 
way does the track go and what’s the lap 
record?” Well known in biking circles 
in the mid ‘70s for his winning ways in 
New Zealand and Australia he had a well 
earned reputation for gifted and crowd 
pleasing performances on his bike and was 
frequently seen on the winner’s podium.

In the late ‘70s he arrived in Britain as 
a little known Kiwi racer with a helmet, a 
used pair of leathers and little money. Four 
years and two world championships later, 
he had achieved more than most riders 
could ever hope for in a lifetime of racing.

In 1981 Croz’s final year in the Isle of 
Man, he was acknowledged as the best 
rider of the four-stroke machines in the 
world and smashed the lap record.

This book takes us through Croz’s 
journey from the grass roots of New 

Zealand motorcycle racing through 
Australia, Japan, the UK and Europe. On 
the way his humour and showmanship 
won him a legion of fans around the world. 
Croz understood that racing was show 
business and if people paid to watch him 
race they would get their money’s worth. 
Once while racing against Mike “the bike” 
Hailwood, he found time to stand on the 
footrests and bow to the Hailwood fans 
as he flashed around the outside of the 
legendary Englishman.

Croz covers such things as his reason 
for quitting (too soon, many would say), 
the crashes, the pain, the politics and the 
tragic fatalities, not to mention the world 
championships picked up on the way. 
Croz writes with an easy to read style and 
has a disarming way of dealing with his 
many successes while remaining pleasantly 
humble during it all.

Highly recommended reading and 
would make a great present for the motor-
cyclist in your family.

In accordance with Section 21 of the Branch Manual 
– Eligible Vehicles:-

“All vehicles must have a current VCC 
Vehicle Identity Card. It is mandatory to 
display the VCC VIC Sticker.”

When registering for the VCC Rally 2012, it 
is compulsory that you include your VCC VIC 
Number. Even if your vehicle is in the process of 
restoration or about to commence restoration, 
it is still possible to apply for a “Historic Motor 
Vehicle Date of Manufacture & Authenticity 
Statement” which will therefore provide you with 
a provisional VCC VIC number for your Vehicle. 
The sooner you get this underway, the better.
You must provide us with suitable photos of 
the components being used and all available 
identification numbers – Chassis/Engine/Body/Rear 
Axle.
If your vehicle has been supplied with a “Historic 
Motor Vehicle Date of Manufacture & Authenticity 
Statement” and it is now registered and in use, you 
need to apply for the VCC ID Card by returning the 
Authenticity Statement, a copy of your registration 
papers and any further information you may not 
have been able to supply us with at the initial time, 
eg Registration number, VIN number etc. 
If the original photos supplied with this 
documentation do not depict the way the vehicle 
now looks, you also need to include three identical 
photographs of the completed vehicle.

Note from VCCNZ National Office 
for all entrants in 2012 Rally
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If you are a regular recipient and reader 
of Beaded Wheels you might, from now on, 
stumble across the odd column from me.

Editorial Committee Chairman Kevin 
Clarkson has suggested I might submit the 
occasional offering on things motorcycle; 
preferably, I think, relating to aged motor 
cycles.

I should make it clear to all that I am 
not necessarily the guru of all things ‘old 
bike’. There are experts out and about who 
will put my knowledge to shame, and I 
am certainly not the man to advise which 
carburettor needle you need for the old 
BSA. But I can probably prattle on a bit 
from time to time about the trials and 
tribulations that attach to the ownership 
of aged two wheel creations. I might too 
prattle on about one or two other related, 
and unrelated, topics. Right now I could do 
a nice few lines on vacuum cleaners having 
suffered recently at the hands of these feral 
and obnoxious creations. (In keeping with 
the column heading most vacuum cleaners 

do have a couple of plastic wheels by 
which they are dragged about your house 
smashing uncontrollably in to doors and 
walls.) Many will remember the days 
when the Electrolux man used to call; 
and I have a vague recollection that each 
year this chap would turn up with the 
latest model to try and off load on to my 
harassed mother. I think the colour used 
to change each year, green, grey, blue etc. 
That, of course, was the model update. 

(Must have been British.) Not at all unlike 
the model updates that were applied to your 
favourite British motorcycle of the post 
war years. ‘Step right up folks and place 
your order for our latest machine. And for 
1954 we introduce the latest technological 
advance with the smaller clutch inspection 
cover. From now on you can strip the whole 
chain case to inspect your clutch and with 
the smaller cover there is less room for the 
oil to leak out.’

Yes I am being somewhat provocative 
and cynical, and I shall be in the future 
because, lets face it, the British motorcycle 
industry destroyed itself in those twenty 
five years from the end of WW II to 1970. 
It is this post war era that attracts me the 
most and I suspect that is entirely due to 
my age. Generally we hark back to the 
things that we were familiar with in our 
growing years. My late father loved all the 
old pre-war cars and was forever buried in 
the bowels of an old Dodge. I have no idea 
as to its true description but in my memory 

it never ran. I think he ran out of patience 
with it in the end. There was too a 1929 
Austin 7. It became my and my brother’s 
first car. We tinkered interminably with it 
during school holidays and just occasion-
ally we managed to align spark, fuel, 
valve and get it running. There followed 
rampages at a heady 20mph up and down 
the farm airfield. But it was never quite 
right and inevitably one or other of its 
necessary mobility functions cried enough 
and the pair of would-be Fangios pushed 
the stubborn creation back in its shed to 
await our further attentions. The poor old 
thing was quietly sold on when we attained 
licence age and discovered the pleasures of 
borrowing the family hacks; it was British 
but, for its time, reasonably reliable.

All this has absolutely nothing to do 
with motor cycles with which you, the 
reader, might become slightly bored unless 
I add a few deviations along the way. What 
it does do though is enable you to reason-
ably determine that age is not totally on 
my side and that going back a few years 
there have been motoring adventures and 
interests. I’ll bring them to you as the 
months tick along and I promise I’ll write 
about old motorcycles. There are a few of 
them in my shed which means there are 
disasters and successes to report, and there 
is the pleasure to be had from keeping an 
aging mechanical beast in roadworthy 
condition. Until next time . bw

Frank Metcalfe

two wheels  
and other things
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Wolseley 20 hp 1912,  Graham Bros. truck 1927, 
Austin Gypsy & Champ 1958, Morris Commercial 
truck 1925, Mercedes 180 1 petrol, 1 diesel 1955, 
Alexander lloyd 2 cylinder 1960s, DKW 3 cylinder 
1960s, horse-drawn vehicles – 2 and 4 wheels. 
All the vehicles have been in dry storage up to 
40 years, and require restoration. For further 
information, contact Brian Rankine, email: btr@
atrix.net.nz or phone 06 357 5706  MEM
Balancing Balancing Balancing,  
 We can balance most Vintage and single cylinder 
engines,fans,driveshafts etc. Work is carried out 
on a modern digital machine. M s Coombes ltd, 
344 st Asaph street, Christchurch, ph 03 366 
7463, Fax 03 366 7462, email: mscoombesltd@
clear.net.nz
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
Due to space limitation, classified advertisers 
should refrain from the use of dashes, spaces, 
logos, blank lines and formatting. All classified 
rates include GsT. 
The 65 word limit includes contact details. 
Advertisers requiring ads longer than the 
standard 65 words, or who require typography or 
space, must apply display rates. 
The advertising department reserves the right to 
edit or return classifieds not meeting the criteria
Member of Vintage Car Club 
No charge for text or photo advertising to a 
maximum of 65 words per advertisement. 
Members must be financial and identify their 
Branch.
Non Member 
$21 for first 40 words or part thereof, thereafter 
15 cents per word to a maximum of 65 words per 
advertisement.
Text in a Boxed Ad 
$24 non-members. 
Colour Photo Ad in Box
$56 non-members, enclose a clear photo and an 
sAe if return required.
Above rates apply for each advertisement. 
Advertisements should be typed or clearly 
printed.

ENCLOSE PAYMENT 
Cheques payable to Beaded Wheels. 
post to: Advertising, p o Box 13140, Christchurch 
8141, to arrive not later than 10th of month 
preceding publication. 
phone 03 332 3531, Fax 03 332 3827.

DISPLAY RATES
 Casual 3 Issues 
  (per issue) 
Full page $900 $720 
half page $490 $390 
horizontal Quarter page $270 $216 
All display rates quoted exclude GsT and are for finished 
digital artwork  supplied. Artwork can be arranged at an 
extra charge.

Deadline for copy 10th of month preceding publication.
Beaded Wheels will consider articles of a technical 
nature for inclusion in its editorial space. Beaded Wheels 
however regrets that it is not able to offer editorial space 
for advertisements nor for the promotion of products.
Marketplace advertising cancellations received in writing 
prior to advertising deadline will be refunded in full. 
Where possible Beaded Wheels will refund 70% of the 
advertisement cost for any cancellations received after the 
booking deadline.
Beaded Wheels makes every effort to ensure no misleading claims are 
made by advertisers, responsibility cannot be accepted by Beaded Wheels 
or the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand (Inc.) for the failure of any product 
or service to give satisfaction. Inclusion of a product or  service should not be 
construed as endorsement of it by Beaded Wheels or by the Vintage Car 
Club of New Zealand (Inc.).

No liability can be accepted for non-appearance of advertisements and the 
text of all advertisements is subject to the approval of the editor who reserves 
the right to refuse any advertisements which are not compatible with the 
aims, objectives, and standards of Beaded Wheels or the Vintage Car Club 
of New Zealand (Inc.)

In accordance with the provisions of the Human Rights 
Commission Act 1977 Beaded Wheels will not publish any 
advertisement which indicates or could reasonably be 
understood as indicating an intention to discriminate by reason 
of sex, marital status,  religious or ethical beliefs. Advertisers 
should take all care in drafting advertisements as they could be 
held liable, as well as Beaded Wheels and the Vintage Car Club of 
New Zealand (Inc.).

.

marketplace
FOR sAle

1925 ChRysleR 50 RuNNING GeAR.  5 galvanised 
then painted rims, new rim protectors, tubes, 
and new 20x5.00 tyres (never driven). Complete 
rear axle, complete front axle including springs. 
Contracting brakes. $2000 ono. Contact Malcolm – 
0274 754 241 – enquiries@growtek.co.nz

1926 sTuDeBAKeR seDAN,  needs a new home 
and carer. 80% completed. owner deceased. Fully 
reconditioned motor. Body and all parts stripped 
and painted. All running gear and body assembled. 
our loss your gain. Car is currently in Invercargill. 
This must find a new home. offers. email: doug.
marghay@bigpond.com for details and pictures.

1934 MoRRIs MINoR  ¾ restored. $6,000 firm. 
phone 07 871 9527.  MEM

1952 Wolseley 4/50 FoR ResToRATIoN,  4 door, 
4 cylinder, 1500cc, manual. Very little rust, lots 
of parts, partially disassembled, engine has been 
rebuilt & partially assembled. $700. phone 027 499 
1064.  MEM

2 of 450/475x21 FIResToNe TyRes  @ $210 each 
2 of 440/450x21 Bedford Tyres @ $160 each. 
All brand new. phone 09 4339 870 (Whangarei) 
ballardf@ihug.co.nz  MEM

AusTIN pARTs:  Ruby Radiator, 6 inch headlamp 
glasses, rim. Three 4.50 X 17 tyres, two tubes. 
Two 17” wheels. Cheap. Austin gearbox perhaps 
for Austin 10, part IA 3684, $30. Nine A7 books, 
and two on tuning. Also VAR newsletters & mags 
from 1972 to present. $100 the lot. MIGoMAG 
MoNo 140 MIG welder 30-140 amps, excellent, 
$499. JAG MK VII-IX parts, cheap. phone Ralph  
07 357 2112  MEM

BooKs FoR sAle 500 CC RACING  by Gregor Grant 
and Formula 3 (a record of 500 cc racing) by C.A.N. 
May. Both books in good condition Dust covers torn 
on both. $20 each plus posting phone John 03 489 
2527 or nobes@xtra.co.nz.  MEM

CoRBIN 92T ReAR Wheel speeDo  DRIVe 
spRoCKeT, new 51T harley-Davidson rear sprocket, 
hD panhead tanks. Rare 1932 Indian Four tanks. 
1925 Indian scout 600cc motor, not complete, good 
cases and flywheels. Indian scout/Chief clutch 
plates, rough scout front wheel hub. early harley 
sportster pannier frames with Rh Buco pannier. 
offers on all parts. phone 021 146 0578.  MEM

MAGNeTos FoR sAle (INDIVIDuAlly) , complete 
but provenance unknown. Make offers. American 
Bosch Du4-eD22, American Dixi 46 (last pat. date 
1917), also 1938 Chevrolet shop manual $150 or 
offer. phone Dave 06 323 8340.  MEM

MKII JAGuAR pARTs FoR sAle.  Chrome wheel 
trim, lh chassis rail and rear longitudinal member, 
lh and rh No 6722/23 also 2.4 front exhaust pipe. 
phone Julie 07 579 2441  MEM

sTARTeR MoToR  suitable for ‘37 Chrysler models 
reconditioned professionally (I understand a new 
armature was fitted) with solenoid. $250. phone 07 
572 0984. e/mail. deri@clear.net.nz.  MEM

VINTAGe suNBeAM 2-pIeCe  (upper and lower) rear 
chaincase 29 inch long. $50 +p&p. phone Bruce 09 
575 6641  MEM

caRBURETTOR RE-cOnDiTiOning — including 
Classic & performance makes. 40 plus years trade 
experience. Free advice. Contact Graeme Tulloch, 
Tulmac Carburettor specialists on 027 612 2312 or 
(levin) 06 368 2202

cOacHWORK  For all your coachwork, woodwork 
and timber rim steering wheels for your Veteran, 
Vintage or Commercial vehicles contact Designs 
N Wood John Martin, 11 Bell Avenue, Cromwell. 
phone/fax 03 445 0598, 021 109 1309 or email 
martin_jw@xtra.co.nz member

1962 hIllMAN MINX  Garaged for last eleven 
years. No WoF, reg on hold. some rust, 
mechanically sound. Come and have a talk or 
phone 07 549 2812 evenings. offers around 
$1,000 plus parts.   MEM

DiSTRiBUTOR PaRTS anD SERVicE 
 We can supply many new old stock distributor 

parts for lucas and other makes, and have built a 
New Zealand wide reputation for restoring worn 

distributors to as new performance and finish.  
All aspects of repair undertaken including 

Vacuum advance Units.  
MEcHanical FUEl PUMPS REPaiRED.  

Repair kits and parts in stock. Faulty pumps 
restored, including fuel resistant diaphragm. All 

work fully guaranteed. 
Contact Quality Rebuilds,  

85 polo prince Dr, Manurewa,  
Manukau City, 2576. 

phone/fax peter Collins 09 267 4700 
email: peter@qualityrebuilds.com  

www.qualityrebuilds.com 

DRiVESHaFTS DRiVESHaFTS DRiVESHaFTS 
 We can alter or make driveshafts with fabric 
components to take modern universal joints and 
yokes, as well as performing dynamic balancing. 
We also carry a large range of driveshaft 
components for car, trucks, industrial and 
marine. M s Coombes ltd, 344 st Asaph street, 
Christchurch, ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

HUBcaPS – any problems contact me 
I now produce either hubcap skins or complete 
hubcaps. These are top quality replicas. pressed 
not spun to the closest possible original 
specifications. I can manufacture any model 
that uses the skin system plus many others 
provided they do not exceed 10½" in diameter. 
For more information phone Dave patten Replica 
Manufacturing (2003) ltd, ph 027 247 7956, 160 
New york street, Martinborough. email dave.
patten@wise.net.nz 
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1926 ChRysleR IMpeRIAl 80 RoADsTeR,  from 
deceased estate, this reliable rare car is in great 
order with current reg & wof. Maroon and black, 
dickey seat, whitewall tyres, new battery, goes very 
well. phone 06 8375 842 evenings

PEnRiTE OilS  We carry a large range from 
Vintage to Modern engines. Gearbox, diff,  
s.u dash pot and water pump grease.  
M s Coombes ltd, 344 st Asaph street, 
Christchurch, ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

VinTagE EnginE SHORTBlOcKS  We can in 
most cases rebuild your shortblock using modern 
shell bearings, new pistons and rebuilt oil 
pump. please contact us for more information. 
M s Coombes ltd, 344 st Asaph street, 
Christchurch, ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462, 
email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

VinTagE WOOD PROBlEMS? For all your 
Vintage woodwork requirements, I can reproduce 
your car’s woodwork from original parts, patterns 
and photos. Model A parts made to order, also 
Morris Traveller Van kits. N Rhodes, Furniture of 
Distinction. purakau st, Marton 4710. phone 06 
327 6164.

ValVES exhaust quality stainless for Vintage 
engines. Available in blank form or machined to 
size required. George Calder, 307 hoon hay Rd, 
Christchurch. ph 03 338 5372, Fax 03 338 5482. 

PISTONS PISTONS PISTONS  PISTONS 
FoR VeTeRAN, VINTAGe, 

ClAssIC & oDDBAll eNGINes. 
We can supply piston sets for most makes & 
models. All piston sets come complete with 

rings & gudgeons. We have over 700 listings at 
competitive prices.

M S Coombes Ltd
344 St Asaph St, Christchurch

PH 03 366 7463, FAx 03 366 7462

PEnRiTE EnginE cOOl anT   
A colourless hybrid-organic non glycol based 
corrosion inhibitor designed specifically for 
use in Veteran, edwardian, Vintage and 
Classic Car cooling systems. M s Coombes ltd,  
344 st Asaph street, Christchurch,  
ph 03 366 7463, Fax 03 366 7462,  
email: mscoombesltd@clear.net.nz

PiSTOnS FOR VinTagE anD claSSic EnginES 
Most models available in standard or 
oversizes. Also pistons can be made to special 
dimensions. Contact George Calder, 307 hoon 
hay Road, Christchurch. ph 03 338 5372.  
Fax 03 338 5482.   MEM

VINTAgE CAR REPAIRS 
Unit 1 11 Penn Place, Upper Riccarton, 

Christchurch (formerly 15a Empire Road, Belfast) 
Phone 341 5100 Fax 341 5101 

All Classic and Vintage Car restoration. 
• Panel making • Wooden body repairs, 

• Bumpers and moulding repair 
37 years experience • Competitive hourly rate.

gOT ViBRaTiOn PROBlEMS?  
 The crankshaft pulley/balancer/damper may be 
the cause. Rubber perishes over time. John at 
Harmonic Damper Rebuilds can rebuild your 
pulley like new. he has a proven system to 
re-rubber and re-sleeve dampers. Most can be 
rebuilt as good as new and save you money and 
engine repairs. 027 666 3350 or 07 863 3350 
damperdude@gmail.com

KINg-PIN KITS, TIE ROD ENDS, 
spring shackles, ignition parts, bulbs and 
sealed beams, spark-plugs and coils, engine 
bearings, engine mountings, head gasket/
sets, pistons and valves, timing chains and 
gears, flywheel ring gears, tyres, carburettors, 
magnetos, etc, for all makes and models, 
especially: Austin, Chevrolet, Chrysler, essex, 
Ford, hillman, Morris, standard, Vauxhall. 
Ronald Lever, 87 Tui Rd, Papatoetoe, 
Manukau 2025, Auckland. Phone 09 278 
3888 evenings.

1968 RilEY ElF MaRK iii  Reconditioned motor 
and auto gear box. Refurbished interior. Reg, 
WoF. No rust, drives superbly $7,000. phone 07 
549 5272 or 0274 922 972 Katikati.  MEM

DeCoVIA  Annual Art Deco Clothing and 
Collectables sale saturday February 5 2010. 
10am-3pm Army hall, off North end Marine 
parade, Napier. Two weeks before Napier Art 
Deco Weekend. large selection of ladies and 
gents deco, Vintage and retro clothing and 
accessories. Traders from all over the North Island.  
spaces from $30, email decovia@gmail.com. 
phone 06 211 0840, 027 2416 137.

1939 cHEVROlET MaSTER DElUx.  Tidy 
condition motors well. some spares. $13,000. 
phone Barry 03 488 1767, 027 488 1767.

1938 BUicK cOnVERTiBlE cOUPE  only one 
sold new in New Zealand 1938. phone 07 312 
4147, $110.000.  MEM

VINTAgE TRUNKS made to order or stock 
sizes. Dust proof and waterproof. phone Allan on  
06 844 3959 or 0274 469 331 Napier. Member.

PERSOnaliSED PlaTE aS PicTURED   “A RARe 1” 
$850. phone Bob 03 545 2521.  MEM

All Correspondence to: PO Box 15-347, New Lynn 0640 Email: vet.vin@xtra.co.nz  Ph: 09 832 9818  
Mob: 0274 543 983  Store: 1127 Scenic Drive, Swanson, Auckland 0614  Fax: 09 832 3578
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WOODEN WHEELS   made for your metal-
work. steam-bent felloes, any shape spokes.  
New beaded rims available in some sizes. phone 
Vern Jensen 06 323 3868, 16 osborne Terrace, 
Feilding.   MEM.

1975 MiTSUBiSHi 1850 cOlT  excellent example 
of ‘70s Japanese classic drives extremely well, 
no work required, driven daily collectable 
appreciating vehicle .vcc member $7,000. email 
ramsel@xtra.co.nz phone Denis 03 208 5404 cell 
027 351 3190   MEM

1937 aUSTin 10  77,500 miles fully restored 
at 70,000 miles. Wof & reg, goes well. phone 
Wairarapa 06 304 9461, email gregcrowe@xtra.
co.nz Any reasonable offers considered.

1954 RilEY RME.  Very tidy older restoration. 
Genuine 97000 miles. Recent brake overhaul. 
New muffler and tail pipe. New radials fitted 
last year. Just had carburettor rebuilt by swift 
Automotive. Drives beautifully and is a very tight 
car on the road. Current WoF and rego. VCC Id 
card. $11,500.00 ono ph. 03 2488577 mem.

1980 JagUaR xJ6 SERiES 3, 4.2,  55,000 
genuine miles. Immaculate condition, current 
registration and Wof, drives superbly, well 
maintained, $12,000. phone Garry 07 549 5272 
mobile 0274 922 972  MEM

aUSTin SEVEn ‘RUBBER DUcK’  1931. historic, 
very original works racing car for sale after 25 
years o/ship. Chassis 1012. engine XA158. primarily 
built for Brooklands, competed at shelsley Walsh & 
Avus. Drivers inc. Freddie March, Alec Issigonis. 
Car in Australia. offers invited. phone 03 5470 
5526 (Australia) email: grantc@upcreek.com.au 

lEaTHER SUiTcaSE  strong, and in reasonable 
condition. Relined together with fitted custom 
made waterproof cover & 2 custom made leather 
straps. size l: 720m/m. W: 390mm. D:190mm. 
price $200.00. free freight. pls phone (07) 
572-0984 Derek. deri@clear.net.nz.  MEM

cHRYSlER iMPERial 80 ROaDSTER  1926 for 
sale. Reg & wof, in good order. estate sale of this 
reliable and rare car. ph hB 06 837 5842 evening. 
 

SaxOn 1914 ROaDSTER  reluctant sale. There 
are a few spares to go along with this sale. It 
needs a little work to stop an oil leak from the fly 
wheel but apart from this runs very well. $30,000 
ono. please contact paul schollitt on 09 627 1556 
or 027 627 1556.  MEM

1962 VaUxHall cRESTa PaDx  2.6l Motor 
outstanding original condition. looks like new, 
drives like new. excellent mechanical condition. 
Much admired car. Best available $12,700. phone 
09 827 2681 or email maverick_quik@ihug.co.nz

VinTagE & claSSic QUaRTZ  halogen bulbs. 
Replace your existing bulbs without rewiring the 
headlamp assemblies. up to 100% brighter than 
your existing Tungsten bulbs. Will fit most reflectors 
fitted to pre & post war cars and motorbikes. Also 
available in single filament 55 watt p22 & BA 
15 bases for use in spotlamps and mechanical 
dip reflectors. Most bases and configurations 
available in 6v & 12v. Further info: Norm & Jan 
sisson, sole NZ Agent. phone 03 389 0643 Model 
Boat supplies, 38 ottawa Road, Christchurch 6. 
email modelboatsupplies@snap.net.nz 

1936 cHEVROlET MaSTER DElUxE SEDan 
 (bootless model). side mounted spare, rear 
mounted luggage rack. Requires brakes and 
upholstery. engine rebuilt and has been run. Good 
straight body, timber framing sound. Repainted 
but paint requires attention in some places. 
$5,000 phone 021 145 6173 or 07 828 8997.  MEM
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1951 TRiUMPH 650 THUnDERBiRD, 1952 
aJS.  Both bikes in excellent order. phone for 
particulars, 07 886 9083 evenings.  MEM

Call us for a free no obligation quote.  
See our back page ad for details.

RESTORaTiOn WORK  by qualified Coachbuilder. 
Woodwork, panel and fabrication work for all 
Vintage, Veteran and Classic cars and Motorbikes. 
For all your restoration requirements phone  
Davies Coachworks 03 310 6691 or 027 330 9581 
or email daviescw@live.com

1935 PRE SERiES MORRiS 8.  Immaculately 
restored 2 years ago. showroom condition 
throughout. Reg and wof. orig. papers and 
history. $9,500 ono. plus a spares car available 
if required. Negotiate a deal with my other listing 
(1948 Morris 8 series e) phone 03 755 6834  MEM

REaR WinDScREEn,  patent no. 223639. 
Complete apart from fabric cover, but requiring 
restoration and plating. phone Dunedin 03 477 
5295 or 027 435 4348. 

1948 MORRiS 8 SERiES E.  older restoration. 
Great little car, used daily. Brakes, wheel cylinders, 
steering, seals, clutch/pressure plate, axle seals all 
replaced. Runs sweetly. $5000 ono. Badge bar, 
fog lights not included. phone 03 755 6834. see 
other listing (1935 pre-series Morris 8) negotiate a 
3 car deal. ph 03 755 6834  MEM

1965 cHEVROlET iMPala  This car is black from 
new and just had a bare metal paint job. New 
upholstery and carpets from usA. All the hard 
work has been done. you won’t find a better one. 
$40,000 ono. phone 03 434 5103, 027 434 5102.
  MEM

1935 RilEY FalcOn 12/4.  original but worn, 
well used family car untill stored 1987. preselector, 
built in jacks, automatic chassis lubrication, 
superb brakes and handling. Aluminium body, top 
hung capacious boot and spare wheel tray. offers 
over $1,500. phone 027 540 3706

1951 nORTOn DOMinaTOR MODEl 7.  500cc 
twin in restored condition. enquiries to Graham 06 
843 9668   MEM

ESSEx 1924 Six cYlinDER,  Runs and drives 
well, no current Reg. or WoF, good condition 
needs a little tlc. $15,000. The car is garaged at 
Ardmore Airfield Auckland and can be viewed at 
anytime. phone David 09 534 1124 or 0274 348 
081, roseco@paradise.net.nz for info and photos.

aUSTin 7 BOx SalOOn  Body off restoration, 
new upholstery, carpet/roof lining, new radiator 
in 2002. Recent top overhaul, new rings, valves, 
guides, and valve springs. Ruby driveshaft, VW 
conversion to generator. Reg, WoF, $10,000 ono. 
phone John Kinvig 04 4798569, 0274 524 326.
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• Industrial Hard Chrome • Industrial Chemical Cleaning • Zinc Plating • 
Gold Plating • Tin Plating • Copper/Nickel/ Brass/Chrome  

• Anodising or Chrome Plating onto aluminium• Metal Polishing on 
steel, stainless steel, aluminium copper and brass • Wood Stripper

PH/FAX 03 218-3228 0800 TO-CHROME (0800 86-2476)

269 Bond St
PO Box 481
Invercargill

BRaSS TYRE PUMP/RallY MEMORaBilia. 
 Brass tyre pump, made usA. Very good order 
offers. Also 13th International Car Rally 1972 
commemorative medallion plus First Day stamps, 
also separate medallion for same. Mint. offers 
phone 07 868 2416, berys.w@clear.net.nz  MEM

TRiUMPH 3Ta 350cc 1960  older rebuild, good 
runner. Reg on hold. enough spares for 1½ bikes. 
comes with books, manuals, restoration guide. 
$5,000 ono. Might trade for something smaller 
that is restored. phone Christchurch 03 960 2122, 
apushrod@nznet.co.nz  MEM

1956 BSa BanTaM  150cc 2 stroke. Fully restored 
to new condition and running. Imported from uK 
and all duties paid. Requires Reg & WoF. present 
owner has no bike licence therefore gets little use. 
$4,500. phone Dave 09 239 0891.  

1958 HaRlEY-DaViDSOn  Flh panhead 
Duo-Glide. 74ci. six year restoration, BW280. 
2,960 miles, Buco panniers, plate Flh58. 
Windscreen, 12v electrics, $40,000. phone 021 
146 0578.  MEM

DElUxE HillMan Minx 1956,  recently 
overhauled ohV motor, very original interior. 
Good history, many extras. 83,000 miles, the hard 
work is done, rally in comfort. Reg, WoF, VIN. 
Value at $5,000. phone Garland 06 344 2295.  MEM

DODgE VicTORY Six 1928  older restoration, 
recent engine work. Runs well. $13,500. phone 03 
453 4542.  MEM
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1935 aUSTin 7 RUBY SalOOn  older restoration 
in excellent condition. New pistons, rings, valves 
& valve springs and working trafficators. Comes 
with tin luggage box and sufficient spares to 
keep it running. $10,000 ono. Car is situated in 
Dunedin. phone Mark on 021 1686068 or email 
cce@vodafone.co.nz  MEM

1929 16.9 SUnBEaM SalOOn  as owned and 
run by the late phil ornstien. Maintained to a 
high standard for regular use. $35,000. For more 
information contact Tony ornstien by email: 
tornstien@aol.com or phone 027 457 5995.

1927 20.9 SUnBEaM TOURER  as owned and 
run by the late phil ornstien. Maintained to a 
high standard for regular use. $60,000. For more 
information contact Tony ornstien by email: 
tornstien@aol.com or phone 027 457 5995. 

1968 RilEY ElF MaRK iii  Reconditioned motor 
and auto gear box. Refurbished interior. Reg, 
WoF. No rust, drives superbly $7,000. phone 07 
549 5272 or 0274 922 972 Katikati.  MEM

1954 (DEc) aRMSTROng SiDDElEY 346 MK2. 
 (09) 412 9506. $19,000. owned last 20yrs, full 
rebuild 92. Full hist & Maint. Rare Twin Carb & 
pwr steer, pwr Brk Imported uK to NZ 1955 (first 
reg 1957) one of best in NZ well known Club Car

1947 aUSTin 8  37,000 Miles, excellent condition. 
Resprayed in 1952 but otherwise unrestored. 
Drives beautifully, very reliable. $6500 ono. phone 
03 434 2258  MEM

1936 cHEVROlET caBRiOlE  convertible body 
no XhFC50055, engine no MR6599763. Reg & 
Vin. Restored including professional paint, panel 
and upholstery. owner was a A grade mechanic so 
she runs well. Many spare parts. $50,000 ono. val.
wood@xtra.co.nz

1929 DURanT  registered and WoF good tyres, 
new clutch $15000 ono. please ring Barry or Jenny 
Goodman 03 688 9872 or 027 376 7396 email 
bazjen@callsouth.net.nz  MEM

MOTORcYclE PaRTS MaDE TO ORDER.   
Tanks, carriers, levers, sidecars, cover panels etc. 
Above is a tank for a 1915 Rover motorcycle that 
we are fabricating at present. Call us and see how 
we can help you. Davies Coachworks 03 310 6691, 
027 330 9581, email daviescw@live.com shaun 
Davies Qualified Coachbuilder. 

1939 MORRiS SERiES M  Very tidy and original 
car in good mechanical order after refurbishing. 
Mileage only 68,145 with useful spares, manuals 
and other literature. Reg, WoF, VIC. $3,000 
ono. phone John paul 03 312 2359 Rangiora, 
johnpaul@snap.net.nz  MEM

1954 (DEc) aRMSTROng SiDDElEY 346 MK2. 
 (09) 412 9506. $19,000. owned last 20yrs, full 
rebuild 92. Full hist & Maint. Rare Twin Carb & 
pwr steer, pwr Brk Imported uK to NZ 1955 (first 
reg 1957) one of best in NZ well known Club Car

1928 DODgE VicTORY 6 SEDan.  Tidy 
Condition. Motors well, good tyres. Very reliable. 
$20,000. phone Bernie horn, Dunedin 03 453  
4014, 027 434 7780  MEM
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WANTED To buy

1961 DODgE PiOnEER  Auto, inverted-roll over 
fins model, four door sedan. Must be right hand 
drive, as original as possible, in good driveable 
condition. They also put this model out as a De 
soto---? Cash Buyer. phone Bazz 06 327 4374 

WanTED FOR 1927 cHEVROlET SUPERiOR 
 one ton truck. 3 splits rims (see illustration), one 
front mudguard, one wheel tool. phone Nick 03 
439 296.  MEM

DODgE BROTHERS STYlE Tail ligHT.  Type B 
or similar. Incomplete oK too. please contact John 
06 357 0192 email valhallaseed@xtra.co.nz   MEM

WanTED FOR 1957 HUDSOn HORnET 
 automatic diff (ratio 3.15), 1956 automatic 6 & 
8 same, also 1957 Nash Ambassador automatic. 
Any info on any other 1957 hudson hornets in 
NZ. I know of one in Thames. Contact lindsay 
Mckenzie, oamaru. phone 03 437 0809 / 021 230 
1062, email plymouthnut@windowslive.com   MEM

gEaRBOx SPEEDO DRiVE  68mm or 211⁄16" long 
13 teeth. For 1925 International 1 ton truck. phone 
Bill phillips. phone 07 873 7166.  MEM

1900-1914 BAsKeT CAse  small Veteran car wanted 
to keep me in the workshop. Anything considered. 
phone 03 382 9199, warwick.stephens@xtra.co.nz

1926, 27 FoRD T ChAssIs,  21" wire wheels and 
running gear etc for speedster project. email KJs.
phillips@xtra.co.nz  MEM

1927 sTuDeBAKeR DICTAToR 6 eu.  looking for at 
least 3 Wheel Rims, to suit 5.25 x 21” tyres on solid 
disk wheels. Also looking for two headlight lens, 
8” x 7 1/4” TIlT RAy, would consider another make 
of the same size. phone 027 321 9413 or email 
thrower.gordon@gmail.com  MEM

23” CheVRoleT Wheels  and split rims wanted. 
suitable for 1924 Rugby. phone Tony 03 383 6395, 
Annette.meikle1@xtra.co.nz  MEM

AusTIN 7 ChuMMy,  Tourer sports wanted. pre 
1931. prefer excellent condition, but anything 
considered. email. g.heins@xtra.co.nz phone 03 
326 6120 (leave a message and I will return your 
call).  MEM

BEADED WHEELS Issues:  1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9 
don’t require copies, originals only thanks, prefer 
clean condition, phone 06 368 5611 or txt call 021 
111 8176.  MEM

BMW R90s MoToRCyCle.  For restoration project. 
Any condition but must be complete. ph. Bruce on 
07 308 5828 or bruce-taylor@xtra.co.nz

CAlCoTT pARTs WANTeD.  Any Calcott parts either 
motorcycle or light car. phone Anthony 0274 465 
503, 06 753 9404 evenings.  MEM

CoVeNTRy ClIMAX 6 CylINDeR 2.0 lITRe  engine 
required.  These engines were made by Coventry 
Climax and fitted to Triumph, Crossley and 
other cars in the mid 1930s. possibly badged as 
“Triumph” on block rear lower Rhs. Information 
as to possible whereabouts would be helpful. Also 
interested in any other mid 30’s Triumph car parts. 
phone 07 579-9621 or ron.elton@xtra.co.nz

DAIMleR CoNsoRT 1952  looking for the following 
parts: round white faced AC clock (has to fit a two 
inch hole in the dash), oil filler cap, tools that might 
come with car (I have jack handle), chrome wheel 
trims. phone Barry 09 818 8755, barrybirchall@
xtra.co.nz  MEM

DoDGe seNIoR sIX,  body or complete car wanted. 
phone Darren 03 216 8766 evenings or 0272 160 
693.  MEM

FolDING FRoNT WINDsCReeN pIllARs  souGhT: 
suit 1933 large english tourer for casting or 
purchase. over dimensions 450 high, .030 wide, 
windscreen 1.20 width. phone 09 521 0357, fax 09 
528 5247, jcooke@clear.net.nz  MEM

hIllMAN MINX/husKy CylINDeR heAD  for side 
Valve models 1950 - 57. please contact Trevor 
larsen. phone 09 810 9031 or email tlarsen@orcon.
net.nz.  MEM

KlAXoN hoRN (MeChANICAl),  hand or foot 
operated. Also wanted lucas tubular vacuum, 
windscreen wiper suitable for Austin 7 Chummy to 
complete restorations. phone Maurice 06 323 4284 
or 0272 429 640 MeM

pARTs oR pICTuRes WANTeD  in fact anything  for 
Veteran Alldays Matchless or Alldays & onions 
motorcycles, especially  a crossover 3 speed 
gearbox two bolt top fixing. Any condition. Also 
Veteran Triumph parts still required to finish 
restorations. phone Chris, 09 533 8050 or email 
taylorhq@xtra.co.nz

ReNAulT DAuphINe 4 speeD GeARBoX  or Model 
R8 ord R10 4-speed gearbox wanted. phone 03 215 
7961.  MEM

shoCK ABsoRBeRs GABRIel sNuBBeRs , Cleveland 
ohio, usA. A pair or parts of for 1925 Buick Master, 
prefer 2B type or similar. please phone 03 434 9470 
neil.nonie@xtra.co.nz  MEM

sIDe WINDoWs WANTeD  for 1928 Austin 7 
Chummy. Any condition. phone 09 431 6062.  MEM

speCIAls FoR RACING AND hIll ClIMBs WANTeD. 
 pre 1931 prefer excellent condition, but anything 
considered. email. g.heins@xtra.co.nz Tel. 03 326 
6120 (leave a message and I will return your call). 
 MEM

seNDeR uNIT FoR oIl pRessuRe GAuGe,  suit 
1937 International D2. phone Bruce 03 217 2664 or 
patnbruce@xtra.co.nz  MEM

splIT RIMs To suIT  a 1928 Dodge Fast Four. 19’’ 
5-25, 5-50 tyre. Also a shop manual for the same, 
will pay for copying if required. please contact Mike 
Milne at mike.milne@cowleyaquaheat.co.nz  MEM

VeloCeTTe MAC Alloy eNGINe  1954 onwards or 
Mss 86x86 engine and gearbox. phone les 03 488 
3776.  MEM

WANTeD FoR 1954 DuCATI CuCCIolo MopeD  
model 55: speedometer bevel drive and cable. 
Also info on the wiring circuits and operation of 
the two lower gearshift cables. please phone Bruce 
Anderson 09 575 6641.  MEM

hoRN – suITABle FoR 12V MoDel A  phone Robert 
work 06 357 5888, home 06 357 1721, C 0274 977 
010.    
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SWAP MEETS & rAllies

EAST COAST RALLYEAST COAST RALLY
John Foot,  

North Island Club Captain.
1 Knox Place Cambridge. 

Phone 07 823 5641
Email: nicc@vcc.org.nz

2011  
Nort h Isl a N d  

Club Captain’s Tour
7 – 20 APRIL 2011 • registration of interest

The tour will begin with a get together dinner at the 
Waikato Branch clubrooms in Cambridge on the evening 

of Thursday 7 April and finish in New Plymouth in the late 
afternoon, 20 April. The tour will take you 

through Northland to Cape Reinga and 
western Waikato with 12 overnight stops 

covering a total of approximately 
1200 miles.

Tour entrants can enter and 
leave the tour as they wish

To register your 
interest and receive 
an itinerary please 

contact 

Three Day Event 
4 – 6 February 2011

Inviting you to an enjoyable, relaxing weekend in 
conjunction with the Paparoa A&P Show

Wellsford-WarkWorth Vintage Car Club

Pre-1980  
COMMERCIAL VEHICLE 
RALLY AND CAMPOUT

Registration of Interest 
Contact:  

Graham Murray,  
2074 Paparoa Valley Road, 

R.D.1 
Paparoa, Northland 0571 

Ph/Fax: 09 431 6324 
Email: sacant@xtra.co.nz

Two Rally Starting Points 
Helensville and Kerikeri 

100km rally Friday or arrive 
10.00 a.m. Saturday 

Campsites, Toilets Hot  
Water are provided or there 

is a great range of local  
accommodation available

STOP PRESS
Registration of interest  

will close on  
30 December 2010
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Saturday 5 February 2011
Weekend activities centre at Watchorn’s Museum

State Highway 30, Awakeri (includes touring section) 
Entry Forms available December 2010

Enquiries: Rally Director Walter McFarland Rally Secretary Alison McFarland 
Phone: 07 308 7928 wamcfarland@farmside.co.nz

EBOP Branch: Box 2168, Kopeopeo, Whakatane 3121

Eastern Bay of Plenty Branch's Annual

EAST COAST RALLYEAST COAST RALLY

AucklAnd 

AnniversAry 
Weekend 

rAlly

Vintage Car Club Bay of Plenty Branch

29 – 30 JAn 2011
The event will be based at our Cliff Road Clubrooms  

adjacent to the Tauranga City Centre.
Enjoy nearly 100 miles of rallying over rural roads  

with one short section of good shingle road.
Registration Sat afternoon, light tea Sat night, rally Sunday with 

dinner and prizegiving Sun Night. Travel home Mon 31 Jan.  
Enjoy the BOP sunshine.

Early booking of accommodation is necessary.
Entry forms will be with Branch Secretaries in December.

For further information please contact:
Kerry Elton, Rally Organiser

kerry.elton@xtra.co.nz or phone 07 579 9621
This event is proudly sponsored by 

Southern Cross Building Society.

Yes, the Annual west Coaster is on again!!
relax and enjoy Yourselves . . . 

March 19, 2011
starting at Greymouth
Contact: roger & irene devlin ph. 03 768 5382 or 
 email: ri.devlin@xtra.co.nz 

Scenicland Rally!

WINCHESTER 

Swap Meet And Bazaar
Winchester Domain 

Saturday 2 April 2011

$5 entry and NO DOGS ALLOWED.

Camping by arrangement.
For SITE BOOKINGS contact Janet on ph 03 686 0282 
or Swap Meet Chairman...John Knowles 03 693 7680

RuN BY ThE VCC – SOuTh CANTERBuRY BRANCh

VCC NZ ASHBURTON BRANCH

SWAPMEET
Saturday 7 May  2011

Club Grounds 86 Maronan Road 
Tinwald, Ashburton

Gates open 7.30am. No Dogs. Catering by the Lions Club.

Site Bookings: Anne Hart, 65 Oak Grove; Ashburton 7700 
Email: annestuh@clear.net.nz Phone 03 308 5733

Branch Secretary: Rod Begbie, PO Box 382, Ashburton 7740 
ashburton@vcc.org.nz 
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SWAP MEETS & rAllies

2011 NatioNal North islaNd 

EastEr 
 rally

22 – 24 April 2011
The Taranaki Branch of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand 

invite all members to join us for the National North Island Easter 
Rally 

Come and sample our fine hospitality 
and view our remarkable scenery.

Entry forms will be available from your  
Branch Secretary or the Rally Secretary. 

For Rally and accommodation information contact the Rally 
Secretary: 

 Hugh Cowan Ph. 06 757 2191 
 Email : cowanh@xtra.co.nz.

www.edendalevmc.com

EDENDALE VINTAGE MACHINERY CLUB

24th AnnuAl CrAnk up Weekend
Saturday 29 & Sunday 30 January 2011

Featuring 110 years of allis Chalmers 
tractors, Crawlers and Machinery
Contacts: Shayne Stanton (03) 208 0473 cell 0272 449 579
 John Wallace (03) 206 4127 cell 0276 064 127

100 years of Chevrolet
Contact: Grahame Stewart 03 206 4122

100 years of Masport Mowers and Motors
Contact: David Shaw 021 145 2354
Crank Up Convenor Contact: 
Neil Irwin 03 208 7146

Saturday 26 February 2011

Wellsford-WarkWorth Vintage Car Club

SWAP MEET & 
INAUGURAL  

VETERAN CAR RALLY

Venue:  
Wellsford/Warkworth Vintage Car Clubrooms 

Satellite Station Rd - 
 off SH.1 - 3 km south of Warkworth

SWAP MEET  
Starts 7.00 a.m 

Entry: Adults $5 Children (under 12) Free 

Vintage Car Display – Car parts old & new - 
Collectibles – Bric-a-brac - Refreshment

VETERAN RALLY  
starts 1.00 pm 

For further information, contact the: Rally Secretary 
Wellsford/Warkworth Vintage Car Club 

P.O. Box 547, Warkworth 0941 
Email: wellsfordwarkworth@vcc.org.nz



 





























VCC National Events
2011

National Veteran Rally Ashburton 18 - 20 Feb
National Motorcycle Rally  North Otago 25 - 27 Feb
North Island Club Captain’s Tour  7 - 20 April
National Easter Rally SI  Gore   22 - 25 April
National Easter Rally NI Taranaki 22 - 25 April

2012
International Rally Vero Rally 2012  
   Wanganui 16 - 27 Jan



2011 NatioNal

VEtEraN
rally

18-20 February 2011
Hosted by the Ashburton Branch of the 

Vintage Car Club of NZ (Inc.)

Following on from the Prince Henry Tour, come 
and enjoy the beautifully flat Veteran motoring 

experience that Mid-Canterbury offers.

Starting from our Clubrooms, we are offering two 
routes on sealed roads with low traffic volumes, 

promising relaxed Veteran motoring.

Come and enjoy!

Entry forms available from Rally Secretary:  
Rod Begbie, PO Box 382, Ashburton 7740. 

Email: ashburton@vcc.org.nz

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

30th AnniversAry of the

Waimate Vintage Car Club
Wallaby Rally

Sponsored by

12 February 2011

Rally with a great destination!
afternoon tea with music at the vineyard

Entry forms & enquiries to: Phone: (03) 689 8103
Robert Todd – Rally Secretary Email: rtodd@paradise.net.nz

FRee 
adveRTISING*

Classified advertising in Beaded Wheels magazine 
is free *for all current financial members 
of the Vintage Car Club of New Zealand Inc 
buying or selling club eligible vehicles or parts. 
It is easy — just email your advertisement to  
beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz or complete the form 

on this page and post to us at  
Marketplace Beaded Wheels,  
PO Box 13140, Christchurch 8141  
or fax us on 03 332 3827
Deadline for receipt of advertisements and payment for 
our February/March issue is 10 January 2011. 

Advertisement copy to read (45 words) ____________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________

Conditions of Free Advertising
•  Free advertising is limited to one advertisement per 

financial member of the Vintage Car Club of NZ per 
issue. Members must state their membership 
number when submitting the advertisement.

•  Advertisements must be of a non-commercial nature.
•  Advertisements must be submitted in writing, by 

email (preferred), post or fax. Photographs will only be 
returned if a stamped addressed envelope is supplied 
by the advertiser. Digital photographs may be supplied 
by email in .jpg format, send a high resolution file to 
achieve best results.

• Advertisements must be resubmitted for each issue 
they are required to appear in.

•  The recommended length of advertisements is 45 
words – the maximum space available is 65 words. 
Beaded Wheels reserves the right to edit all copy. 

•	 Advertisements will be published on a first come, first 
served basis. While every attempt will be made to 
include your advertisement in the issue immediately 
following receipt – limited space may mean some 
advertisements will be held over until the following 
magazine for publication.

• All free advertisements will automatically be listed on 
the VCCNZ website.

Payment where required must accompany your advert. Cheque should be made 
payable to Beaded Wheels. Post payment & advertisement to marketplace,  
P O Box 13140, Christchurch 8141. VCCNZ members must be financial and state 
their branch to receive free advertising.

Not a vCCNz member? You can still advertise your vehicle in New Zealand’s 
foremost historical motoring magazine. All advertisements are listed on our website.

Up to 45 words including phone number. Supply a 
colour photo of your vehicle. Include SAE for return 
of photo, digital photos may be submitted to our 
email address: beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz

$56*
 wANTED  fOR SALE

Tick which column you require

Text & colour photo.

Up to 45 words including phone number, no photo. 
Additional words over 45 up to a maximum of 65 
words at 15 cents per word.

$21*
Tick which column you require

 wANTED  fOR SALE

Text only advertisement.

I wish to advertise in Beaded Wheels. 
Payment where required must accompany your advert. 

Name (block letters)  ___________________

Phone  __________________________

I am a current financial member of the VCCNZ and wish to 
advertise in Beaded Wheels for FREE.

vCCNz Membership number is 

______ ⁄___________________ 

Non-vCCNz members Payment by

  Cheque    Credit Card Visa/Mastercard only (Amex & Diners not accepted)

  Card Expiry Date: __ /__ / 

Card Number    

Name on Card:   __________________________________________________

Cardholder Signature: ______________________________________________________
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E. Parrott & son Ltd
automotive instrument specialists

Specialist gauge repairers since 1946
Over 75 years of combined instrument repair experience.

SpeedOS TachOS GauGeS clOckS cableS
Vintage & post Vintage Restoration Work undertaken

email: parrotts@ihug.co.nz 360 St asaph St, christchurch, NZ. phone Fax 03 366 9554

Robinson Instruments Ltd
3/31 princes street, onehunga, Auckland

Phone: 09 636 5836 Fax: 09 636 5838
email: sales@robinsoninstruments.co.nz  

 www.robinsoninstruments.co.nz

speedos, reV CoUnters, GAUGes, CABLes 
MAde to sUit AnY instrUMent to AnY  

trAnsMission etC. fULL serViCinG & repAirs.

INSTRUMENT 
NOT READING 

RIGHT?
or NOT working at all?

PENRITE  
LUBRICANTS 
full range in stock

OLD AUTO RUBBER 
products for the car restorer

VINTAGE AUTO PARTS
phone or fax 03 359 8592

Gary and Ruth Arps • PO Box 5369 Papanui, Christchurch 3482

Listings for over 800 models

Beaded Wheels
trade dIreCtory
Connecting enthusiasts and  

professionals around  
New Zealand.

Contact us today to list your business 
here.

Bankcard – Visa – MasterCard available
EDDIE FORD PUBLICATIONS P/L

29 LYONS ST, NEWSTEAD VIC 3462 
AUSTRALIA.

Ph 61 3 5476 2212 Fax 61 3 5476 2592

Subscription Rates 
Australia 6 Issues $47.50 or 12 issues $92  

New Zealand 6 Issues $73.50 or 12 issues $144  
Overseas 6 Issues $85.50 or 12 issues $168  

First published in 1973.  
All back issues are 

available. All vehicles 
featured are restored or in 
original condition. Events, 
How To’s and Australian 

motoring history are a specialty.

RESTORED CARS 
Magazine Australia

Convert and  
Preserve  

your Precious Memories
 SLIDES PHOTOS CINE FILM VIDEO (any format)  

All Converted to DVD Audio Conversions to CD

• beaded wheels trade directory • beaded wheels trade directory •  
• 
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You can reach your customers 
quickly and cheaply by advertising in 
the Beaded Wheels Trade directory. 
From only $55 per issue your 
full colour advert will be seen by 
over 7,000 readers and motoring 
enthusiasts every issue. 
To find out more contact  
Rosalie Brown at Beaded Wheels, 
phone 03 332 3531 or  
email beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz

• beaded wheels trade directory • beaded wheels trade directory •  
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Motorcycle & Car a 
Wire Wheel Repairs & Restorations a

We Specialise In

• Custom Made Spokes • Speedway Wheels 
Rim and Frame Lining • Wheel Building & 

Truing • Complete Wheel Restoration

Vintage – Classic – Modern

Craig & Debbie Hambling
Phone 06 324 8345

Mobile 027 231 7864

410 Green Road, RD 6, Palmerston North Day or Night

Hamco 
IndustrIes

www.yaldhurstmuseum.co.nz

Phone (03) 3427-914
Open every day 10am to 5pm.

“Amazing Collection”

First turn right past
Yaldhurst Hotel on
the Main West Road
           Christchurch.

Yaldhurst Museum of 
          Transport and Science

subscribe today 
to send six issues 
a year full of 
motoring features, 
historical articles 
and our popular marketplace to your 
family and friends.
A Beaded Wheels subscription makes 
an ideal gift to send anywhere in 
New Zealand or overseas. 
phone 03 366 4461 or email us at  
beadedwheels@vcc.org.nz 

give the gift 
that lasts a 
whole year

50 YEAR AWARDS 

Brian Arthur Goodman 
Canterbury

Brian joined the South Canterbury 
Branch in January 1960 as supported by an 
entry in his father’s diary dated Monday 15 
January 1960.

He held the office of Chairman, 
Treasurer and Club Captain during his 
membership of that branch and was 
Branch Delegate for approximately ten 
years.

Brian was Chief Marshal in 1968 for the 
National Rally held at Timaru and in 1981 
he was the Chairman/Organiser for the 
National South Island Easter Rally held in 
the same area.

He has also held the office of National 
Speed Steward (1980-1995), National Club 
Vice Captain (1986,1989) and was the 
publicity officer and committee member 
for the Commemoration of “100 Years of 
the Car”.

Following a shift to Christchurch, in 
1986 Brian joined the Canterbury Branch 
and from November 1992 to June 1997 was 
the inaugural co-ordinator for the 25 and 
35-year badges for the branch.

Brian has owned many different makes 
and models of vehicles including some 
interesting names, such as, Ansaldo, 
Clement-Bayard, Bentley, Reliant, AC 
Sociable and currently motors his Veteran 
Triumph Motorcycle combination which 
is now in its 40th year of Goodman 
ownership. His fun car is an original MG 
Midget in which he and Gay have covered 
well over 40,000 miles.

As well as supporting local and other 
branch rallies and events, he has been a 
competitor in rallies held in Australia in 
1978 and South Africa in 1983.

This year, Brian was the Chairman 
of the organising committee for the 2010 
National South Island Easter Rally hosted 
by Canterbury Branch.

A dedicated and loyal member of the 
Club, Brian enjoys the support of his wife 
Gay, a member in her own right since 
1962.

Ken Whitaker 
Canterbury

Ken joined the Canterbury Branch of 
the VCC of NZ in January 1960.

He owned a flat radiatored 1928 Morris 
Cowley roadster, and also the remains of 
a 1924 Rhode, a major restoration project.

With the traditional half-gee in hand 
he attended his first Noggin and Natter at 
Colwyn St. No bar licence in those days!

When the proposal for the branch to 
lease land at McLeans Island was accepted 
in the mid 1960s, work soon started devel-
oping the site. Ken was one of the early 
volunteers and helped with the relocating 
and restoring what is now The Barn. The 
pumphouse was the first new building on 
the site.

Ken encouraged his suppliers to donate 
the concrete blocks then volunteered to do 
the block-work himself, free of charge.

Later when in business on his own, 
he did the blockwork on the toilet block, 
mates rates applied. The library extension 
block-work was also done by Ken.

In his spare time Ken and Deann built 
their new house and raised two sons, Garry 
and Shane, now adult and VCC active 
members.

A 1924 Willys-Knight sedan was 
purchased, and a garage/workshop built for 
it. It was restored for the 1972 International 
Rally in Nelson where Ken and Deann 
remember their enjoyment of the airport 
hanger evening along with the wee-wee 
bus taking them to the distant toilet!

They have travelled to many rallies 
in both the South and North Islands in 
the Willys-Knight and more recently in 
a beautifully restored 1948 2½l Riley and 
Riley One point five 1961.

For 22 years Ken and Deann together 
have looked after The Barn and campsite 
bookings along with keeping things clean 
and tidy, and Ken has been Convener of 
the Maintenance and Building Committee 
for approximately 18 years. This group 
of volunteers keeps our grounds in fine 
condition, often commented on favourably 
by many visitors to the Canterbury Branch 
events over the years.

The 1924 Rhode is patiently awaiting 
restoration. Garry and Shane perhaps.

Maurice Nottle 
Bay of Plenty

While still at the Wanganui Technical 
College in the 1940s a car that appealed 
to Maurice was garaged around the corner 
from his parent’s house and belonged to the 
late Thomas McGregor. It had previously 
owned by the Billinghursts from new, from 
Maxwelltown in Wanganui. McGregor was 
a relative of the Billinghursts. The car was 
a 1923 Moon Model 640 Tourer.



When the Bay of Plenty VVCC was 
formed in August 1958, Maurice, now 
residing in Tauranga, became more inter-
ested and determined to try to obtain this 
car. His late father, who knew McGregor 
obtained the car for him after many 
attempts in February 1960.

Another Wanganui member at that 
time was the late Bert Tonks who had also 
tried to buy it. Although not a foundation 
member, Maurice joined the BOPVVCC 
in December 1959 and in March 1960 he 
and Murray McClymont (Member) went 
to Wanganui and purchased the car for 
£125 and drove it back to Tauranga.

It has been in Maurice’s possession for 
50 years, much longer than the original 
owners. Until recently he had on display 
one of the largest collections of motoring 
memorabilia; enamel signs (over 200), 
motor registration plates (over 2000) and 
AA badges (over 900). Sadly the signs and 
plates were sold to collectors when they 
shifted.

Over the period of time he has owned, 
with his wife Valerie, two 1938 Morris 8 
2 seaters, a 1937 Morris 8 4 door sedan, 
a 1938 Austin 7 Opal, a 1948 Singer 

Roadster, two 1925 BSA round tank 
motorcycles. At present they own the 1923 
Moon, a 1961 Mercedes 190 SL soft and 
hard top, a 1971 MG B GT and a 1972 
Yamaha 350 R5F motorcycle.

Maurice has in the past served many 
years in Branch affairs, including Treasurer 
for 10 years, Chairman for three years and 
many years on the committee and has 
assisted with the production of the branch 
newsletter, the Klaxon.

Pat Keating 
Canterbury

Pat Keating joined the VCC in 1960.
He originally had Ford Model Ts, 

progressing to Model As and then a 1925 
Hupmobile and 1923 Maxwell coupe. His 
present vehicle is a 1948 Chrysler Windsor 
which took nine years to restore.

Pat was a marshal on the 1965 Haast 
International Rally and helped with 
the 1972 motor show organising the 
motor dealers’ input prior to the 1972 
International Rally. He marshaled on the 
1996 International Rally.

Pat ran the Sheffield Garage for many 
years and helped Dave Bowman with the 
restoration of his 3/4½l Bentley that was 
built up from parts and later owned by Bob 
Beardsley.

In the early days Pat often had the 
use of George Wright’s 20/25 Rolls-
Royce. On a local Brighton rally he was 
motoring along in this on the airport end 
of Avonhead Road before the area was 
built up when the car came to a sudden 
stop. He finally traced the problem to 
the rotor in the distributor. Not having a 
spare he sent Donald Wright to one of the 
few houses there to ask for a cork. Donald 
returned with a selection of corks and Pat 
made a hole in one of them so it fitted the 
shaft, then pushed a nail through it near 
the top and using tin foil from a cigarette 
packet for contacts was able to restart the 
car and complete the rally.

Pat is now very involved with, and is 
Patron of the Vintage Machinery Club 
which is located at Keating Park adjacent 
to Cutler Park. 

Gavin Paterson 
Canterbury

Gavin was working at the Hampton 
Tyre Company in Christchurch in the 
‘50s and this is where his introduction to 
the VCC began. Friday nights at the shop 
was a gathering place for quite a few VCC 

members to talk Vintage cars and bikes 
and he soon got caught up in the hype.

Having just got married and built a 
new house in 1958, he couldn’t afford a 
Vintage car or motorcycle but by doing 
extra overtime he eventually was able 
to purchase a rough, but useable, 1922 
Douglas 349cc motorcycle. 

Gavin and his wife used this bike as 
their only means of transport for a couple 
of years. As it had no lights he fitted 
up push bike lights and generator which 
enabled them to use it when travelling 
out in the evening. In the early 1960s 
Gavin restored the Douglas to concours 
condition, winning the motorcycle section 
at the Blenheim Easter Rally in 1962. 
Another early success was winning the 
inaugural Frank V Thomas Trophy in 
Canterbury’s first motorcycle rally, plus a 
third placing in the motorcycle section of 
the 1965 International Haast Rally.

Prior to the Haast Rally Gavin was kept 
very busy supplying and fitting hard-to-get 
odd size tyres for Vintage and Veteran cars 
and motorcycles.

In 1970 Gavin started Gavin Paterson’s 
Tyre Service in Christchurch. Once he 
had met you he never forgot your name. 
He worked exceptionally long hard hours 
and built up a very successful business. 
In 1971 he formed a partnership with his 
two brothers and the business became 
known as Paterson Bros Tyre Service. This 
business is still going today, run by brother 
Lyndsay.

As well as owning the Douglas he has 
restored a 1913 Triumph Motorcycle and 
has owned many other motorcycles and 
cars in his time including a Ford Model A 
cabriolet, Porsche 356a and a 1968 Jaguar 
E Type.

Even Gavin’s wife Marjorie was into 
Vintage motoring, her everyday transport 
was a very neat 1937 Austin 7 Opal.

Gavin has been on the Canterbury 
Branch committee, organised many rallies 
and is a respected member.

Neil Bieleski 
Auckland

Neil joined the Auckland Branch in 
1959 while a 20 year old apprentice motor 
mechanic. He had a strong interest in old 
vehicles and was spurred on by obtaining 
his grandfather’s 1926 Renault car. The 
vehicle was on blocks and had not been 
run for some time.

Neil decided it needed a complete resto-
ration and with great enthusiasm stripped 

 Maurice Nottle (centre) receives his 50 year 
award from Ron Elton BoP Chairman (left), and 
Management Committee Member Rod Brayshaw.

Joe Marsden receives his 50 year award from Rod 
Brayshaw (see issue 306 for Joe’s citation).
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it down to every last nut and bolt. Thus 
the restoration was to start and is now 
reaching completion 50 years on.

As with so many of us when we were 
younger, marriage came along, children 
then businesses to support the family, thus 
the Renault was put aside but not forgotten 
and always stored under cover. Eventually 
the family grew up and left home. Neil sold 
his printing business and finally some time 
was available to proceed with the restora-
tion.

Neil has a love of Renaults and has 
for the past twenty years been part of the 
maintenance team for the Branch 1915 
Renault Charabanc. He is also one of the 
“approved” drivers of the old girl, having 
passed his road test by the “gaffer” Barry 
Robert and has driven the Renault on 
many rallies around New Zealand. While 
at major rallies, he has given his time 
to give the general public rides on the 
Charabanc, which has brought a lot of 
pleasure to many people.

One of Neil’s other hobbies is his motor 
caravan in which he and his wife Jan have 
motored extensively around New Zealand.

Neil and Jan are very community 
minded and are involved in night time 
Neighbourhood Patrols in the Papakura 
area. A service much appreciated by the 
Police and local community.

While restoration of the Renault is 
nearing completion, Neil currently motors 
a very tidy Triumph Herald Estate for 
branch events and rallies.

Neil says the first big outing for the 
1926 Renault restoration will be the 2012 
International Rally at Wanganui. We look 
forward to seeing Neil and Jan at this 
event.

Clive Geary 
Auckland

Clive joined the Auckland Branch 
when he was 19 years old while serving his 
apprenticeship as a printer. When asked 
how, as a 19 year old, he had such an 
interest in old Vintage vehicles he simply 
said “the film Genevieve”. He saw the old 
cars in the film and said “that’s what I 
would like to own, they look a lot of fun”.

Alas, an apprentices wages did not 
stretch to a Veteran car so a 1928 Austin 
Seven Chummy Tourer was purchased and 
Clive joined the VCC. He still has the 
car. After completing an Auckland run 
he admired another members beautifully 
restored Austin Chummy. “That’s what I’m 
going to do to my Chummy.” It’s still in the 
restoration stage after 50 years!

When the Austin was taken off the 
road for restoration he purchased a 1925 
Bullnose Morris Cowley tourer, a car which 
he still owns today. Over the years he has 
owned many cars including at least six 
Austin Sevens. All cars have been either 
British or European. He has never owned 
an American car.

Over the last 50 years not only has 
Clive been a member of the Auckland 
Branch of the Vintage Car Club, he has 
been a member of the Rover Car Club (20 

years on Committee), Foundation Member 
of the Vintage Austin Register, the Austin 
Flying A Club, MG Car Club, the Jowett 
Car Club (Committee member) and the 
Morris Register where he is the historian 
for the branch. Clive marshalled on the 
1965 Haast Rally which he remembers 
with great fondness. He said “a great rally, 
not only for the vehicles, but also the 
people who took part creating tremendous 
comradeship”.

Clive has a passion for cars of all types. 
At present he owns over 30 vehicles 
ranging from 1925 to 2008. He admits to 
being a bit of a hoarder. All vehicles are 
under cover.

As for that movie Genevieve which set 
him down this path with old vehicles, he 
admits to watching the film a further 20 
times. Obviously his wife, Carol, is a very 
understanding person to let him pursue his 
hobby over 50 years.

George Mihaljevich 
Auckland

George joined the Auckland V & VCC 
shortly after he bought a 1924 Renault 
45 from a caravan dealer. The car was 
almost without a body and was being used 
as a yard tractor moving heavy caravans 
around. George set about restoring the 
car a piece at a time with the help of 
the late Peter Muller. A complete sports 
body was built on the 9 litre chassis ready 
for the 1970 Cook Bi -Centennial Rally 
in Australia, followed by the 1972 rally 
to Nelson where it was alleged to have 
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clocked a ton on the back straight of the 
Renwick circuit.

This restoration was followed by an 
immaculate job on the 1919 Hudson 6 
which was ready for the International 
Rally in Rotorua in 1980. Then came the 
1913 Talbot on which Earl Gill had built a 
boat-tail speedster body for the Haast Rally. 
This was joined by a Hudson straight eight 
sedan, the car of choice for many Far North 
rallies.

Next came the greatest challenge ever, 
the reconstruction of a 1912 Hudson 
Roadster just one model away from the 
famous “mile a minute” car. At the time of 
writing this note the trial run is imminent 
and George is determined to have the 
whole car completely finished before any 
start-up is made.

Along with all his high quality resto-
ration work George is famous for his 
meticulous work on repairing and remaking 
of Veteran and Vintage radiators. He 
developed the gear to make honeycomb 
core radiators which are being made today 
by Replicore, and specialised in the repair 
of marine engine oil coolers in later years.

Those of us who competed in Hunua 
100 rallies in the 1960s will remember 
George and his team spit-roasting lambs 
at Lyon’s farm. However, few realised the 
time that went into gathering the firewood, 
the overnight camp-out that was required 
to make charcoal for the roaster and the 
time spent to turn by hand nonstop for four 
hours regardless of smoke and heat.

Hospitality at Vermont Street is 
legendary and a tour of stationary engines 
and the five restored cars has been an 
experience many overseas visitors will 
never forget.

We can only say “Keep up the good work 
George” more on George in The Way We 
Were page 10.

Alan Roberts 
Auckland

Alan joined the Waikato Branch of the 
Vintage Car Club on 21 June 1960 and 
attended his first annual event in February 
1961 in his Austin Swallow. In 1962 Alan 
and family shifted from Morrinsville to 
Auckland and in 1964 Alan bought a 1926 
Velie Tourer to accommodate the family. In 
latter years son Wayne has enjoyed rallying 
it. Alan’s fleet includes a 1939 Pontiac 
Sedan, 1948 Chevrolet Fleetmaster and a 
1966 Hillman Super Minx.

In 1964 he helped with the Auckland 
Branch-hosted National North Island 
Easter Rally. This was to be the start of 

24 years involvement on the Auckland 
Branch Committee: 1965 Club Captain, 
1966-1978 Vice-Chairman, 1979 Club 
Captain, 1980-1988 Chairman and social 
organiser from 1968 to 1988. He organised 
a very successful National North Island 
Easter Rally in 1983 and also the first New 
Zealand AGM of the Vintage Car Club to 
be held in Auckland in 1987.

The Auckland Branch was based at 
MOTAT when Alan joined. Being on 
committee, Alan was involved in the 
purchase of the present clubrooms at 
Penrose in 1970. This necessitated a lot 
of fundraising and hard work altering the 
building from a house to clubrooms and 
Alan was very involved in this.

Alan was a motor body builder and spray 
painter and over the early years painted 
many of the members’ club vehicles. He was 
involved in the building of the body on the 
Branch’s 1915 Renault Charabanc.

Alan’s family has always been part of 
the team and his daughter, Shirley, has 
followed in his footsteps and was the first 
female Chairman of the Auckland Branch. 

Alan has certainly been a major part of 
the growth of the Auckland Branch over 
the last fifty years and his efforts are much 
appreciated by all members. During this 
time Alan has always been fully supported 
by his wife Eileen and family. It is great 
to see Alan and Eileen still taking part in 
both branch and out-of-town events on a 
regular basis, along with daughter Shirley 
in the Model A or the Pontiac and son 
Wayne in the Velie.

Maxwell George Jamieson 
Waitemata

As a young Dunedin lad Max Jamieson 
was fascinated with anything mechanical 
and this led to him being an avid reader 
of suitable books from the mobile library 
bus that pulled up outside his father’s dairy. 
The driver/librarian was Bruce Cogglan 
and in 1956 while Max was still at High 
School, he encouraged him to further his 
interest by joining the Otago Branch of the 
VVC. While at school Max and his mates 
needed wheels and the first car was a 1919 
Model T, followed soon after by a 1925 
Dodge 4 then a DI Delage of similar age. 
Max then became an apprentice with the 
Dunedin Railway Workshops and later he 
met up with Annette, who didn’t seem to 
mind buzzing about in an assortment of old 
motor cars. 

In 1958 Max sold a Fiat 501 and his 
share in the old Delage to acquire a better 
DI Delage. This was the start of a life-long 
attachment Max has had with this car. It 
had some fairly ad hoc wheels fitted from 

the days when some tyres were unavailable. 
Max took the car off the road to rebuild 
its wheels, a skill that Max has continued 
to use for many fellow enthusiasts over 
the years. A 1929 Riley Monaco and 1929 
Vauxhall 20/60 filled the transport gap 
until the Delage regained its feet in time 
for the 1963 Irishman Rally. As a couple 
Max and Annette became joint editors for 
the branch magazine. After five years of 
courtship Max and Annette were married 
in 1964 and soon moved up to Tokaroa to a 
job as engineering draughtsman at Kinleith. 

Max joined the Waikato Branch and 
really enjoyed long distance motoring 
rather than competitive type events. 
Annette supported his efforts on these 
early Waikato VCC Rallies and became 
an excellent navigator. They then moved 
to Fiji for three years and before returning 
Auckland where Max and Annette were 
soon out about in the Delage again, this 
time as members of the Auckland Branch. 
Max spent a considerable part of his time 
with the members of the emerging North 
Shore Branch and did many of the early R 
‘Oil Can Rallies with the trusty Delage. 

When the Waitemata Branch was 
formed in 1983 Max followed, supporting 
their motoring events and transferring his 
membership. He was Chairman during 
87-88 

In the early ’90s Max bought a plastic 
injection moulding company, which he 
shifted and upgraded to making custom 
extrusions. His years of experience 
produced some uniquely kiwi solutions to 
complex processes. 

During the 1996 50th International 
Rally Annette became gravely ill and was 
hospitalised for several months until her 
health stabilised. Her true grit showed 
though when she resumed her place beside 
Max for many of the Branch runs despite 
what was a debilitating condition. Sadly 
Annette’s situation worsened and she 
passed away in 2005. 

Max has been our Branch Delegate for 
many years.

Max Jamieson enjoyings the celebration of his 50 
year award.
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Ashburton   Peter Knight
We hosted the South Canterbury 

Branch for our annual quiz challenge on 
19 August. The result saw the trophy head 
south after a well deserved win by the 
visitors.

Our Opening Day run on 5 September 
was again our combined run with South 
Canterbury. On a cool windy norwest day 
the clubs met at the Tin Shed at Rangitata. 
About 50 cars turned out on a run to 
eventually finish at the North Rangitata 
camping ground. The run included a drive 
along the picturesque Ocean View Road, 
which was a first time experience for many 
of the drivers.

Noel and Marie Batty organised a 
potluck lunch and afternoon drive on 19 
September around Ashburton. Among 
the stops was a visit to Barry and Natalie 
Quantock’s residence to view the gardens 
and an Austin-Healy, which Barry is 
restoring. 

The Veteran and Vintage only run on 
3 October saw around 10 cars assemble 
at Baring Square East with all the partic-
ipants dressed in period clothing. Then 
followed a short run to Alister Lobbs, a 
stroll in the gardens and viewing a large 
shed containing many cars. Peter and Louis 
Etheridge’s residence was the venue for 
traditional games.

We welcome back our eight adventurers 
from their journey to Australia. The four 
couples completed a journey from Perth 
to Brisbane via Adelaide in their Vintage 
era cars. No doubt more will be heard of 
the epic journey as time goes on. Those 
who took part were, David and Marion 
Oakley, Rob and Diane Ross, Don and 
Carol Williamson and Percy and Heather 
Ralston. 

Auckland John Stokes
Motorcycles: The guest speaker at 

our July meeting was Merv Bullard who 
displayed a fantastically restored T120R 
Triumph. For the August meeting Aaron 
Gamble, a highly skilled Ferrari techni-
cian, brought along a Ferrari 430 to admire. 
September saw a very interesting talk 
by Bill Dempster who is well known in 
motorsport circles, having raced bikes, TQ 
midgets and powerboats. Attendance at 
the Poker Run plotted by Graham and 
Stephanie McMullen was affected by the 
weather but those who turned out enjoyed 
the run. Jack Clark on an ES2 Norton 
won the event. New motorcycle members 
include Fred Baker 1937 Norton WD16H, 
‘51 Ariel Red Hunter, ‘51 MAC Velo and 
‘62 BSA Goldstar. Philip and Kathy Low 
have a ‘48 MAC Velo and a ‘64 Velocette 
Venom. Leo Fowler showed the spirit of 
PV motorcycling by riding his Indian to 

Taranaki’s Rubber Ducky rally and back 
and taking first PV and third overall.

Veteran: The George Mihaljevich’s 1912 
Hudson Gentlemans Roadster is very close 
to completion with the paint and uphol-
stery finished and the bright work in place. 
George wasn’t satisfied with the alignment 
of the front mudguards and eighty hours 
were spent getting them right.

Vintage: The Ladies Rally attracted 
sixteen entrants and the results were exclu-
sively Vintage. The Morris, McAlpine 
and Ball families sharing the top places in 
their Model A Fords. Stephen and Tracey 
Winterbottom came fourth in their 1928, 
Sunbeam 16 hp.

PV PWV P60V: New people in this 
category include Chris Kite with two Ford 
Model Ys and a 1951 Prefect, Tom and 
Shanti Kesha with a 1938 Chev coupe, 
Gary and Gail McGrath with a 1966 
Morgan 4/4 series V, Allan and Gail Duffy 
with a 1933 Morgan Super Sports three 
wheeler and John Greaney with a 1973 
Leyland Mini. Ted and Dianne Spain have 
a 1934 Ford V8 40 sedan a 1955 Jaguar Mk2 
and a 1965 VW Beetle. Brian Teutenberg 
has brought a Morris Minor and onsold his 
MG B to Russell Vincent.

Commercial: Murray Firth has joined 
with an incredibly sound and original 
1932 Bedford WHL. We’re trying to 
stop him restoring it. Michael Thorpe is 
making good progress on one of the ex Bill 
Richardson Diamond Ts he brought last 
year with a new tray being made. Jason 
Delamore’s half ton Chev is ready for 
repainting.

General: Members saw a film of the 
1960 National Rally hosted by Waikato 
branch at our September club night, along 
with other archival film. Barry Robert was 
able to accurately date many of the cars on 
the Waikato rally as it was his first rally 
and he still had the programme. Brian 
Skeates has joined our ranks.

banks peninsula  Paul Tayler
I have returned home from attending the 

Band Together Concert For Canterbury. 
This was organised to help unshake our 
jangled nerves after 4 September and 
the 7.1. A huge undertaking to organise 
in less than six weeks. There are really 
good people out there prepared to give 
their precious time to others. Prior to the 
concert, I had been around to collect my 
Mistral gearbox from engineer Brian Taylor. 
He had repaired and assembled it for me to 
compete in the Wigram Revival Meeting in 
a week’s time. 

Our 16th Annual Balcairn Trial was 
held on 25 July and was reported in BW 
No 306.

Members had an enjoyable weekend as 
guests of the North Otago Branch on the 
Topless Tour and Pre ‘39 Run over 13 – 

15 August with driving, sightseeing and 
socialising, coupled with an appreciation of 
high country rural life.

Levels Raceway (on earthquake day) 
saw eleven entries and nine starters. 
Christchurch members returned home 
but southern members practiced and had 
three well contested races. Jim Bennett 
had a very successful day in his beautifully 
engineered single seater.

Our Opening Run on 3 October started 
at Tai Tapu and headed through Ellesmere 
to Bruce McIlroy’s Rolls-Royce and Bentley 
Agency. Set in beautiful grounds the picnic 
lunch was enhanced by the chance to view 
the workshop and magnificent machines. 
The return journey included a route to 
the Ashburton Aviation Museum. Very 
much recommended to any person with 
an interest in our history. Thanks to Ron 
Hassel our organiser driving a hot TR6.

Ruapuna Raceway on 16 October 
showed our Vintage field as always provides 
a great variety of racing and sports 
machines. With more laps than usual the 
racing was between like cars. Great credit 
to Rob Boult in the Edelbrock Special 
being hounded by Len May in the Cooper 

idle

Auckland: Top: Murray Firth’s 1932 Bedford. 
Bottom: George Mihaljevich’s 1912 Hudson.
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T56 and John McDonagh extending the 
Mistral.

bay of plenty David Joblin
Our September Sunday run was to 

Te Awamutu. This turned out to be an 
overnight stay as there were a number of 
very interesting visits to make. Arapuni 
Dam, constructed in 1928, was our 
morning tea stop on the first day. A few 
people tackled the long swing bridge over 
the Waikato River with wonderful views 
of the power station and the river below. 
We visited Colin Pinkerton’s collection of 
mainly early farm equipment. Hand-turned 
cream separators and manual telephones 
took many of us back to other times. Then 
on to view a Locomobile steam buggy that 
Ray Officer had built up from a few rusty 
parts. Next we visited David Norbell to 
see his restorations of two 1930s Bugattis. 
The next day we started at Nigel Webber’s 
workshop where he demonstrated his 
working 1895 Stanley Steam car. It was the 
first time many had been up close to this 
fascinating machine. He also demonstrated 
to us his 1897 Roper Steam Bicycle. Our 
final call was to see Theo deLeeuw with his 
lovely Packard restoration. Our thanks go 
to Max Allen and Alastair Jones for a great 
weekend.

The Swap Meet in October was a great 
success. We exceeded last year’s figures 
and just beat the rain. Thanks to Gary 
Linkhorn and Colin Anderson for their 
organisation.

At our October club meeting member 
Chris Railton gave an interesting presen-
tation about his relative, the famous Reid 
Railton.

The Wednesday October run, organised 
by Jack and Jenni Hoven, saw 15 cars at Te 
Puke. We visited Kevin Pinkerton‘s amazing 
museum, every small piece of memorabilia 
was on display. Next we called in to Ray 
Singleton’s where he demonstrated his 
recently restored 1905 Maxwell and talked 
about the rest of his collection.

Andrew Peterson’s restoration of his 1951 
drophead Daimler is now halfway through, 
and Chairman Ron Elton is steadily 
progressing with his 1934 Triumph.

canterbury Tony Becker
Earthquake aftershocks, now into 

thousands, failed to damage Canterbury 
Branch’s Cutler Park facility at McLeans 
Island. Sure there was a big mess for our 
Parts Shed stalwarts to cope with as well as 
in the library, but like many Christchurch 
households it offered an opportunity to 
review old stuff that was collecting dust 
with little interest for many years. Our 
hearts reach out to a number of Branch 
members who most sadly suffered total loss 
of their homes or severe damage to work 

places, the ongoing effects of which will 
take years to replace or repair. 

Earthquakes did not stand in the way 
of our Annual October Swapmeet and 
Display however. As always it is an antici-
pated social occasion for all comers with 
the usual offerings from 800-odd sales and 
display sites plus hundreds of beautiful 
vehicles to drool over. Many enthusiasts 
from throughout New Zealand and overseas 
treat this event as an annual pilgrimage. 
The camping area overflowed with visiting 
Motorhomes, campers and caravans. The 
stationary engine section fascinated young 
and old, one-make displays abounded and 
the innovative “Show ’n’ Shine” compe-
tition proved popular on Sunday. Steam 
Scene next door pitched in with train rides 
and parking while other friendly neigh-
bouring clubs extended assistance. 

Vintage Rally convenor Bob Gibson 
retained his original start venue for the 
annual event; the historic but quake-
damaged Tai Tapu Hotel. Being unable to 
enter the building for the planned breakfast 
did not deter organisers who dished out 
tasty barby-grub in the carpark. Entrants 
just craved a day away from quakes with 
their Vintage mates. However, it was 
impossible to avoid seeing amazing road 
damage so soon after those powerful earth 
forces created them. A lengthy country 
route back to Cutler Park for more good 
tucker ended a strongly supported very 
enjoyable day. A small number of other 
VCC events were cancelled or rescheduled 
over the September/October period. 

central otago Lindsay Olsen
During the past few months Central 

Otago Branch has welcomed many new 
members with a variety of interesting 

vehicles. These include Dorothy and Hec 
Chisholm (1929 Stutz Black Hawk and a 
1953 Alvis), Pene Chiverrell and Denis 
Spring-Rice (1930 Model A Ford), N 
Douglas (1930 Model A Ford), Gary Clarke 
(1974 MG), Terry and Joanne North (1956 
Hillman Husky), and Lee Garlington (1941 
Packard cabriolet, 1948 Packard, 1957 Chev 
wagon and a 1960 Chev Corvette).

Monthly club runs continue to attract 
a steady number of regular participants. 
These are held on the second Sunday of 
each month, beginning with a “natter” at 
the clubrooms and a pot-luck lunch, with 
the run following in the afternoon. Venues 
are varied, distances travelled are not too 
long, and the run usually culminates at a 
good afternoon tea venue. It is hoped that 
numbers will increase as the temperatures 
warm up.

Bill Grant organised this year’s Blossom 
Festival Rally which attracted fewer starters 
this year (25 cars) with eight from neigh-
bouring clubs. The route was longer than 
usual and after leaving Alexandra took in 
the rural roads around Lake Hawea before 
finishing at Cromwell. Overall winner was 
Selwyn Warren and Enid Birtwistle from 
Kingston (1954 Riley RME). The Branch 
Swap-Meet was held the next day, with a 
smaller attendance than usual. However 
the local parts department reported a busy 
day, with many parts changing hands and 
three cars sold (PA Vauxhall, 36 Chev and 
an Essex Challenger.)

It is good to report progress on a number 
of member’s projects. Mike Boag’s ‘34 
Buick 8 Sedan was spotted leaving John 
Martin’s workshop recently, having had all 
of the woodwork in the body replaced. Blair 
Walter’s Messerschmitt is currently in John 
Loudon’s workshop, with work continuing 

Central Otago: New member Hec Chisholm’s 1929 Stutz Black Hawk Straight 8.
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on suspension and steering bushes. John 
Martin has acquired a period Avon style 
sidecar to fit to his 1950 BSA Goldflash, 
and has a second lighter and older chair 
undergoing restoration. It will be interesting 
to see what bike John fits this to. Murray 
and Jenny Pryde have added a single-spinner 
‘49 Ford V8 to their stable. This is reputed 
to be a very original and low mileage car.

Barry Walker intends to sell either his 
1912 Clement Bayard or his rare 1930 V8 
Oakland. Both cars have had substantial 
work carried out to them, and would make 
straight forward completion projects for any 
member looking for a Veteran or an inter-
esting Vintage vehicle. 

eastern bay of plenty Joy Growden
Our August run was a drive around the 

Ohiwa Harbour to visit Ohiwa Garden 
Accessories owned by Bob and Carol Gee. 
We were very lucky with weather as it 
rained just before we arrived and as we were 
leaving. It is an interesting place with some 
lovely concrete pots. Bob showed us how he 
makes them.

Early September saw three cars join 
Gisborne and Rotorua at the Silent Film 
Festival in Opotiki. It was a brilliant day 
and we saw a Robin Hood movie, nothing 
like today’s Robin Hood. It was great to see 
people dressing up and displaying their cars 
outside the old theatre.

The following weekend ten cars 
braved the rain to join in the Kawerau 
Wood Festival activities. There were many 
beautiful wooden carvings but unfortu-
nately the weather meant some of the live 
displays were cancelled.

far north  Dave Duirs
A visit from Bruce Hutton and Mike 

Khull to update details of the forthcoming 
2012 International Rally was most informa-
tive and will hopefully encourage more of us 
to prepare to be there.

Our East Coast garage raid unearthed 
some interesting vehicles from the exotic 
Ferrari, Porsche Carrera, Daimler Dart and 
Mini Cooper of Greg Muller to the Ford 
Zephyrs and Zodiacs of the Bairds (where a 
‘29 Chev was “discovered” in a neighbour’s 

shed) to the Duirs’ Peugeots. The day ended 
testing non-motoring skills on the local 
croquet greens.

The Sharps’ Western Wander had an 
historical look in at the Waimate Mission 
House followed by a run to explore the Don 
Groom eco house built from mud, stone and 
totara beams and powered by a home hydro 
system. The 16 participants, who included 
the owner of a newly restored Bradford Pick 
Up, lunched at the restored Horeke pub to 
conclude a 147 kilometre day of motoring 
on some interesting Far North gravel roads.

The Pooleys’ Cape Run, a 218 kilometre 
round trip (plus whatever it took to get to 
the Awanui start) with “no clues, quizzes 
or other distractions”, attracted 25 vehicles 
with a large contingent of MGs. A great 
day was had enjoying a chance to push the 
old girls along and enjoy a fascinatingly 
beautiful piece of New Zealand. With the 
road now bitumen right to the top, the 
approach to the lighthouse has been very 
carefully prepared for tourists with a strong 
emphasis on the cultural significance to 
Maori lore as this is the departing point of 
the spirits. None the less, the rutted, stony 
old track through Te Paki Station is missed 
by some of us who like to dream of the old 
way.

Once again branch members assisted at 
the Matthews Museum Live Day, a hands 
on event where the gear is taken out, 
cranked up and the visitors get the chance 
to truly interact with history. The newly 
restored Carter Electric Car would have to 
be a star this year. 

Gisborne Rodney Clague
I have a bit of catching-up to do as I 

missed last issue’s deadline. 
Our August run took the form of a 

shed raid, where the first shed visit was 
to Willy Love and his 1972 Rolls-Royce 

Silver Shadow. A beautiful car, but sadly 
the motor and suspension unit was spread 
over the floor undergoing some necessary 
surgery after being hacked about by a 
previous owner.

Then it was on to the Masemann shed 
where we viewed the motor of a circa 1915 
Avery 12/25 tractor being reassembled, 
with many new parts being made. This is 
an opposed twin motor which measures 
approximately six feet from tappets to 
tappets. There are eight known Avery 
tractors in New Zealand, of which four are 
the 12/25 model, including the one at the 
East Coast Museum of Technology.

The annual Navigator’s Trophy run 
organised by Tony Bartlett was held on 
26 September with the usual tricky, and 
sometimes devious clues to take minds off 
the run instructions.

Events coming up before the end of 
the year include our annual inter-branch 
challenge with Eastern Bay of Plenty who 
are gracing us with their presence this year, 
the annual Russell Wilcox Memorial Trophy 
Run and the Club Captain’s wing ding.

Our Morris Commercial club truck is up 
and running again after a motor overhaul 
which included new bearings, rings and 
refaced valves. A new warrant and regis-
tration will see it set up for some slow but 
enjoyable motoring over the summer.

Gore Jim McFadzien
Gore Branch had its best Swap Meet in 

April – good items always sell and they did!
May saw torches out on the annual 

Night Trial, looking for school bus 
shelters, playground swings, and civil 
defence buildings. Supper was back at the 
clubrooms, where Neil and Doris McVicar 
in their trusty Austin A40 were declared 
the winners.

Eastern Bay of Plenty: Members at the Opotiki 
Silent Film Festival.

Far North: Matthews Museum Live Day.
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The end of season run took a brief 
circuit of Gore, out to the Pyramid bridge 
over the Mataura River, then to the Gore 
Museum. and a look around this small but 
interesting exhibition of local and world 
wide objects. This in conjunction with 
our famous Hokonui Moonshine Museum, 
where illicit stills and other equipment 
for that trade in the famous whisky were 
viewed with interest.

The Gore Racing Club’s facilities were 
the venue for our annual dinner and 
prizegiving. Our impressive line-up of 
trophies glittered under the lights as they 
spread among the winners at various tables.

Unfortunately our Club lost a stalwart 
member Gordon Diack in July. Club 
members remember his 1937 Chev, 1948 
Morris 8 (Edna), and that glorious Rover 
110. He inaugurated our Tuesday Rambles 
and as a tribute to him our opening run 
in September was on some of the roads 
he had travelled daily as the mailman on 
Gore’s No 7 RD. Gordon’s grandson drove 
the Rover, which had original Royal Mail 
signs displayed, followed by 40 other cars, 

including members from South Otago 
Branch.

The most recent activity has been an 
open day, so the public could view some 
of our treasures. We also had a line-up of 
Model T Fords which had been rallied to 
Gore, and stayed overnight.

Our August Tuesday Ramble took us 
to Switzers (known now as Waikaia), the 
old gold mining area where we had a meal 
in the local pub, then a look through the 
famous Bottle House.

hawke’s bay  Esther Smith
With spring in the air it is back into 

some serious Vintage motoring. September 
saw the hillclimb weekend which was 
rather a damp affair. A branch run to 
Junction Wines near Onga Onga, the home 
of Jo and John Ashworth, gave an opportu-
nity to hear the history of the vineyard and 
taste some wines. John showed us his rare 
1927 Ruggles Truck.

A Night Trial or in this case a late 
afternoon trial organised by Bruce Poole, 
took us around the back roads of central 
Hawke’s Bay. Bruce also supplied us with a 
general knowledge quiz to complete on the 
way. It is maybe a reflection on the general 
age of the contestants that no one Googled 
the answers but one or two did try to phone 
a friend.

The need for new or refurbished branch 
clubrooms has been discussed for more 
than 10 years, so the branch committee 
has decided that this year they will focus 
their efforts on finding funding streams to 
allow the construction of new clubrooms 
on a site provided for our use by the Napier 
City Council. We have three years to make 
progress on the building or we lose our 
option on the land.

Planning for the Art Deco Rally in 
February 2011 is steaming along. A closer 
working relationship with the Art Deco 
Trust has meant that the cars will return 
as a focal point for the weekend. The Art 
Deco Trust appreciates that the cars are 
a wonderful feature of, and backdrop to, 
the weekend events and the rally entrants 
enjoy the opportunity to drive and display 
their cars, which will be much more in 
evidence parked by the Soundshell and 
along Marine Parade

horowhenua Peter Nightingale
A lot of planning and hard work was 

successful with a top-rated motor show 
being presented last month.

The small sub-committee set a few goals 
for the show. They wanted our branch 
members involved and also wanted to give 
something back to the community for the 
great support we get as a branch. Two 
charities were nominated and at the discre-
tion of the committee some of the profits 
passed on to them. As there are large costs 
involved to put on the show sponsors were 
approached. We created a theatre and video 
show, and a display of cars and bikes that 
filled two large halls at our disposal. The 
Hot Rodders helped with advice following a 
very successful show of their own last year. 
Our branch would like to thank all who 
were involved. 

Jeff Fox is still searching for the remains 
of the 1920 Levin TT fire engine.

Mark Morgan is flying with his Chev 
restoration.

Club nights are interesting and busy.

marlborough John White
Our 12 motorcycle section riders 

completed the round trip Blenheim, 

Gore: Diack’s Rover 110, Graeme Jarvie’s 1937 
Pontiac, and Neil McVicar’s 1949 Austin A40 
Devon outside the Waikaia Hotel.

Horowhenua: The Pride and Passion Motor Show was a resounding success.
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Havelock, Linkwater and return in mainly 
fine weather. At Labour weekend it was this 
branch’s turn to organise our Top of the 
South rally. We alternate with Nelson. The 
Swap Meet was held on our club grounds 
on the Saturday prior, at Brayshaw Park 
and over 30 exhibitors turned up with a 
great variety of items. I did not hear any 
complaints so assume it was reasonably 
successful. The weather man promised us 
24 degrees for the day but we had overcast 
conditions with a light but cool breeze. We 
had 41 entrants in our rally, a bit disap-
pointing but at least we had a fine warm 
sunny day for it. 

manawatu Allan Hardacre
Unfortunately, the Manawatu like much 

of the rest of the western North Island, has 
been awfully wet over the past two or three 
months. We had to postpone the Vintage 
Only rally in September due to rain that 
persisted down for days and roads made 
impassable by slips. As we discussed the 
fate of the run we could imagine the chaos 
as 30 Vintage cars attempted to U turn 
on a narrow wet muddy road, perhaps as 
the council was trying to get heavy earth-
moving equipment into the same area. We 
opted instead to hold the Vintage Only in 
early November.

The great Indoor Manawatu Swap 
Meet was held on 16 October and as usual 
brought rust hunters from all over to trade 
bits of cars or whatever with each other. 
Fewer people came through the gate than 
last year, but it was still very well worth the 
effort and will enable the branch to keep 
the clubrooms in good condition for another 
few years. The swap meets are always good 
fun, the thrill of the hunt, the tussle over 
the price while trying to keep the hopeful 
gleam of acquisition out of your eyes, then 
the purchase; it’s mine! It’s mine! Then the 
best bit, getting it into the garage to disas-
semble and clean. Did we get a bargain? 
Does it fit? Is it the right model? or will it 
be returned to the trailer for next years swap 
meet, hopefully for a small profit. The fun of 
the swap meet purchase can be endless!

We managed to get an excellent day for 
the Veteran Rally on 2 October. About 20 
cars turned up for a relaxed poker run. Well, 
it became more relaxed after the missing 
instruction was found! 

It is good to see that the Vet’ boys and 
girls are still very active and are still keen 
to drive the old stuff through the scenic 
narrow gravel roads that we have in the 
Manawatu. Congratulations to Fay and Ian 
Chamberlain from Wanganui, winners of 
the poker hand, and to the Bentons from 
New Plymouth who took away a bag of 
Onions to go with the Alldays. Thanks to 
all of you who turned up from all over the 

lower North Island, we’ll look forward to 
seeing you next year. 

nelson Pat Kennedy
Sporting Trials are as popular as ever 

with Nelson’s Gordon Dacombe winning 
the South Island Sporting Trial Series. The 
last of the four trial series - the Nelson 
run Dennis King Memorial Trial was held 
in Happy Valley, Hira. The Christchurch 
contingent numbers were down due to the 
earthquake problems, and our sympathy 
goes out to them. Geoff Owen from 
Christchurch (runner-up) managed to make 
the trip.

The Father’s Day Run was to Higgins 
Park at Pidgeon Valley where the Rover Car 
Club’s Classic and Collectables Show Day 
was held. There the Jowett/Bradford Club 
were the winner of the best Club theme 
display. 

Our next event was a visit to Dave 
Walker’s Appleby Collection of fire engines, 
tractors and memorabilia, and with several 
large sheds full of all sorts of interesting 
objects. Dave was hard at work building a 
horse carriage. He has made some of these 
for Peter Jackson’s movies. 

Club Nights have been very interesting 
with Alistair Pegg talking on plant propaga-
tion, and Neil Clifton – Conservator for the 
Nelson Marlborough Area for Department 
of Conservation. We all left with an 
enlightened view of DOC, after Neil spoke 
about how they manage the tourist industry 
and protect our National Parks.

NZTA invited our branch to be part 
of the Official Opening of the Ruby Bay 
Bypass, and they could not have wished for 
better weather. Thirty-six cars and one fire 
engine took part. With the speeches and 
ribbon cutting completed, the convoy led 
by Murray and Pauline Schwass in the fire 
engine, the vehicles with officials on board 
drove the new road to the Nelson end of the 
new bypass. 

David Topliss is onto his latest project – 
a 1926 Alvis 12/50 with a ducksback body. 
This vehicle is now in good hands and we 

look forward to seeing this very motorable 
car completed.

We welcome to our club, new members 
Phil Benvin and Flo Taylor who have a 1955 
XK140 SE Jaguar.

northland  Terry Lambess
On 29 August branch members partici-

pated in the Daffodil Day Car Rally and 
Fundraiser organised by Peter and Raewyn 
West-Hill. Members of the Classic Car Club 
and other interested car buffs also joined 
in. For many of the participants this was 
their first attempt at rallying and many later 
remarked how much they enjoyed the run. 
The rally travelled over sealed country roads 
then SH1 through Paihia, onto Kerikeri 
with a picnic lunch and prizes for best 
decorated car. A torrential downpour with 
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Nelson: A collection of tractors belonging to Dave 
Walker of Appleby viewed by Nelson members 
during a recent club run.

Nelson: Opening of the Ruby Bay Bypass on 22 October 2010. The fire engine driven by Murray 
Schwass, followed by the Unic driven by John Hurley.

Northland: Getting in to the spirit of the Daffodil 
Rally.
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hail saw the convertibles’ hoods going up 
with remarkable speed. Despite the rain a 
most enjoyable rally for a worthy cause. 

In September, all hands were on deck 
early for our swap meet. Attendance was 
quite good even if the weather wasn’t. The 
spares shed was busy, helped in no small 
way by the odd heavy shower sending 
people diving for cover.

During October a display of our vehicles 
was requested by the local council in 
honour of the International Day of the 
Aged Person. Despite a wet start to the day 
the sun arrived and so did the people. Many 
had owned and remembered most of the 
cars on display. Some of the things visitors 
claimed they had done in an Austin Seven 
brought many a laugh.

The annual Matakohe Museum Early 
Settlers Day saw an early start for most 
members as our vehicles had to be on 
display by opening time at 10am. Other 
branches and clubs were also there. The 
whole complex was open with most people 
attired in period dress. It was quite a step 
back in time.

north otago John Chynoweth
Pictured is the latest newly registered 

Veteran car to the ranks of the North 
Otago Branch.
Owner; South Island Club Captain, John 
Chynoweth.
1918 Buick EX 45. 242 Cu inch, 6 cylinder, 
valve in head motor, on a 118" wheelbase 
875x105 beaded edge wheels. 
The car is painted in the original shade of 
Buick green for 1918.
Rated hp 27.3, Brake hp 60
2 wheel external contracting brakes.

This car has just obtained registration 
and WOF and has been restored to a high 
standard by the owner. It should cruise 
between 50-60 mph when run in. It appears 
to be fairly high geared and starts easily 
with a great exhaust note.It is hoped to get 
more than 17-18 miles per gallon when final 
tuning is done.

otago  Arthur Bennett
Our branch newsletter is widely read 

throughout New Zealand judging by the 
number of calls I get from fellow members 
of other branches looking for spare parts. 
We do manage to satisfy quite a lot of 
inquiries, and as well, visitors passing 
through Dunedin know to call in on 
Wednesday mornings. Recent callers were 
Roslyn and Dennis Lowe in their 1935 
Chrysler Convertible and Noeline and Don 
Huggins in their 1935 Dodge. Last seen 
they were headed for the Tuapeka Punt for 
a new experience.

The Wednesday “Sparkaholics” and 
the Dunvegan Motorcycle Rally had good 
support and good touring weather.

Some one-make clubs seem to be 
affecting activities by clashing with branch 
activities. 

Our January calendar has the Jackson 
Peninsula Rally and our long enduring 
Dunedin to Brighton Run, a popular 
activity with the public.

rotorua Jackie Mowbray
Numbers were slightly down this year 

for the Sulphur City Rally but after a slight 
navigational foul-up a very pleasant rally 
seemed to be enjoyed by all. We were soon 
off the main roads and out in the country-
side. There are still roads out there that we 
haven’t been on.

Neville Harper and David Philps were 
presented with their 25-year badges at the 
Sulphur City prize-giving.

The most recent club run was a visit in 
the Bay Of Plenty to a farm machinery live 
day, and then on to a collection of early 
Ford vehicles. A journey to Opotiki to a 
screening of silent movies was enjoyed by 
many members also.

New members Todd and Nadene 
McClay with their Triumph Mayflower, 
were welcomed.

A 1968 Triumph Vitesse has been added 
to Bob MacKay’s garage.

Places of interest are still being found 
by the mid-weekers. They recently joined 
a group from the BoP for a tour of the All 
Terrain Park. This is a mammoth venture 
and is not expected to be completed until 
2025. Set in 4,000 acres this facility will 
cater for most leisure activities for all ages.

Doug and Doreen Green, owners 
of a much rallied 1930 Graham-Paige, 
have added another Graham-Paige as a 
companion for it. This one is a 1930 4 door 
convertible. It has been rebuilt from the 
front doors back using another sedan. Most 
of the small parts have all been restored. 
Instruments, windows, some chrome and 
most of the running gear are all done. Doug 
has completed and primed all the panels 
ready for assembly. The back doors are 
being completed and the rear tub is finished 
and ready to be fitted to the chassis. The 
engine has yet to be reconditioned but that 
will be the last item to be restored. With a 
business to run and Club Captain’s duties to 
perform, time is the thing. 

North Otago: John Chynoweth’s newly restored 1918 Buick.

Northland: (Above and below) The annual 
Matakohe Museum open day featured our members 
vehicles on display.
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Southland: The 3 wheeled brigade at lunch during the Vintage/Post Vintage Rally.

southland Malcolm Hodgkinson
Another quiet couple of months for 

the Southland Branch with only one rally 
taking place. On 16 October, a warm spring 
morning greeted 26 vehicles for the Vintage/
Post Vintage Rally. The rally initially took 
in part of The Southern Scenic Route with 
the lunch stop at Tokanui. The afternoon 
saw entrants visiting Maple Glen Gardens 
prior to heading back to the clubrooms for 
the prizegiving and a social hour or two. 
The overall winner was Colin Johnstone in 
a 1927 Chrysler.

Recently the branch was fortunate to 
purchase an overhead projector and large 
screen. This is a fantastic asset for us and 
was put to the test soon after installation 
by enthusiasts watching motor racing from 
Mount Panorama. We are certain that this 
projector will have multiple uses for the 
branch.

The annual auction night was again a 
great success with many members being 
successful with their bidding and contrib-
uting a tidy amount to the branch funds

With summer fast approaching, both the 
two and four wheel fraternity are gearing up 
for several events. 

south canterbury  Bill Weir
A garage raid on 24 July saw a large 

turnout of VCC members from South 
Canterbury, Waimate, North Otago and 
Ashburton branches meet at Geraldine. 
Under the control of the team leader 
Alistair Day they visited Geraldine 
Restorations’ new premises. The next visit 
was to Chris Lyttle’s restoration business 
at Te Awa where a large number of very 
diverse vehicles were being worked on. 

Temuka was the next stop at the Dale 
home to view his motorcycle collection 
and what a huge collection it is. We were 
surprised there is still room for Russell 
and Margaret Dale in the house! Three 

other visits followed with Neil Manchester’s 
garage at Washdyke having a very good 
selection of motorcycles plus his MG cars 
and Donald Campbell’s Chev truck.

The other Washdyke visit was organised 
by Gavin Munro to his workplace, Andar, 
where woolscour machinery was being 
prepared for shipment to China. The third 
visit was to Bill Weir’s yard where a selection 
of Chev cars and International trucks and 
tractors were available for viewing.

The Opening Run on 5 September saw 
approximately 50 cars from both SCVCC 
and Ashburton attend, this year organised 
by Ashburton. South Canterbury entrants 
met at our clubrooms on quite a raw cold 
morning and were sent off by Alistair Day 
to meet up with Ashburton at the Tin Shed 
at Rangitata. I’m not sure about Alistair’s 

navigational skills though as we did a huge 
loop out through Orton to Rangitata Island 
then back south to the Rangitata-Geraldine 
highway.

south otago John Cook
Our opening run was combined with 

our neighbours from the Gore branch with 
seven Vintage vehicles and two moderns 
from South Otago taking part. The run 
took them around some of the late Gore 
branch member, Gordon Diack’s, rural mail 
run. Some eighty km’s were covered ending 
back at the Gore branch’s clubroom.

Six members of the Blue Smoke brigade 
went on a moped and scooter run in late 
September run by the Southland branch in 
trying conditions. Rain, wind; you name it 
they had it, making it very difficult to read 
instructions, with one member’s scooter 
breaking down. The route took them 
through the city streets.

Ian McDonald riding a 1950 Triumph 
Thunderbird was the only one from 
our branch that went on the Dunvegen 
Motorcycle Rally riding the Central Otago 
roads and staying overnight in Ranfurly. 

In October 10 Vintage cars and two 
mopeds took part in the one hundred 
year celebration of the Stirling Hall with 
a parade down the main street. We were 
outnumbered by Vintage tractors.

At our recent club night Mel Tapp 
gave an interesting talk about his life-long 
interest in Vintage cars which started when 
he was a young lad. Mel’s first Vintage car 
was bought in 1966 and was a 1927 Dodge 
which he still owns. He is the second owner 
and he paid $200 for it. The odometer 
reading was 32,000 miles. Today he is still 
the proud owner and the mileage is now up 
to 60,000. Mel is also halfway through the 

South Canterbury: A large group of members enjoyed the Garage Raid around members collections.
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restoration of a 1923 Buick Roadster Model 
23/54 Sports Roadster Six Cylinder fixed 
head. This was a very elaborate car when 
new with a 124 inch wheel base.

Taranaki  Colin Johnston
It is with great sadness that I inform 

members of the passing of Batch Collins 
who was the last surviving member of 
the founding committee of our branch. 
An inaugural meeting was held on 15 
September 1961 and Batch was elected 
as our first Chairman. Batch led the 
new branch for the first two years in this 
position in a very capable manner and 
encouraged new members to join. He was 
an art and craft teacher in his profes-
sion and manned many check points for 
our rally organisers in the early years. We 
will miss his presence at our 50th jubilee 
celebrations in September 2011 and we 
extend our deepest sympathy to his family

The annual Rubber Duckie rally was 
held in September with the worst weather 
that we have had for many years for this 
event with rain, wind and cold. The 
afternoon section had to be cut short as 
the strong winds had ripped a shed roof 
off and left it in the middle of York Road, 
making it unsafe for motorcyclists to travel. 
It was a frustrating time for our organisers 
who had put a tremendous amount of work 
into preparing an excellent rally. However 
the entrants really enjoyed themselves and 
referred to it as a great challenge. This year 
the overall winner was Taranaki member 
Bruce Davidson. The Brian Hopkins Cup 
was won by Leo Fowler (1936 Ariel) and 
best presented bike The Hunt Cup was 
won by Dennis Young (1936 Ariel).

We welcome new members Mervyn and 
Leone Adams who own a Model A sedan.

Taupo Greg Nattrass
This year’s quiz night was as usual, 

very challenging on the grey matter for 
all involved. Chairman Norman Pointon 
found all sorts of questions that varied 
from cars to history to general knowledge. 
The eight teams involved did a lot of brain-
storming to come up with the answers. 
There was plenty of laughter, and fun had 
by all. 

A club run saw 16 cars following a 
course from the library out through the 
boat harbour, across the control gates 
bridge and to the ‘north shore’ of Taupo. 
The car trial was won by the Mock family.

Friday 8 October was a very big day in 
the town when our long awaited eastern 
bypass was officially opened. Our branch 
and other local car clubs were asked to 
provide cars to transport dignitaries to the 
opening, which was held on the new bridge 
just south of the Wairakei turn off. This 
was a momentous occasion followed by a 
convoy of cars following the new road then 
returning to town for an afternoon tea put 

on by the council. The following day was 
our local Cruising For A Cause, with the 
charity this year being The Taupo Parents 
Centre for which $6,000 was raised. The 
event envolves a collection of vehicles 
including Vintage, hot rods, fire engines, 
police, trucks and they take passengers 
a lap around the block in exchange for 
a gold coin donation to the nominated 
charity.

David Trewavas was our guest speaker 
in October. David is CEO of King Country 
rugby. David was explaining to us the 
advantages of hosting South Africa, Wales 
and Ireland for the rugby world cup next 
year. 

This month 16 cars took part in a 
run to the back of the lake, through to 
Whakamaru, then through a few back 
roads taking us up to the Maungatautari 
Ecological Island park in the Waikato 
region for a look through the park. 

Waikato Jeremy Brook
Our branch has formed a future devel-

opment committee to review the activities 
and buildings and to make recommenda-
tions for future use of those assets. Our 
branch members will be invited to have 
their say.

Club night speakers have been 
very interesting. In September we had 
Urologist, Mr Patrick Barry, who did his 
best to dissuade us from riding motorcy-
cles because of the likely consequences 
of accidents on certain parts of the male 
anatomy. In October Prof. John McCraw 

Wairarapa: What is it? Bernie Cheer with his 
mystery “shiny bit”.

The winners of the Janice Groves Memorial Rally. 
From left, Evelyn Chisholm, Shirley and Willis St 
Clair and organiser Ian Cutler

One of Gary Wall’s collection of MGs. Gary 
hosted Austins and others during the Peter Smith 
Memorial run. – Picture by Rosemary Hickland

Once were boy racers ... guest speakers Ray Lester 
and Gary Lang.

Waitemata: Top: Ian Bradley’s Alladin’s 
cave. Below Ian Williams’ Austin 7 and 
Triumph  motorcycle house.
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told us about the great Taupo eruption 
and how we are now overdue for a further 
eruption.

The Post Vintage Rally took place on 2 
October ably organised by Bob and Jillian 
Hayton. This event had a good turn out 
from members. Kairangi Hill Climb was 
also run by the branch, organised by Chris 
Brown and Bob Hayton. Again a great 
success. Two tours have taken place; the 
first being the “Bonnets in the Back Blocks 
Part III” which was a trip through the King 
Country over great roads. The weekend 
was enjoyed by the 33 people who dared 
to accept the challenge of difficult roads 
and rustic accommodation. The second 
tour was the Brits at the Beach which was 
organised by Jenny and Ian Patton and was 
a trip to Tairua Beach for the car display 
and festival.

The branch put 12 vehicles into the 
100 year celebration of the opening of the 
Hamilton Traffic Bridge.

Wairarapa Kevin Ball
Our top table shiny bits display on club 

nights continues to puzzle and delight. 
For the October meeting branch stalwart 
Bernie Cheer came up with a real head-
scratcher (see photo). What is it? The 
answer is at the bottom of these notes.

The October club night saw addresses 
by two of our speed kings, Gary Lang 
and Ray Lester. Both raced with success 
in their younger days; Gary in a series 
of big-engined endurance racers, notably 
Torana XU1s, a couple of Chargers and 
a Falcon, in the days of Leo Leonard and 
Rod Coppins. Ray developed and raced 
mostly at Levin, some very potent Anglias. 
The two even raced against each other on 
at least one occasion. They kept members 

entertained with their inside stories of 
racing in New Zealand.

The Peter Smith Memorial Rally for 
Vintage Austin Register, Flying A and 
honorary Austin members attracted 30 cars 
and 37 participants. Rally day dawned fine 
as entrants made their way to lunch at 
the Martinborough fire station, followed 
by a short tour through the vineyards and 
return to Clareville via club member Gary 
Wall’s collection of MGs.

Neville and Beth Taylor, in a 1947 
Austin 10, won the Vintage Austin 
section, Stephen and Claudia Anne Voss 
(1962 Austin Cambridge) the Flying A 
and Martin and Asrina Hutchinson (1936 
Plymouth) the honorary Austin section. 
Paintings of Vintage vehicles by Doug 
Curtis were presented to the Austin 
winners. The run was organised by Will 
and Ruby Holmes.

The branch’s luck with the weather held 
again for the Janice Groves Memorial Rally 
on 10 October. Ian Cutler and Margaret 
Doyle sent a dozen or so cars on a tortuous 
run on which failure to properly read the 
instructions sent at least two teams off in 
the wrong direction. Willis and Shirley St 
Clair stayed on track, maintained a steady 
pace and correctly answered all questions 
to win the event.

Apart from organised runs, some of 
our members have arranged an informal 
ring-around on sunny days for impromptu 
outings, picnics and the like. There is 
considerable interest in this. The branch 
has also been running card and board 
game sessions during the winter months.

Finally back to Bernie Cheer’s shiny bit. 
As the name suggests, it’s a vulcanising 
kit for patching tubes without dismantling 
the wheel. The device is strapped onto the 
wheel and the tube and patch go between 
the wooden and metal sections, which 
are clamped together. The circular tube is 
removed, filled with petrol, replaced and lit 
and in theory the resultant heat produces 
the perfect repair.

Waitemata Di Humphreys
The committee’s attempts to entice 

members along to clubnights by having 
special evenings has been well received. 

The September quiz clubnight proved 
that only a very few amongst us had an 
equally obscure mind to that of the quiz 
organiser!

The Branch has not done much motoring 
since July but now man and machine 
have recovered from the R’Oil Can Rally  
and the October shed raid saw an excellent 
turn-out. Basically we are a nosey lot. 
Three distinctly different sheds with all 
three proving to be totally fascinating.

For our 50 year member Max Jamieson, 
a special dinner is being organised. No 
meat pies allowed this November night 
and as it will be held on the eve of our 

Chelsea Hillclimb we are anticipating a 
good turn-out at both events.

Our Taupo circuit weekend arrives in 
early December. This was held in conjunc-
tion with the Historic Racing and Sportscar 
Club for the first time in 2009. Those who 
attended then came back totally fired up 
and the result is that there will be a bigger 
Vintage entry this year. We also hope for 
more spectator involvement too.

Looking forward, Waitemata Branch is 
organising some days of Vintage speed at 
Hampton Downs, the new race circuit in 
South Auckland. The circuit owners have 
offered us a very good deal and we antici-
pate Easter 2011 will give VCC members 
from all branches (who have the right 
type of car and all the required documen-
tation) the opportunity of enjoying this 
great venue. We hope that very shortly all 
branches will be informed of the format for 
this Easter’s speed extravaganza. 

Wanganui  Fay Chamberlain
What a successful night the Shiny Parts 

Auction turned out to be! Over $1,000 
raised and lots of fun had by all. Also well 
received was the October clubnight when 
the guest speaker was Roger Morrison from 
the Public Trust Office with lots of advice 
and information. Despite the inclement 
weather, we did manage a fine day for the 
tulip and straightline navigation Sunday 
run. Thanks to Stephen and Claudia Anne 
Voss it turned out to be a very happy 
group of members at the Wanganui airport 
for afternoon tea at the conclusion of the 
event. An added surprise was a visit to the 
old Control Tower at the airport, being 
lovingly restored by a few enthusiastic 
blokes in the community. 

Thanks too to Neil Farrer for a well 
organised tour through Taranaki and up to 
Taumaranui for the Journey Through Time 
rally. A four-day event very much enjoyed.

The new parts shed has now been 
officially opened. A short run through the 
city preceded the ribbon ceremony. (Cut 
by Len Browell, the longest serving parts 
custodian the branch has ever had.) Well 
done Len. 

Restoration work has been going on too. 
With the Restoration of the Year coming 
up in December, it will be good to see 
what turns up. Of much interest, has been 
the restoration of a 1921 Model T truck, 
previously owned by Peter Nightingale of 
Levin, which has now become a fairground 
organ. (see photos). Ian Chamberlain has 
been very busy with the conversion and has 
just managed to squeeze one last vehicle? 
into his shed. Rosie is her name, and she’s 
already been seen as guest of honour at two 
local resthomes, plus a very eventful trip to 
Levin’s Motorshow. Look out for her, you’ll 
certainly hear her coming!

Wanganui: before....and after
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Wellington Ray Betteridge
In September a good number of motor-

cycles went north to the Rubber Duckie 
which proved aptly named. Wind, rain, a 
house roof on the road and road closures 
with slips and snow challenged all and 
Joseph Lucas lost the challenge. Warrick 
Laing won the post war class and John 
Viner took second in the PV class.

Tom’s Tour was turned inside out and 
we went clockwise via the Kapiti Coast 
to Palmerston North and home via the 
Wairarapa. Horowhenua Branch produced 
an excellent lunch supported by a fabulous 
car show. The tour of far too many second-
hand shops saw us at show and tell with 
some interesting purchases. David Crooks 
purchased his wife Barbara a birthday 
present. An ingenious garden edge trimmer 
which would require an Amazon with big 
biceps to be effective. Fortunately, their 
marriage is still intact. On Sunday through 
the Wairarapa we experienced near gale 
force cross winds which challenged all. 

In October our second Heritage Rally 
took on a heritage flavour with a tour of 
interesting sites in the upper valley and 
returned south on the Rimutaka railway 
line to picnic in Phil and Coral Kidd’s 
lounge. The group of pre-war vehicles 
including Veterans – Martin Ferner’s 
Minerva and Michael Curry’s Humber - 
then toured back to the Clubrooms. Model 
A’s took first and third places with a new 
Graham Paige in second.

Our Kapiti mid-week group continues 
to attract good numbers including some 
Horowhenua members. 

Wellsford Warkworth
 Rita Jorgensen

At our annual prizegiving evening 
Paul Hicks received the restoration of the 
year trophy for his 100 year old Napier 
Landaulette London Taxi.

Club Man of the Year went to Doug 
Hamilton for his untiring work on our 

new clubrooms. Kiwi made film The China 
Cup was shown at our Noggin n natter in 
September. Directed by our chefs Harry 
and Gay’s daughter-in-law, featuring their 
old Peugeot 404 now owned by their son.

The Matakohe Museum Settlers Day 
on 9 October and the Kowhai Festival in 
Warkworth were held on the same day and 
included club displays.

We welcomed one of our founda-
tion members to our social evening on 
14 October. Albie Littin and his partner 
Marina are moving to Rotorua. Albie has 
done a lot of restoration work over the 
years – mainly on Rolls-Royce vehicles. He 
was presented with a wooden plaque with 
an etching of his 1926 Chrysler Roadster 
taken from a photo. Now we have our own 
clubrooms and would like any members 
from other areas who happen to be passing 
through to please come and meet us on one 
of our social evenings.

West coast  Hemi Te Rakau
On yet another typically fine West 

Coast day, branch members went on a 
garage raid southwards to Hokitika. Careful 
preparation had to be made for this trip as 
the whitebait season is still in full swing 
and any larger than two group of people 
coming out of the north (especially from 
Greymouth) could be misinterpreted as a 
raiding party of another kind. 

Mort and Diane Cruickshank brought 
us up to date with the rebuilding of a Nash 
Metropolitan. This is an interesting little 
car built by Kelvinator. Some comments 
were overheard comparing the project with 
other articles also made by Kelvinator – 
Mort just chuckled and continued telling 
us how, where, who, when and all the other 
important information connected to the 
car and it’s life to date. 

After leaving Mort’s place we went to 
see Keith and Lorraine Bradley’s beautiful 
newly-completed workshop resplendent 
with a 1928 Erskine, a 1935 Austin 7 

Pearl Cabriolette, a 1968 Austin Princess 
Vanden Plas and an immaculate 1960 
Jaguar 3.4 Manual. Although newly built, 
the workshop still didn’t seem big enough. 
This seems a common fault amongst club 
members – the bane of the too-small 
workshop. Keith and family have put a lot 
of work into bringing these cars back from 
the dead and it will be very exciting to 
see the Pearl Cabriolette back on the road 
again as we believe there are not very many 
of this model left in the world. 

On again went the troop this time 
to visit the West Coast Historical and 
Mechanical Society’s holdings and progress 
since our last visit. The crew had been busy 
restoring an original Westland County 
V8 truck and an AllisChalmers bulldozer,  
one of only two left in New Zealand. It 
has a low-compression petrol start ignition 
which switches to diesel after the initial 
firing. She runs sweetly, works well and 
has been a boon to the members as they 
use this remarkable machine to improve 
the grounds and projects being under-
taken at the historical park. After the visits 
and catch-ups the group finished the day 
having lunch together in Hokitika before 
returning home.

West Coast: 1937 Allis Chalmers WKO Bulldozer.

Mort & Diane Cruickshank’s Nash Metropolitan.

1935 Austin 7 Pearl Cabriolet.
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32 years experience • qualified tradesman •  
cars • trucks • tractors • motorbikes • full or part restorations undertaken 

cars for sale go to www.scottsrestorations.com

P 03 314 4992 M 027 221 8092 email thescotts@scorch.co.nz

FORMERLY PEARSONS VINTAGE CARS

Classic and Vintage Restorations
North caNterbury
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0800 658 411

of a lifetime
Insuring you have the rally 

Over 40% of VCC members have their house, contents or cars insured 
with Vero CIS. So why don’t you join them? You’ll receive tailored policies and 
competitive VCC premiums. Vero CIS will also make a contribution to the VCC 
for every policy you take out. 

Vero CIS are proud to be the major 
sponsor of the VCC Rally 2012

For more information about our VCC policies
or to obtain a quotation call us on


